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2018 Administrative Leadership Unit Review of 
Academic Support and Learning Technologies Division 

 I.A. Profile: Unit Purpose
What is the purpose of the unit and how does it contribute to the mission of 
Skyline College? 

Narrative 
The Mission of the Academic Support and Learning Technologies division is to 
enhance student success by offering targeted academic support programs and 
resources to students through the Learning Center, by supporting scholarship 
and information literacy through the Library and by offering a wide-range of 
professional development programs, including transformative pedagogy and 
technology, to faculty and staff through the Center for Transformative Teaching 
and Learning (CTTL).  

This mission is directly responsive to the institutional values of Student Success 
and Academic Excellence and supports College Goals 1, 4, 5, 6 and 8. In 
addition, the work of the ASLT positively effects our ability to achieve the 
leadership goal that we will be the employer of choice.  The ASLT Division also 
plays a significant role in achieving our goal of eliminating equity gaps in student 
success through offering targeted academic support programs and focused 
professional development for faculty and staff, as well as ongoing technological 
solutions.  ASLT's vision is that with CTTL leadership, Skyline College will be the 
most innovative college in the district, region, state and nation. 
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I.B. Profile: Programs
Which programs or functions are contained within the unit?  

Narrative 
There are four units within ASLT.  Two units are part of the Learning Commons.  
These units are the Learning Center and the Library.  The Learning Center 
enhances student success by offering targeted academic support programs and 
resources to students including tutoring in basic skills and beyond, ESOL 
programs, supplemental instruction, retention programs and peer mentoring.  
The Library supports faculty and student scholarship, information literacy, a 
variety of outreach efforts, and OER and ZTC support. 

The third unit is the Center for Transformative Teaching and Learning (CTTL), 
which offers a wide-range of professional development programs, including 
transformative pedagogy and technology, to faculty and staff.  By enhancing the 
experience of teaching and learning through innovation, technology and 
pedagogy, the Center for Transformative Teaching and Learning supports the 
Skyline College vision of inspiring a global and diverse community of learners to 
achieve intellectual, cultural, social, economic, and personal fulfillment. 

The fourth unit is Academic Technology (formerly Media Services).  Academic 
Technology provides a wide range of technology services for the campus, 
including computer replacement, coordinating with District IT support for smart 
classrooms, and lab computer replacements, lecture capture and general 
campus-wide media services. 

In addition to the above units, the College Success Initiative is co-chaired by 
ASLT. 

In FY2017-18, ASLT started the following programs, 

1) Lecture capture

2) Bluepulse - a live formative feedback system.

3) Professional management system

4) Service learning

5) Communities of Practice

6) Faculty Diversity Internship Program

7) Peer mentoring program.
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I.C. Profile: Service Area Outcomes
List the current service area outcomes for the unit. 

Narrative 
Outcomes 

a. All Skyline College employees will develop as professionals through
participation in comprehensive professional development activities.  Faculty
will enhance student learning and success through programs that promote
best practices and transformative teaching and learning.  These activities are
offered through the Center for Transformative Teaching and Learning (CTTL).
See attached strategic plan.

b. In support of learning, faculty and staff will integrate targeted academic
support programs for students and will promote resources available to
students through the Learning Center.

c. Students will be able to demonstrate skills central to information literacy as a
result of formal and informal interaction with the Library.

d. In support of learning, faculty will create and utilize technology enhanced
learning environments and alternative modes of delivery that are proven to
have a positive impact on student retention and graduation.  ASLT is
committed to be well informed of trending and cutting edge technology that
can enhance student retention and graduation. See attached strategic plan.

Evidentiary Documents 

CTTL Strategic Plan 1718-2122-1.xlsx 

Note: Please see the Attachments tab within this document for the Excel document listed above.
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II.A. Analysis: Unit Effectiveness
Review data related to the administrative unit and assess the unit’s effectiveness 
at meeting its described purpose.  Data should include, but is not limited to, the 
CPRs/APPs submitted within the last year by programs within the administrative 
unit. 

Describe the unit’s effectiveness including identification of achievements and/or 
areas in which further effort is needed.  Comment on progress made towards 
previously established unit objectives. 

Narrative 
ASLT 
Prior to FY2017-18, none of the units in ASLT have had a strategic plan.  In 
FY2017-18, a five-year strategic planning was finished for CTTL and the other 
units will begin their planning in FY2018-19.  The objective is to have all units 
complete a detailed plan, with objectives, benchmarks, milestones, timelines, and 
responsible parties completed by the end of FY 2018-19.  Completion of the 
strategic plans will all for continuous and regular reporting of data and progress. 

CTTL 
Beginning in Fall 2018, CTTL will follow the strategic plan developed for 2017-18 
to 2021-22.  Below is the action plan that was established for 2017-18, and the 
progress achieved for each action item. 

1) Identify and secure resources to provide accessibility accommodations for
workshop attendees.

Resources were provided for those workshop attendees that required 
accessibility accommodations.  Financial resources for these 
accommodations (if needed) was supplied by the VPI Office. 

2) Work with PRIE to design mixed-methods studies to evaluate the
effectiveness of PD

Work with PRIE is continuing. 

3) Adjust times/dates and topics of CTTL workshops per needs assessed by
CTTL/PD/DE surveys.

Some times and dates were adjusted based on surveys. 

4) Continue New Faculty Academy (formerly BootUp Camp) Faculty Training

New Faculty Academy was updated and continued. 
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5) Continue Adjunct Faculty Teaching & Learning Symposium

Adjunct Faculty Teaching & Learning Symposium was continued.  Key 
note speaker was Paul Hernandez ("The Pedagogy of Real Talk"). 

6) Continue Canvas and other DE-related training.

Canvas training continued with the expansion from Beginner's Workshops 
to Intermediate and Advanced Workshops.  And online Canvas course 
was developed and implemented. 

7) Continue Skyline College NCORE Delegation

Skyline College sent an 8 person delegation to NCORE 

8) Continue to develop programs, workshops, training to support First Semester
Success, the Student Equity Plan, SSSP, Meta-Majors/GE Pathways, and
Skyline College Promise

CTTL continued to develop and implement programs, workshops, training 
to support First Semester Success, the Student Equity Plan, SSSP, Meta-
Majors/GE Pathways, and Skyline College Promise 

9) Increase accessibility training and development of accessible materials.

Chris Weidman join CTTL with the primary function of providing 
accessibility training and developing accessible materials.  He is also 
assisting MCPR in developing accessible material. 

10) Implement Communities of Practice

Four Communities of Practice (CoP) we implemented.  These CoPs were 
1) Sustainability and Social Justice; 2) Service Learning; 3) Online and
Hybrid Learning; and 4) Transformative Teaching and Learning.

11) Initiate Service Learning

Service learning was launched through a Day of Action.  This CoP was led 
by Rika Fabian and with Financial Support from the VPI Office, CTTL, and 
the Center for Student Life and Leadership Development.  Day of service 
include a needle exchange clinic, Habitat for Humanity, beach clean-up, 
and a food back.  Student reflection and surveys were taken, indicating 
that service learning is highly desired by students. 
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12) Launch Frontline Professional Development Management System.

It took longer than expected to develop the Frontline system to mimic 
Article 13 application.  By May 2018, Article 13 applications will be 
handled 100% electronically through Frontline.  Training and 
implementation will begin Fall 2018. 

13) Pilot Lecture Capture

Piloting of lecture capture continues.  Progress was slowed significantly by 
procurement, and as a result the newer lecture capture devices and 
editing software did not arrive on campus until Spring 2018.  Expanded 
implementation and training will begin in Fall 2018. 

14) Pilot Blue Pulse

BluePulse continues to be piloted.  The number of faculty piloting the 
formative assessment system has increased to 15. 

15) Pilot VeriCite

This action is on hold, as VeriCite was purchased by Turnitin. 

16) Develop 2017-2018 CTTL/PD needs assessment surveys

2017-2018 CTTL/PD needs assessment surveys were developed and 
conducted. 

17) Investigate funding sources for Re-Boot Program for junior and senior-level
faculty

Re-Boot program is in the planning stages. 

18) Investigate funding sources for intensive adjunct faculty teaching & learning
institute

CTTL experiences a significant budget reduction, so this remains in the 
planning stage. 

19) Research effective existing intensive classified staff institutes

Research coaching/mentoring programs for faculty/staff is in the 
conceptual stages. 
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20) Hire a FT Instructional Aide II to help with accessibility compliance issues

Chris Weidman was hired to help with accessibility compliance issues. 

21) Hire a FT Program Services Coordinator to assist with CTTL activities,
programs, software implementation, Service Learning, and other new
initiatives, etc.

Marisa Thigpen is returning to ASLT.  It is not clear at this time, how much 
of her time will be dedicated to ASLT. 

22) Hire an additional FT Instructional Designer or Technologist

No hire. 

23) Hire a .4 faculty coordinator for Service Learning.

Carla Grandy was hired 0.1 to work on service learning. 

24) Work with PRIE to design mixed methods studies to evaluate the
effectiveness of PD

CTTL continues to work with PRIE. 

Library 
Previous program objectives (goals) were identified in the 2016-2017 APP in the 
following areas: 

Staffing: The Library has hired a replacement Instructional Aide II (IA2), a 
replacement 0.8 FTE Library Support Specialist, three replacement part-time 
faculty librarians, and a full-time faculty librarian for new outreach and OER 
services.   

Permanent growth positions were not approved by the college and the Library 
still needs an additional Faculty Librarian (1.0 FTE). An additional Faculty 
Librarian (1 FTE) was ranked in the top five for the college by the FTES 
Committee in 2015-16. The need for an additional full-time Faculty Librarian is 
based on a considerable increase in the number of informational literacy 
workshops (number of ENGL 100 & 105 sections increased by 50% or more due 
to the phasing out of ENGL 846 remedial sections) and other informational 
literacy instructional activities such as embedded librarians, librarians working 
with faculty to include informational literacy on Canvas, including librarians in 
Accudemia, etc., and the need to assume the retired librarian’s duties. 
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In addition, the Library needs an evening IA2 (0.48 FTE) and to increase the 0.8 
FTE Library Support Specialist to 1.0 FTE to manage increasing workload. 
Additional student assistants are also needed for new support for the Canvas 
implementation 

Collections and Services: The Library added a 24/7 chat reference service 
(QuestionPoint) that has improved off-campus and online student research help 
and a site license to NYTimes.com by cancelling some existing subscriptions in 
the previous year. These services are essential for Distance Education courses 
and the Library has subscribed to new electronic resources (including a 
multicultural news database); hence funding is needed for continuing 
subscriptions. In AY 16/17, the Library received temporary collection funding for 
the Baccalaureate Program in Respiratory Care (BSRC) for journal subscriptions 
and print books and expanded the Reserve Textbook Collection with temporary 
funding from Associated Students of Skyline College ($10,000). This funding was 
not available for AY 17/18. The Library needs additional funding for electronic 
resources, textbooks, and to continue adequate support of the BSRC program 
including upper division General Education and the Zero Textbook Cost Degree 
program. 

Technology upgrades: The Library implemented student laptop checkout (10 
PC laptops) and a high-resolution scanner in 2016  with Instructional Equipment 
Funds, but 30 more PC laptops (or Chromebooks) are needed for a swing 
classroom library research workshops and another high-resolution scanner is 
greatly needed due to student demand. The Library has taken the lead in 
providing first-level Canvas support for students, and implemented Skyline 
College Technology Support service in 2016 and the service has been well 
received. Additional student assistant staffing and IA2 (0.48) support is needed 
for Canvas and other technology support. The Library was not funded to 
purchase iMac desktops for student video editing and multimedia projects or for 
new iPads for student checkout. There is still a need for this hardware for student 
digital media projects.   

Furniture/Facilities: The Library has continued to have issues with furniture and 
facilities that were not addressed in the review period including replacing the 
Check-out desk with practical design and replacing windows and blinds to protect 
staff and students' safety during emergency situation. The reference desk and 
Technology Support desks has been combined but needs redesign so that the 
Technology Help Desk will face north for visibility and better services to students. 
The library classroom needs flexible, collaborative furniture to enable group work, 
better instructor-student communication and greater ability to implement 
interactive, student-centered pedagogies. There are ongoing facilities issues 
such as lighting, odors, leaks and uncontrollable room temperature and air 
circulation.  
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Events: The Library has grown its outreach programs and events in the last year 
including the first Human Library event funded by a PIF grant, continuing 
partnership with English Department on Poetry Month, and continuing the 
successful “De-Stress for Success” programming at finals. The Library has 
explored new ways to promote library resources to students and staff including 
Skyline Shines articles, partnering with Skyline View, and utilizing MCPR 
services.    

Learning Commons integration: The Library has continued to work with the 
Learning Center team to better integrate services such as co-hosting academic 
success workshops. Building signage for the Learning Commons has not been 
updated to reflect our services and for student usability. Additional renovations 
are needed to physically integrate the Library and Learning Center into a true 
Learning Commons.  Increased Learning Commons-wide training and team-
building for staff and student assistants, cross-training of staff, and library faculty 
available for research help in the Learning Center itself will further the integration. 

Long Term Plans: There has not been progress on long-term plans including 
upgrading print management systems, replacing windows and blinds, and 
implementing RFID technology and self-check machines across District libraries. 
They are on-going needs for the Library. 

The Learning Center 
The following progress has been made on the previously listed TLC objectives: 

• The Math lab has been expanded to include a defined area for statistics
as well as for transfer level math. Additional space is needed to create a
definitive Basic Skills math area, which will carry over into the next APP as
a goal in relation to II.B: External changes that may impact our space with
the new AB 705 compliant math course.

• TLC has continued to expand the scope and size of the Supplemental
Instruction program. In the 2017-2018 academic year, the SI program
supported more sections of previously supported courses and piloted
support for new courses. The SI program supported 44 in-person,
classes[1] in Fall 2017 and 49 classes in Spring 2018, for a total of 93 in-
person courses. This is an increase of 12 total classes from the 2016-
2017 academic year. In the 2017-2018 academic year, SI expanded
support to the following courses:

o ACTG 100: Accounting Procedures
o ACTG 121: Financial Accounting
o BIOL 130: Human Biology
o CHEM 192: Elementary Chemistry
o ECON 100: Principles of Macroeconomics

• 100 online tutoring hours have been purchased through NetTutor, the
online tutoring platform that the district has chosen as their vendor. Hours
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will continue to be purchased going forward to support students in online 
classes, after hours, and with subjects not covered by in-person tutoring. 

The following objectives have not yet had specific progress moving them forward: 
• Modular furniture has not been purchased for TLC tutoring labs. Budget

constraints have not allowed for additional furniture acquisition.
• Budget allocation for short term temp IA II has not been increased. District

support of extended TLC evening hours allowed for an additional short
term temp IA II, but this funding is not a guaranteed component of TLC
operational budget moving forward.

• Student Assistant allocation budget has not increased.
• No additional permanent, part time .48 Instructional Aide II positions have

been added to TLC staffing.

Academic Technology (formerly Media Services): 
Currently, Academic Technology is meeting demand for their services.  However, 
in order to do this, it required over $11K in overtime.  With lecture capture 
beginning next year, the shortage of personnel will worsen without increased 
staffing and budget.  

 Evidentiary Documents 

graphs for rough yer SI - updated 6.6.17.xlsx  
RAW_SI_Survey_results_16-17.xlsx  
ROUGH SI YER 16-17 - Updated 6.6.2017.docx 
SI Logic Model - ROUGH- updated 6.6.17.doc  
Skyline Technology Plan 2017-2021 v4.0.docx  
TLC Extended Hours Report_6.7.17.docx  

Note: Please see the Attachments tab within this document for all of the documents listed above. 
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II.B. Analysis: Progress on Outcomes
Describe the progress on service area outcomes, conclusions drawn, and 
expected use of results.   

Narrative 
Outcomes 

a. All Skyline College employees will develop as professionals through
participation in comprehensive professional development activities.  Faculty
will enhance student learning and success through programs that promote
best practices and transformative teaching and learning.  These activities are
offered through the Center for Transformative Teaching and Learning (CTTL)

Progress: 

1. Strategic planning was completed and implementation has begun.
2. Purchased Frontline Professional Development Management System and

has been designed to accommodate Article 13 requests.  Faculty and staff
training will begin Fall 2018.

3. Completed Canvas training, developed and implemented online Canvas
training course, intermediate and advanced Canvas training.

4. Piloted new anti-plagiarism software tool but unfortunately, it was bought
out and shelved by Turnitin.

5. Began piloting Bluepulse, a live formative feedback system, across four
divsion, involving over 12 faculty.  BluePaulse was updated to version 3.0
and faculty received online training. Piloting will continuie in FY 2018-19.

6. Initiated Communities of Practice and will continue them into FY 2018-19.
7. Service learning program and professional development to continue in FY

2018-19.
8. Faculty Diversity Internship Program began FY 2017-18.  First interns and

mentors will start in FY2018-19.
9. Continue online education accessibility tools.
10. Team building workshop was completed.
11. Hired new Distance Education Coordinator, Chris Collins.

b. In support of learning, faculty and staff will integrate targeted academic
support programs for students and will promote resources available to
students through the Learning Center.

Progress: 

1. Extended hours were implemented at the Learning Center for FY 2017-18.
Were discontinued at the end of Spring 2018.

2. SI expanded.
3. Retention Specialist hired.
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4. Peer mentoring program has begun.  Pilot occurred in FY 2017-18, and
program will expand in FY 2018-19 mainly through BSI funding.

5. 24/7 Online tutoring was available continually through FY 2017-18, and
will continue into FY 2018-19.

6. Completed strategic planning for CTTL.
7. Conducted team building workshop for the Learning Center.

c. Students will be able to demonstrate skills central to information literacy as a
result of formal and informal interaction with the Library.

1. Established a Faculty and Student Canvas Help Desk in the library.
2. Continue support for Skyline College's Promise, through the lending library

and textbook reserve.  Program was successfully transferred to the
Bookstore.

3. OER efforts continued through a grant funded by PIF and a Zero-Textbook
Grant through the CCCCO (Houpis: Project Director).

4. Continue and expand library outreach efforts.  New for this year was
poetry readings

5. Continue and expand efforts to support the BS in respiratory care.
6. Retested team dynamics for Library.  Results showed significant

improvement.

d. In support of learning, faculty will create and utilize technology enhanced
learning environments and alternative modes of delivery that are proven to
have a positive impact on student retention and graduation.  ASLT is
committed to be well informed of trending and cutting edge technology that
can enhance student retention and graduation.

Progress: 

1. Implementing Skyline Technology Plan.
2. Maintain computer refresh schedule.
3. Work with IT to continue efforts to remedy WiFi issues.
4. Purchased 10 Lecture Capture systems.  Pilot was delayed due to

Purchasing.  Piloting will resume in FY 2018-19.

 Evidentiary Documents 

CTTL Strategic Plan 1718-2122-1.xlsx  
Day of Action ASSC presentation.pdf  
Future CTTL Bldg 5 Floorplan.pdf  
Library 2017 to 2018 Comparison Team Assessment Report.pdf 
SKY_B19_SwingPlan-1.pdf  
Skyline Technology Plan 2017-2021 v4.0.docx  

Note: Please see the Attachments tab within this document for the Excel and Word documents listed above. 
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II.C. Analysis: Unit Environment
Describe key factors and changes impacting the unit such as college initiatives, 
industry needs, regulatory changes, state mandates, grant requirements, 
personnel changes, demand for classes/services, and other issues.    

Narrative 
1. The SI Program currently utilizes PH 306 and 319 to conduct weekly SI

Sessions.  The transition of BLDG 1 offices and resources to Pacific
Heights shows that PH 306 and 319 will not be available to the SI program
next semester.

In order to maintain SI’s current size and offerings, having at least 2
dedicated rooms (in addition to SI Room A and SI Room B, formerly 5-115
in TLC) is necessary.  It has been proposed to convert the Language Lab
(5100C) into space for SI and the new peer mentoring program.

2. In order to meet the increased demand for all student services offered by
the Learning Center, additional staff will need to be hired.

3. Skyline Promise and the lending library have place additional workload on
a small staff.  As this is scaled up, additional resources are going to be
needed in personnel and annual book orders.

4. Increased demand for technological services, including lecture capture will
further strain the capacity of Academic Technology.

5. CTTL has several new programs coming on line (lecture capture,
bluepulse, professional management system, service learning and
Communities of Practice) that will require additional resources and staffing
(a 0.48 SA and a 1.0 PSC).

6. CTTL needs to move out of Building 1by the end of Fall 2018.  Plans are
to relocate CTTL Office to the space currently occupied by Shipping and
Mailing Services, and Graphic Arts and Production.  See current and
future floor plans for CTTL in Bldg 5.

7. The Art Gallery will be closed while the replacement of Building 1 is built.
The Library is planning to move art displays to the library.  Additionally, Art
purchased through the Humanity through Student Art program.
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 Evidentiary Documents 

Community of Practice Design Guide_Edutcause.pdf 
CoP Flyer.pdf  
Current 2017-18 Bldg 5 Layout.pdf  
Future CTTL Bldg 5 Floorplan.pdf  
Lang Lab Floor Plan Proposal_6.14.17 Final.xlsx  

Note: Please see the Attachments tab within this document for the Excel document listed above. 
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II.D. Analysis: Unit Personnel
Describe the current staffing structure of the unit and how it aligns with achieving 
the purpose of the unit.  Attach the current organizational chart (an image of the 
org chart can be inserted in the box).  Provide staffing FTE by category (FT/PT 
faculty, permanent staff, temporary staff, student workers, administrators). 

HINT: To display the information in a table, it is easiest to create the table in 
Word and paste into the narrative box.     

Narrative 

Name FTE Classification FT/PT
CTTL 
Collins, Christopher 0.600 Faculty PT 
Floro, Nina 1.000 Faculty FT 
Rowden-Quince, Bianca 1.000 Faculty FT 
Flores, Ricardo 

Title 

Adj. Professor/Coordinator 
Professor/Coordinator 
Instructional Designer 
Instructional Technologist 1.000 Staff FT 

Smith, Michael Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Gibney, Patrick Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Llamas, Isabella Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Dufresne, Mary Anne Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Kurlykova, Mariia Student Assistant 0.000 Student 

THE LEARNING CENTER 
Belluomini, Jessica Instructional Aide II 0.400 Staff FT 
Daniels, Chanel Instructional Aide II 1.000 Staff FT 
Espino, Jacqueline Staff Assistant 1.000 Staff FT 
Guo, Hong Instructional Aide II 1.000 Staff FT 
Gutierrez, Raymon Retention Specialist 1.000 Staff FT 
Mcmullin, Scott Instructional Aide II 0.400 Staff FT 
Reed, David Manager 1.000 Staff FT 
Trujillo, Christina Instructional Aide II 1.000 Staff FT 
Vengco, Timurhan Program Services Coordinator 1.000 Staff FT 
Rivas, Victor Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Zuniga, Nicholas Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Cartagena, Jose Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Lorenzo, Marinelle Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Bueso, Erica Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Maccay, Pauline Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Grelli, Gianni Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
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Morrison, Justine Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Lim, Bryan Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Somarriba Jarquin, Maria Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Ubungen, Monina Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Buendia, Ariel Jaynus Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Ubungen, Monique Therese Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Barrera Lopez, Nery Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Brown, Robert Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Buzo Marin, Ricardo Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Paras, Joshua Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Nunez-Rosario, Emily Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Amaro, Christopher Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Campos Trujillo, Alexander Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Tashi, Daniela Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Lozada, Nichole Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Cortes, Andres Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Moreno, Joren Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Baba, Christian Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Carsano, Ma Kristle Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Eaidra, Moe Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Oclaman, Janah May Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Thein, Akayi Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Gutierrez, Nataly Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Chew, John Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Huang, Shiyi Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Nguyen, Thanh Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Jones, Amante Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Malool, Orionne Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
McLaughlin, Nikki SI Leaders 0.000 Student 
Marszalec, Samuel SI Leaders 0.000 Student 
Carbajal, Daniel SI Leaders 0.000 Student 
Segura, Roberto SI Leaders 0.000 Student 
Rigling, Dylan SI Leaders 0.000 Student 
Ramos, Albert SI Leaders 0.000 Student 
Gonzalez, Andrea SI Leaders 0.000 Student 
Carbajal, Alejandro SI Leaders 0.000 Student 
Htut, Phyo SI Leaders 0.000 Student 
Lobue, Nicholas SI Leaders 0.000 Student 
Chan, Kayiu SI Leaders 0.000 Student 
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Geronimo, Samantha SI Leaders 0.000 Student 
Lacap, Raycel SI Leaders 0.000 Student 
Coreas Ayala, Arcadia SI Leaders 0.000 Student 
Valle - Umagat, Nathaniel SI Leaders 0.000 Student 
Dos Reis, Ryan SI Leaders 0.000 Student 
Zhou, Yuan SI Leaders 0.000 Student 
Guerrero, Katrina SI Leaders 0.000 Student 
Hobbs, Gail SI Leaders 0.000 Student 
Pabalan, Christabelle SI Leaders 0.000 Student 
Phamhi, Elizabeth Minh-Hoa SI Leaders 0.000 Student 
Gannon, Michael SI Leaders 0.000 Student 
Drosky, Rebecca SI Leaders 0.000 Student 
Jibaja Prado, Luis SI Leaders 0.000 Student 
Morris, Devyn SI Leaders 0.000 Student 
Bituin, Adrian SI Leaders 0.000 Student 
Xiang, Youce SI Leaders 0.000 Student 
Tran, An SI Leaders 0.000 Student 
Szeto, Kristine SI Leaders 0.000 Student 
Flink, Laura SI Leaders 0.000 Student 
Marquez Ramirez, Martha SI Leaders 0.000 Student 
Oo, Wai Hnin SI Leaders 0.000 Student 
Nazlukhanyan, Victor SI Leaders 0.000 Student 
Chaaban, Sarah SI Leaders 0.000 Student 
Borissoff, Tsubasa SI Leaders 0.000 Student 
Yuan, Ariel SI Leaders 0.000 Student 
Hernandez, Luis SI Leaders 0.000 Student 
Coral-Herrera, Roque SI Leaders 0.000 Student 
Yeung, Rachel SI Leaders 0.000 Student 
Kamarulzaman, Nur Syahrain SI Leaders 0.000 Student 
Zainol Bahar, Mohammad Izwan SI Leaders 0.000 Student 
Tan, Sufang SI Leaders 0.000 Student 
Babaev, Leon SI Leaders 0.000 Student 
Swartout, Bryan Short Term/Hourly 0.000 Student 
Coston, Hannah Instructional STD Asst/Peer Tutors 0.000 Student 
Benedicto, Katrina Instructional STD Asst/Peer Tutors 0.000 Student 
Al Sawalha, Ghadeer Instructional STD Asst/Peer Tutors 0.000 Student 
Baker, Justine Instructional STD Asst/Peer Tutors 0.000 Student 
Poythress, Adrian Instructional STD Asst/Peer Tutors 0.000 Student 
Raja Dolah, Aimi Liyana Instructional STD Asst/Peer Tutors 0.000 Student 
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Lopez Thibodeaux, Mayra Aide/Short Term 0.000 Student 
Tun, Swe Aide/Short Term 0.000 Student 
Walters, Joshua Aide/Short Term 0.000 Student 
Wisnia, Kristy Aide/Short Term 0.000 Student 
Grande Santillana, Miriam Aide/Short Term 0.000 Student 
Cooper, Shanna Aide/Short Term 0.000 Student 
May, Nina Aide/Short Term 0.000 Student 
Donahue, Trillion Aide/Short Term 0.000 Student 

LIBRARY 
Ly, Pearl Director, Learning Commons 1.000 Administrator FT 
Brenner, Eric Librarian 1.000 Faculty FT 
Lim, Poh Kim Librarian 1.000 Faculty FT 
Wolbers, Dennis Librarian 1.000 Faculty FT 
Baker, Cody Library Support Specialist 1.000 Staff FT 
Driscoll, Carol Library Support Specialist 1.000 Staff FT 
Ferreira, Sergio Library Support Specialist 0.800 Staff FT 
Lee, Kristen Library Support Specialist 1.000 Staff FT 
Samn, Ryan Instructional Aide II 1.000 Staff FT 
Xiong, Mitchell Staff Assistant 1.000 Staff FT 
Costa, Annie Adjunct Librarian 0.270 Faculty PT 
Klinke, Kelly Adjunct Librarian 0.240 Faculty PT 
Rahn, Katrina Adjunct Librarian 0.160 Faculty PT 
Silver-Sharp, Jessica Adjunct Librarian 0.180 Faculty PT 
Torres Volken, Mary Adjunct Librarian 0.580 Faculty PT 
Wardell, Liza Adjunct Librarian 0.210 Faculty PT 
Upchurch, Kirsten Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Quintanilla, Marjourie Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Armstrong, Melita Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Lwin, Htet Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Togonon, Friane Jade Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Jibaja Prado, Amada Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Dacuma, Rachel Ann Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Macz, Cristina Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Her, Kaonhou Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Serrano, Hadasa Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Chen, Yongru Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Khant, Zaw Min Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Abi Khalil, Michel Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
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Vieira Mendes, Adenice Student Assistant 0.000 Student 

MEDIA SERVICES 
Marcelo, Roger Multimedia Services Coordinator 1.000 Staff FT 
Bucceri, Kamla Multimedia Technician 1.000 Staff FT 
King, William Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Barrera Velasquez, Adrian Student Assistant 0.000 Student 
Lafond, Jeremy Student Assistant 0.000 Student 

ASLT 
Houpis, James Dean 1.000 Administrator FT 
Dimalanta, Karen Division Assistant 1.000 Staff FT 
Thigpen, Marisa Program Services Coordinator 1.000 Staff FT 
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III.A. Reflection: Considering Key Findings
Consider the previous analysis, identify unit strengths, challenges, opportunities, 
concerns, and areas in which further research is needed.  Describe how the 
conclusions drawn can be used to improve the unit’s effectiveness in order to 
promote student learning and achievement.   

Narrative 
Strengths: 

1. A core of staff and faculty that are committed to student success.
2. New hires are providing exceptional energy and innovative ideas.
3. Ability and desire to work across silos.
4. Implementing several new innovative programs

o Lecture capture
o Live formative assessment
o Communities of practice
o Service Learning
o Expanding OER
o Peer mentoring

5. Successful launch of Canvas training has been followed up by developing
and implementing ongoing beginning (including an online course),
innovative, and advanced training.

6. A well-established professional development program that can evolve into
a directed transformative effort.

7. The Learning Commons becoming the "center of the College".
8. A Learning Center with multiple programs that are in high demand by our

students.
9. A Library that is in transformation - more outreach.

Challenges: 
1. Fear of change.
2. Campus-wide silos.
3. Resources needed to fund expanding efforts.
4. Lack of long-term strategic planning for TLC and LIbrary.  (Strategic Plan

for CTTL is now complete).

Opportunities: 
1. The lack of innovative learning and teaching programs means that

expansion of our new innovative efforts can be quick and effective.
2. Cross-campus collaborations exist or easily cultivated, especially in OER,

peer mentoring, equity, and service learning.
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Concerns: 
1. All Units across the division need to develop strategic plans that

demonstrate connections across the division, and road map to College
and District Goals.

2. ASLT does not have the resources to adequately support all of the new
innovative efforts.  Without adequate support, the efforts will stall or fail.

Need for Data: 
1. Data collection is mostly in the beginning stages.  Units need to work with

PRIE to develop robust data collection techniques and effective
experimental design that can demonstrate effectiveness in student
learning and achievement.  This needs to begin as soon as the AY 2017-
18 begins.

Evidentiary Documents 

CTTL Strategic Plan 1718-2122-1.xlsx 
Day of Action ASSC presentation.pdf  

Note: Please see the Attachments tab within this document for the Excel document listed above. 
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III.B. Reflection: Synergy
Based on the CPRs/APPs for programs within the unit, identify any potential 
areas of synergy across unit and program activities that may not be easily 
recognized from within individual programs.    

Narrative 
Presently, there is good communication across the unit and synergies are well 
defined.  The following are examples; 

1) OER efforts - collaboration between the library, CTTL, BookStore, and
ZTC grant participants.

2) Lecture capture - collaboration between Academic Technologies and
CTTL.

3) Faculty and Staff Technology Help Desk - collaboration between the
library and CTTL.

4) Technology in the Learning Center - collaboration between Academic
Technology and the Learning Center.

5) Communities of Practice - Collaboration between all ASLT units.
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III.C. Reflection: Aspirations
Describe the aspirations of the unit.  What is the preferred future of the unit?  
What long-term results does the unit want to achieve?  Strategically thinking 
about the next 2-5 years, how can resources be leveraged and programs work 
together to achieve those long-term results?    

Narrative 
Academic Support and Learning Technologies Division 

ASLT's Vision is Skyline College will be recognized as the most innovative 
college in the district, region and the nation.  We will work tirelessly to achieve 
the goal of eliminating the equity gaps in student success through program and 
services that we offer our students and through innovative and transformative 
best practices in learning that will serve our diverse students and their future. 

As part of this vision, we will be know for uplifting our surrounding communities 
through service learning and institutionalizing communities of practice.  And our 
campus will become known for providing significant affordable learning solutions 
through innovative OER incentive programs, both for individual courses and fully 
online degree and certificate programs. 

In the next two to five years, with support from the College to expand our efforts 
in transformative learning initiatives, OER and affordable learning solutions, and 
online programs, we will be able to demonstrate the effectiveness of our initial 
(pilot) efforts.  We can use promising data from our effort to leverage additional 
support from the district, state, federal and other private and public entities to 
fund an expansion of our innovative efforts.  This in turn with support the Skyline 
Promise as well as scalable efforts across the campus. 

Center for Transformative Teaching and Learning (CTTL) 

Vision: The vision of the CTTL is to be the core of professional learning and 
development for all Skyline College employees. The CTTL will be known across 
the region as a community to share ideas and inspire innovation to meet the 
challenges of equitable teaching, learning, and support to improve student 
success. 

Mission: The CTTL ¬provides professional learning through activities promoting 
innovation, reflection, and collaboration for all employees in support of Skyline 
College’s mission to empower and transform a global community of learners. 
CTTL Goals: 

1. Develop the scope, quality, accessibility, and accountability of CTTL
programming that prepares Skyline College employees to meet their
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professional development goals as well as the needs of our students. 
(SCG 1) 

2. Take a leadership role in promoting professional learning and
development among community colleges in our region. (SCG 3, 6)

3. Provide human, technological, and pedagogical resources to support
employees with delivering instruction and services that meet the needs of
our students. (SCG 4)

4. Foster the commitment of faculty, staff, and administration to ongoing
improvement through access to opportunities for professional growth.
(SCG 5)

5. Establish and maintain fiscal responsibility and alignment of CTTL
programs and services to Skyline College’s Mission, Vision, and Values.
(SCG 7)

6. Ensure professional learning and development support campus efforts
that value diverse communities of learners at Skyline College. (SCG 8)

Learning Commons 

A. Library

B. Learning Commons
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IV.A. Strategy for Unit Enhancement: Action Plan and Resource Requests
Based on the reflection, develop an annual action plan with related resource 
requests.  No narrative response will be entered in this section, but the objectives 
you create will be printed automatically in the ALUR report under this item.  

(1) To begin, click on PLANNING at the top of the page, then CREATE A NEW
OBJECTIVE. To view previously created objectives, click PLANNING at the top
of the page, then VIEW MY OBJECTIVE.
(2) IMPORTANT! Make sure to associate each objective to this standard in the
ALUR and link each objective to one or more institutional goals.

Need help?  Contact the PRIE Office for further instructions. 

Narrative 
Please refer to planning modules. 

Associated Objectives 

332-Add modular furniture with built in power to tutoring labs
571-BSRC program library support and collection
331-Identify additional space to accommodate projected increase and expansion of
services 
614-Increase budget allocation for short term temp instructional aides
615-Increase Student Assistant Budget Allocation
572-Library Furniture, Fixtures, and Equipment requests
573-Library staffing
574-Long Term Facilities and Technology Plans
336-One FTE Instructional Aide II position
335-Purchase online tutoring hours
338-Staffing
337-Technology needs
575-Textbook affordability, ZTC, and Open Educational Resources
339-Transition from Multimedia Services to Academic Technology
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TEAM SUMMARY


HIGH (3.75 AND ABOVE)


MEDIUM (3.25 TO 3.74)


LOW (LESS THAN 3.25)


JUNE 14, 2017 MARCH 22, 2018


RESULTS


ACCOUNTABILITY


COMMITMENT


CONFLICT


TRUST
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THE FIVE FUNDAMENTALS


NEVER RARELY SOMETIMES USUALLY ALWAYS


1 2 3 4 5


RESULTS


06/14/17 3.16


03/22/18 3.54


ACCOUNTABILITY


06/14/17 2.74


03/22/18 2.93


COMMITMENT


06/14/17 3.24


03/22/18 3.6


CONFLICT


06/14/17 2.65


03/22/18 3.23


TRUST


06/14/17 2.84


03/22/18 3.39


LOW (LESS THAN 3.25) MEDIUM (3.25 TO 3.74) HIGH (3.75 AND ABOVE)
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THE STRONGEST AREAS: BEFORE AND AFTER
The questions listed below represent the top 7 areas where your team scored highest relative to


other questions in the original assessment, along with the corresponding score in the comparison


assessment. Understanding and continuing to leverage your team's strengths is as important as


identifying and correcting its weaknesses.


AVG. SCORE AVG. SCORE


FUNDAMENTAL 06/14/17 03/22/18


38. COMMITMENT 3.62 3.77Team members support group decisions
even if they initially disagreed.


34. COMMITMENT 3.54 3.85The team sticks to decisions.


35. ACCOUNTABILITY 3.46 4.08Team members consistently follow through
on promises and commitments.


3. RESULTS 3.46 3.69Team members are quick to point out the
contributions and achievements of others.


29. RESULTS 3.38 3.54The team consistently achieves its
objectives.


25. RESULTS 3.38 3.62Team members are slow to seek credit for
their own contributions.


17. TRUST 3.38 3.62Team members acknowledge and tap into
one another's skills and expertise.
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THE WEAKEST AREAS: BEFORE AND AFTER
The questions listed below represent the bottom 6 areas where your team scored lowest relative to


other questions in the original assessment, along with the corresponding score in the comparison


assessment. To improve the cohesiveness of your team, it is critical that you understand and


address these areas.


AVG. SCORE AVG. SCORE


FUNDAMENTAL 06/14/17 03/22/18


8. ACCOUNTABILITY 2.31 1.62Team members point out one another's
unproductive behaviors.


23. CONFLICT 2.31 2.92Team members communicate unpopular
opinions to the group.


6. TRUST 2.31 2.85Team members acknowledge their
weaknesses to one another.


21. ACCOUNTABILITY 2.38 2.54The team ensures that poor performers feel
pressure and the expectation to improve.


33. TRUST 2.38 3.46Team members can comfortably discuss
their personal lives with one another.


7. CONFLICT 2.38 3.15Team members voice their opinions even
at the risk of causing disagreement.
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THE AREAS OF GREATEST IMPROVEMENT
The questions listed below represent the top 7 areas where your team made the most improvement


relative to other questions.


AVG. SCORE AVG. SCORE


FUNDAMENTAL 06/14/17 03/22/18


33. TRUST 2.38 3.46Team members can comfortably discuss
their personal lives with one another.


YOUR TEAM'S SCORE IMPROVED BY 1.08 POINTS
FOR THIS STATEMENT.


18. CONFLICT 2.54 3.38Team members solicit one another's
opinions during meetings.


YOUR TEAM'S SCORE IMPROVED BY 0.84 OF A
POINT FOR THIS STATEMENT.


7. CONFLICT 2.38 3.15Team members voice their opinions even
at the risk of causing disagreement.


YOUR TEAM'S SCORE IMPROVED BY 0.77 OF A
POINT FOR THIS STATEMENT.


32. TRUST 2.54 3.31Team members are unguarded and
genuine with one another.


YOUR TEAM'S SCORE IMPROVED BY 0.77 OF A
POINT FOR THIS STATEMENT.


2. CONFLICT 2.46 3.15Team members are passionate and
unguarded in their discussion of issues.


YOUR TEAM'S SCORE IMPROVED BY 0.69 OF A
POINT FOR THIS STATEMENT.
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THE AREAS OF GREATEST IMPROVEMENT
(continued)


AVG. SCORE AVG. SCORE


FUNDAMENTAL 06/14/17 03/22/18


14. RESULTS 2.77 3.46When the team fails to achieve collective
goals, each member takes personal
responsibility to improve the team's
performance.


YOUR TEAM'S SCORE IMPROVED BY 0.69 OF A
POINT FOR THIS STATEMENT.


28. COMMITMENT 3.23 3.92The team is aligned around common
objectives.


YOUR TEAM'S SCORE IMPROVED BY 0.69 OF A
POINT FOR THIS STATEMENT.
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THE AREAS OF GREATEST DECLINE
The questions listed below represent the top 1 area where your team fell behind relative to other


questions.


AVG. SCORE AVG. SCORE


FUNDAMENTAL 06/14/17 03/22/18


8. ACCOUNTABILITY 2.31 1.62Team members point out one another's
unproductive behaviors.


YOUR TEAM'S SCORE DECLINED BY 0.69 OF A
POINT FOR THIS STATEMENT
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TRUST


NEVER RARELY SOMETIMES USUALLY ALWAYS


1 2 3 4 5


1. Team members admit their mistakes.


3.08
3.46


6. Team members acknowledge their weaknesses to one another.


2.31
2.85


10. Team members ask for help without hesitation.


3.15
3.46


13. Team members ask one another for input regarding their areas of responsibility.


3.00
3.54


17. Team members acknowledge and tap into one another's skills and expertise.


3.38
3.62


22. Team members willingly apologize to one another.


2.85
3.38


32. Team members are unguarded and genuine with one another.


2.54
3.31


33. Team members can comfortably discuss their personal lives with one another.


2.38
3.46


ASSESSMENT COMPLETED 06/14/17 ASSESSMENT COMPLETED 03/22/18
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CONFLICT


NEVER RARELY SOMETIMES USUALLY ALWAYS


1 2 3 4 5


2. Team members are passionate and unguarded in their discussion of issues.


2.46
3.15


4. Team meetings are interesting and compelling (not boring).


3.15
3.38


5. During team meetings, the most important-and difficult-issues are discussed.


3.00
3.62


7. Team members voice their opinions even at the risk of causing disagreement.


2.38
3.15


12. During discussions, team members challenge one another about how they arrived at their
conclusions and opinions.


2.54
2.85


18. Team members solicit one another's opinions during meetings.


2.54
3.38


23. Team members communicate unpopular opinions to the group.


2.31
2.92


27. When conflict occurs, the team confronts and deals with the issue before moving to
another subject.


2.85
3.38


ASSESSMENT COMPLETED 06/14/17 ASSESSMENT COMPLETED 03/22/18
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COMMITMENT


NEVER RARELY SOMETIMES USUALLY ALWAYS


1 2 3 4 5


11. Team members leave meetings confident that everyone is committed to the decisions that
were agreed upon.


3.00
3.46


19. Team members end discussions with clear and specific resolutions and calls to action.


3.08
3.46


24. The team is clear about its direction and priorities.


3.15
3.46


28. The team is aligned around common objectives.


3.23
3.92


30. The team is decisive, even when perfect information is not available.


3.08
3.31


34. The team sticks to decisions.


3.54
3.85


38. Team members support group decisions even if they initially disagreed.


3.62
3.77


ASSESSMENT COMPLETED 06/14/17 ASSESSMENT COMPLETED 03/22/18
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ACCOUNTABILITY


NEVER RARELY SOMETIMES USUALLY ALWAYS


1 2 3 4 5


8. Team members point out one another's unproductive behaviors.


2.31
1.62


16. Team members are quick to confront peers about problems in their respective areas of
responsibility.


2.54
2.62


20. Team members question one another about their current approaches and methods.


2.85
3.00


21. The team ensures that poor performers feel pressure and the expectation to improve.


2.38
2.54


26. All members of the team are held to the same high standards.


3.15
3.62


35. Team members consistently follow through on promises and commitments.


3.46
4.08


36. Team members offer unprovoked, constructive feedback to one another.


2.46
3.00


ASSESSMENT COMPLETED 06/14/17 ASSESSMENT COMPLETED 03/22/18
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RESULTS


NEVER RARELY SOMETIMES USUALLY ALWAYS


1 2 3 4 5


3. Team members are quick to point out the contributions and achievements of others.


3.46
3.69


9. The team has a reputation for high performance.


3.31
3.38


14. When the team fails to achieve collective goals, each member takes personal responsibility
to improve the team's performance.


2.77
3.46


15. Team members willingly make sacrifices in their areas for the good of the team.


2.85
3.31


25. Team members are slow to seek credit for their own contributions.


3.38
3.62


29. The team consistently achieves its objectives.


3.38
3.54


31. Team members value collective success more than individual achievement.


3.31
3.92


37. Team members place little importance on titles and status.


2.85
3.38


ASSESSMENT COMPLETED 06/14/17 ASSESSMENT COMPLETED 03/22/18
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How to Use This Community Design Guide
This guide provides a practical approach to creating 
communities of practice (CoPs) based on experiences 
working with corporations, nonprofits, associations, 
government organizations, and educational 
institutions. While it is important to recognize that 
every organization and community is different, this 
guide provides a structure to help clarify the most 
important design elements that go into defining, 
designing, launching, and growing CoPs—both online 
and face-to-face. The first three pages of the guide 
are designed for those who are considering the 
strategic use of CoPs to facilitate collaboration, 
learning, or knowledge generation and want to know 
more. The subsequent pages of the guide are 
designed to help CoP designers and facilitators 
understand the questions, issues, and options 
involved in planning and cultivating communities. 
 


What Is a Community of Practice? 
A community of practice is a group of people who 
share a common concern, a set of problems, or 
interest in a topic and who come together to fulfil both 
individual and group goals.1  CoPs often focus on 
sharing best practices and creating new knowledge to 
advance a domain of professional practice. Interaction 
on an ongoing basis is an important part of this. A 
community’s specific purpose and goals inform the 
appropriate activities and technologies that should 
support it. Many virtual communities of practice rely on 
face-to-face meetings as well as Web-based 
collaborative environments to communicate, connect, 
and conduct community activities. 
 


Why Are Communities Important? 
Today, organizations, workgroups, teams, and 
individuals must work together in new ways. Inter-
organizational collaboration is increasingly important. 
Communities of practice provide a new model for 
connecting people in the spirit of learning, knowledge 
sharing, and collaboration as well as individual, group, 
and organizational development. 
 


Communities of practice are important because they: 


 Connect people who might not otherwise 
have the opportunity to interact, either as 
frequently or at all.  


 Provide a shared context for people to 
communicate and share information, stories, 
and personal experiences in a way that builds 
understanding and insight. 


 Enable dialogue between people who come 
together to explore new possibilities, solve 
challenging problems, and create new, 
mutually beneficial opportunities. 


 Stimulate learning by serving as a vehicle for 
authentic communication, mentoring, 
coaching, and self-reflection. 


 Capture and diffuse existing knowledge to 
help people improve their practice by 
providing a forum to identify solutions to 
common problems and a process to collect 
and evaluate best practices. 


 Introduce collaborative processes to 
groups and organizations as well as between 
organizations to encourage the free flow of 
ideas and exchange of information. 


 Help people organize around purposeful 
actions that deliver tangible results. 


 Generate new knowledge to help people 
transform their practice to accommodate 
changes in needs and technologies. 


 
How Do You Build CoPs? 
Communities of practice are dynamic social structures 
that require “cultivation” so that they can emerge and 
grow.2 Organizations can sponsor CoPs, and through 
a series of steps, individuals can design a community 
environment, foster the formalization of the 
community, and plan activities to help grow and 
sustain the community. But ultimately, the members of 
the community will define and sustain it over time. 
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How Do Communities Grow? 
Communities have lifecycles—they emerge, they 
grow, and they have life spans. For each lifecycle 
phase, specific design, facilitation, and support 
strategies exist that help achieve the goals of the 
community and lead it into its next stage of 
development. If the community is successful, over 
time the energy, commitment to, and visibility of the 
community will grow until the community becomes 
institutionalized as a core value-added capability of 
the sponsoring organization. The following model3 
outlines the lifecycle phases of communities.  
 


 
 


(adapted from McDermott, 2002) 


The lifecycle phases include: 
 


 Inquire: Through a process of exploration and 
inquiry, identify the audience, purpose, goals, 
and vision for the community. 


 Design: Define the activities, technologies, 
group processes, and roles that will support the 
community’s goals. 


 Prototype: Pilot the community with a select 
group of key stakeholders to gain commitment, 
test assumptions, refine the strategy, and 
establish a success story. 


 Launch: Roll out the community to a broader 
audience over a period of time in ways that 
engage newcomers and deliver immediate 
benefits. 


 Grow: Engage members in collaborative 
learning and knowledge sharing activities, group 
projects, and networking events that meet 
individual, group, and organizational goals while 
creating an increasing cycle of participation and 
contribution. 


 Sustain: Cultivate and assess the knowledge 
and “products” created by the community to 
inform new strategies, goals, activities, roles, 
technologies, and business models for the 
future. 


Successfully facilitating a CoP involves understanding 
these lifecycle phases and ensuring that the 
expectations, plans, communications, collaborative 
activities, technologies, and measures of success map 
to the current phase of the community’s development. 
Without conscious facilitation, momentum may be lost 
during the launch phase and the CoP may not achieve 
the critical mass needed to evolve into a sustainable 
entity. 


How Do Online Communities Become 
Places? 
Facilitating community is not a static, one-time event 
related to “turning on” a software platform or 
technology. While technology—the technical 
architecture—can assist greatly in providing a platform 
for communication and collaboration, even more 
important is the social architecture of the community. 
The technical architecture supports the community, 
while the social architecture enlivens it. The roles, 
processes, and approaches that engage people—
whether face-to-face or online—are essential in 
relationship building, collaborative learning, 
knowledge sharing, and action. Together, technical 
and social architectures create the container for the 
community. 
An effective approach to community facilitation 
involves creating a predictable “rhythm” that sets an 
expectation around how and when to participate in the 
community. A “sense of place” is created in the minds 
of community members through an integrated, 
thoughtful combination of face-to-face meetings, live 
online events, and collaboration over time within a 
persistent Web environment. 


 
 


Purpose Is Paramount 
While almost every community evolves along a 
lifecycle, every community is indeed unique, with 
distinct goals, member characteristics and needs, and 
purpose. All design choices (for technical or social 
architecture) must be driven by purpose, so 
community purpose is paramount.  Successful and 
sustainable communities have focused, well-defined 
purposes that are directly tied to the sponsoring 
organization’s mission. Purposes should be defined in 
terms of the benefits to the community’s stakeholders 
and the specific needs that the community will be 
organized to meet. Purposes can be categorized into 
the following four areas of activity: 
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Culture of Inquiry and Evidence and Community Activities 
Once purpose has been defined, the next important planning activity is to frame the assessment infrastructure 
and the language of inquiry and evidence that the community and its stakeholders will use to understand and 
document success in achieving the purpose, meeting organization goals, responding to needs, and making 
decisions about future actions. Rubrics for assessment of the effectiveness of community activities have not yet 
been fully developed; however, the following are general questions to explore in assessing the quality of 
community design, development, and support in relation to community activities. 
   


1. Foundation: Build Relationships 
 


Develop relationships of trust, mutual respect, reciprocity, and commitment necessary for strong 
communities. 
 


Interaction with and development of a wider network of peers is sufficient reason to belong to a community for some. 
Even if the community purpose is broader, other community activities are dependent on an environment of mutual 
respect and trust, which “encourages a willingness to share ideas, expose one’s ignorance, ask difficult questions, 
and listen carefully.”4 For virtual communities of practice especially, relationships are fostered by frequent 
synchronous and asynchronous interaction, and this sense of presence of other community members is important to 
keep members engaged with the community. 
 


Key Questions: How regularly are members interacting? To what extent do interactions have continuity and depth? 
Are members “opportunistic” about chances to interact in other settings (conferences, etc.)?Are members taking on 
new leadership roles? How much and what kind of reciprocity is occurring? To what extent is a shared understanding 
of the community’s domain and approach to practice beginning to emerge? 


 
Community/Practice/Domain 


 


2. Learn and Develop the 
Practice 


 


4. Create Knowledge in 
the Domain 


Learn and develop a shared 
practice, based on an 
existing body of knowledge. 


Generate and discover new 
knowledge. 


 


Practice evolves with the 
community as a collective 
product, becomes integrated 
into members’ work, and 
organizes knowledge in a way 
that reflects practitioners’ 
perspectives. Successful 
practice development depends 
on a balance between “the 
production of ‘things’ like 
documents or tools”5 and deep 
learning experiences for 
community members. 


Members go beyond current 
practice to explore the cutting 
edge of the domain, to 
innovate. Community may 
redefine its boundaries and 
membership and foster 
boundary-crossing, possibly 
working with people from 
other communities to explore 
emerging technologies, 
practices, and ideas. 


 


Key Questions: How rich and 
accessible are the 
community’s knowledge 
representations for existing 
practice? To what extent does 
community design support 
deeper learning for community 
members6?  


 
 
 


 


 


Key Questions: How open is 
the community to new ideas 
and leadership? To what 
extent is the community 
influential in its domain? Are 
community members being 
invited, as community 
members, to present on 
leading-edge ideas?  


 


3. Take Action as a Community 
 


Take purposeful action to carry out tasks and projects 
 


Small group projects, sponsored by the community, help members create personal relationships and also provide a 
way to produce the resources for developing the practice: cases, effective practices, tools, methods, articles, lessons 
learned, databases, heuristics, models, Web sites. 
 


Key Questions: Are collaborative efforts beginning to emerge naturally? Are there community structures to support 
volunteering for projects and working with others? Are members recognized and rewarded for their contributions? 
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The next two sections outline specific issues related to defining the appropriate “social and technical architectures” for 
a given community. By providing questions that need to be answered at the beginning of each lifecycle stage, 
community facilitators can apply best practices in community development to their own CoPs. In addition to these key 
questions, a number of prescriptive activities are described that lead to specific work products. These include 
documents and presentations that can be used for communication, planning, and the facilitation of the community 
itself. 
 


11..  IInnqquuiirree 
IIddeennttiiffyy  tthhee  aauuddiieennccee,,  ppuurrppoossee,,  ggooaallss,,  aanndd  vviissiioonn  ffoorr  tthhee  ccoommmmuunniittyy.. 


KKeeyy  QQuueessttiioonnss  ttoo  EExxpplloorree SSuuppppoorrttiinngg  AAccttiivviittiieess 
 


 Audience: who is this community for? Who are the 
community’s important stakeholders? 


 
 Domain: Given the intended audience, what are the 


key issues and the nature of the learning, knowledge, 
and tasks that the community will steward? 


 
 Purpose, Goals, and Outcomes: Given the 


audience and domain, what is this community’s 
primary purpose? What are the benefits to the 
stakeholders? What specific needs will the 
community be organized to meet? 


 


 
1. Conduct a needs assessment through informal 


discussions, formal interviews, surveys, and/or focus 
groups. 


2. Define the benefits of the community for all 
stakeholders, including individual sponsors, 
individual community members, defined subgroups, 
the community as a whole, and the sponsoring 
organization. 


3. Create a mission and vision statement for the 
community, tying these into the sponsoring 
organization’s mission and vision if appropriate. 


4. Identify the major topic areas for community content 
and exploration. 


5. Create an estimate of the cost for community 
technology, special technical development, 
facilitation, and support. 


6. Begin the recruitment of a core team of individuals 
who represent the community audience. 


 
 


22..  DDeessiiggnn 
DDeeffiinnee  tthhee  aaccttiivviittiieess,,  tteecchhnnoollooggiieess,,  ggrroouupp  pprroocceesssseess,,  aanndd  rroolleess  tthhaatt  wwiillll  ssuuppppoorrtt  tthhee  ccoommmmuunniittyy’’ss  ggooaallss.. 


KKeeyy  QQuueessttiioonnss  ttoo  EExxpplloorree SSuuppppoorrttiinngg  AAccttiivviittiieess 
 


 Activities: What kinds of activities will generate 
energy and support the emergence of community 
presence? What will the community’s rhythm be? 


 Communication: How will members communicate 
on an ongoing basis to accomplish the community’s 
primary purpose? 


 Interaction: What kinds of interactions (with each 
other and with the content of the community) will 
generate energy and engagement? 


 Learning: What are the learning goals of the 
community, and how can collaborative learning be 
supported? 


 Knowledge Sharing: What are the external 
resources (people, publications, reports, etc.) that 
will support the community during its initial 
development? How will members share these 
resources and gain access to them? 


 Collaboration: How will community members 
collaborate with each other to achieve shared goals? 


 Roles and Social Structures: How will community 
roles be defined (individuals, groups, group leaders, 
community administrators, etc.) and who will take 
them on? 


 
1. Identify tasks that community members are likely to 


want to carry out in the community. 
2. Develop a series of scenarios that describe various 


synchronous and asynchronous experiences of the 
different personas (identified in the first phase) that 
would be necessary to carry out the tasks and that 
demonstrate the potential benefits defined in the first 
phase. 


3. Identify any face-to-face meeting opportunities for 
community members and define how these will be 
incorporated into the community experience 
(conferences, etc.). 


4. Lay out a tentative schedule for the community 
(weekly, monthly, quarterly, and/or annually), 


5. Create a timeline for the community’s development.  
6. Create a directory or folder structure for organizing 


discussions, documents, and resources. 
7. Determine facilitator roles and recruit the first 


community facilitator(s). 
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33..  PPrroottoottyyppee 
PPiilloott  tthhee  ccoommmmuunniittyy  wwiitthh  aa  sseelleecctt  ggrroouupp  ooff  kkeeyy  ssttaakkeehhoollddeerrss  ttoo  ggaaiinn  ccoommmmiittmmeenntt,,  tteesstt  aassssuummppttiioonnss,,  
rreeffiinnee  tthhee  ssttrraatteeggyy,,  aanndd  eessttaabblliisshh  aa  ssuucccceessss  ssttoorryy.. 


KKeeyy  QQuueessttiioonnss  ttoo  EExxpplloorree SSuuppppoorrttiinngg  AAccttiivviittiieess 
 


 What short-term pilot goals will help establish the 
community as a viable and valuable entity? 


 What community-oriented technologies will be used 
to support the pilot community’s social structures and 
core activities? 


 What sort of brand image does the community want 
to project, given its audience, domain, purpose, and 
mode of operation? 


 What are the meaningful metaphors to use with the 
community’s audience? 


 What is the tone of interactions and activities that 
facilitators want to model? 


 How will community identity be formed and shared? 
 How will success be measured and communicated to 


the broader stakeholder groups? 
 


 
1. Select the most appropriate community-oriented 


technology features to support the goals of the pilot. 
2. Design the community environment and have a 


group test the functionality through case scenarios. 
3. Decide on the community metaphor and how it will 


be represented in the community’s organization and 
appearance. 


4. Implement the community prototype and give access 
to the core team and pilot audience. 


5. Seed the community with content. 
6. Facilitate events and activities to exercise the 


prototype, focusing on achieving short-term value-
added goals. 


7. Ensure that roles are clear and that support 
structures are in place. 


8. Measure success and report on the results of the 
prototype to sponsors and stakeholders. 


 
 
 
44..  LLaauunncchh 
RRoollll  oouutt  tthhee  ccoommmmuunniittyy  ttoo  aa  bbrrooaaddeerr  aauuddiieennccee  oovveerr  aa  ppeerriioodd  ooff  ttiimmee  iinn  wwaayyss  tthhaatt  eennggaaggee  nneeww  mmeemmbbeerrss  
aanndd  ddeelliivveerr  iimmmmeeddiiaattee  bbeenneeffiittss.. 


KKeeyy  QQuueessttiioonnss  ttoo  EExxpplloorree SSuuppppoorrttiinngg  AAccttiivviittiieess 
 


 Why should someone join the community? What are 
the benefits? 


 What is the business model behind the community? 
 How do new members learn about the community? 
 What are the community’s norms for behavior? 
 How do new members become oriented to the 


community environment? 
 Based on insights from the pilot, what kinds of 


community activities will generate energy and 
engagement and support the emergence of 
community “presence” (activities, communication, 
interaction, learning, knowledge sharing, 
collaboration, roles and social structures)? What will 
the community’s “rhythm” be? 


 Based on insights from the pilot, how will roles and 
community social structures be defined and 
supported over time? 


 How will success be measured? 
 


 
1. Using experience and results from the prototype, 


design and implement the community environment 
(include graphics that support the community 
metaphor, predefined content from a variety of 
sources, prepopulated online discussions, links, 
databases with best practices and other information, 
online meeting spaces, etc.). 


2. Establish the community charter, which includes an 
articulation of the mission, vision, goals, and member 
norms and agreements. 


3. Define various roles available for community 
members, depending on their desired level of 
participation, goals, and previous experience. 


4. Implement communications and marketing plans. 
5. Determine the member profile/directory structure. 
6. Recruit new members. 
7. Set up new member accounts or enable self-joining 


membership and group affiliations. 
8. Provide synchronous welcome to new members 


when they first log in. 
9. Provide orientation to new members. 
10. Finalize and publicize a community calendar of 


events. 
11. Design and deliver synchronous and asynchronous 


events and activities. 
12. Set up communication channels (news, 


announcements, newsletters, integration with face-
to-face meetings, etc.). 
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55..  GGrrooww 
EEnnggaaggee  mmeemmbbeerrss  iinn  ccoollllaabboorraattiivvee  lleeaarrnniinngg  aanndd  kknnoowwlleeddggee  sshhaarriinngg  aaccttiivviittiieess,,  ggrroouupp  pprroojjeeccttss,,  aanndd  
nneettwwoorrkkiinngg  eevveennttss  tthhaatt  mmeeeett  iinnddiivviidduuaall,,  ggrroouupp,,  aanndd  oorrggaanniizzaattiioonnaall  ggooaallss  wwhhiillee  ccrreeaattiinngg  aann  iinnccrreeaassiinngg  
ccyyccllee  ooff  ppaarrttiicciippaattiioonn  aanndd  ccoonnttrriibbuuttiioonn.. 


KKeeyy  QQuueessttiioonnss  ttoo  EExxpplloorree SSuuppppoorrttiinngg  AAccttiivviittiieess 
 


 What are the emerging benefits of the community for 
members, subgroups, the community as a whole, the 
community’s sponsors, and other key stakeholders? 


 What are the emerging roles that one could play 
within the community? What are the different groups 
to which one could belong? 


 How do members get recognized and rewarded for 
their contributions? 


 How do members create their own community 
identity and presence? 


 What work products can members contribute to 
support individual and community goals? 


 What are the most important elements of community 
culture that are emerging that should be recognized 
and represented in the online environment, as well 
as in formal policies and procedures? 


 What are the emerging technical needs of the 
community environment (e.g., the community-
oriented technology/platform and the "place" that it 
creates) to support the evolving purpose, processes, 
and community culture? 


 


 
1. Continue implementation, including facilitation and 


communication. 
2. Create and share stories of individual and community 


successes (e.g., digital stories) to capture best 
practices and create excitement and momentum. 


3. Identify emerging community roles and recruit 
members to fill them. 


4. Create and assign members to subgroups to support 
emerging group activities. 


5. Conduct a resource inventory (freshness, relevance, 
usefulness, use) then identify and upload additional 
content to meet the community’s needs. 


6. Create opportunities for sponsored projects (projects 
with defined work products that may or may not 
require additional commitments from community 
members and sponsors). 


7. Design activities with recognition and awards 
attached to encourage desired behavior and 
participation. 


8. Conduct focus groups, interviews, surveys, and other 
data collection activities to assess and measure the 
success of the community. 


9. Facilitate discussions about the community itself, 
including the community culture, processes and 
practices, technology, and individual motivations for 
participating in the community. 
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66..  SSuussttaaiinn 
CCuullttiivvaattee  aanndd  aasssseessss  tthhee  lleeaarrnniinngg,,  kknnoowwlleeddggee,,  aanndd  pprroodduuccttss  ccrreeaatteedd  bbyy  tthhee  ccoommmmuunniittyy  ttoo  iinnffoorrmm  nneeww  
ssttrraatteeggiieess,,  ggooaallss,,  aaccttiivviittiieess,,  rroolleess,,  tteecchhnnoollooggiieess,,  aanndd  bbuussiinneessss  mmooddeellss  ffoorr  tthhee  ffuuttuurree.. 


KKeeyy  QQuueessttiioonnss  ttoo  EExxpplloorree SSuuppppoorrttiinngg  AAccttiivviittiieess 
 
 


 What are the ongoing community processes and 
practices that will contribute to the liveliness and 
dynamism of the community and keep members 
engaged? 


 How does the community support members across a 
wide range of roles? 


 How are new potential community leaders (official 
and unofficial) going to be identified, chosen, 
developed, and supported by the community? 


 How is persistent community “presence” maintained 
in the minds of the community members? 


 To what extent is the community serving its intended 
audience and accomplishing its stated purpose and 
goals? How might it do a better job? 


 How does the community demonstrate return on 
investment (ROI) for its sponsor(s)? 


 From the perspective of each individual community 
member and from that of the community as a whole, 
what is the perceived return on participation? 


 How should the knowledge and products created by 
the community be shared beyond the community? 


 
 


1. Provide opportunities in the community for members 
to play new roles, experiment with new community 
activities, and examine new technology features. 


2. Develop a support infrastructure including 
documentation, mentoring, and development as well 
as recognition programs for different roles. 


3. Ensure that procedures, practices, and the 
technology support structured data sharing. 


4. Identify opportunities for capturing new knowledge, 
including establishing new roles related to harvesting 
and creating best practices (e.g., “gardeners,” 
summarizers, synthesizers). 


5. Develop policies and processes for harvesting and 
sharing knowledge outside the community. 


6. Encourage publication of articles about the 
community and its projects. 


7. Test for “persistence of presence” by evaluating 
member and group activity reports as well as 
member focus groups and surveys. 


8. Review community audience, purpose, goals, and 
domain; watch for shifts in expectations and needs. 
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Emphasizing the Right Technical Features 
The following table summarizes the core technical features found across the four primary areas of activity of most 
CoPs. Most communities possess a mix of these features as a way to support an integrated approach to relationship 
building, learning, knowledge sharing, and actionable projects. Consider the table below as a menu. Identify the 
appropriate combination of features to support your own community’s specific goals. In addition, also consider how 
certain features may be “core” at one phase of your community’s lifecycle and how other features may be introduced 
as your community evolves. For example, in the Prototype and Grow phases, relationship building and learning may 
be core, while in the Sustain phase, knowledge sharing and project management may become more central. 
 
 
  


RReellaattiioonnsshhiippss 
  


LLeeaarrnniinngg 
 


AAccttiioonn 
 


KKnnoowwlleeddggee 
 


  
CCoorree  


TTeecchhnniiccaall  
FFeeaattuurreess  


 


 Distributed 
account 
management 


 Member 
networking profiles 


 Member directory 
with relationship-
focused data fields 


 Subgroups that 
are defined by 
administrators or 
that allow 
members to self-
join 


 Online 
meetings/chat 


 Online discussions 
 User-controlled 
delivery modes for 
notifications and 
information 


 Community activity 
reports 


 Narrated 
PowerPoint 
presentations 


 E-learning tools 
 Assessments 
 Web 


conferencing 
and webcasts 


 Online meetings 
 Online 


discussions 
 Web-site links 
 Interactive 


multimedia 
 Variety of 


community 
member roles 
and 
responsibilities is 
supported 


 Project 
management 


 Task 
management 


 Document 
collaboration 


 File version 
tracking 


 File check-in 
and check-out 


 Instant 
messaging 


 Web 
conferencing 
and online 
meetings 


 Online 
discussions 


 Individual and 
group 
calendaring 


 Subgroup 
working 
spaces 


 Keyword and full-
text searches (site-
wide and by 
section) 


 Structured 
databases and 
database tools 


 Digital stories 
 Idea banks 
 Web conferencing 
 Online meetings 
 Online discussions 
 Announcements 
 Web-site links 
 Multiple modes for 
knowledge 
representation 


 Resources directly 
associated with 
interaction 


 
 
 
For a detailed set of draft functional requirements for use in evaluating community-oriented technologies, see  
http://www.educause.edu/nlii/VirtualCommunities/944. 
 
 


For more information 
For more information about the NLII and the Virtual Communities of Practice Initiative, please see 
http://www.educause.edu/VirtualCommunities/576. For information about VCOP resources, see 
http://www.educause.edu/VirtualCommunities/944.  
  
                                                      
1 Etienne Wenger, Richard McDermott, & William Snyder, Cultivating Communities of Practice: A Guide to 
Managing Knowledge (Boston, MA: Harvard Business School Press, 2002). 
2 Wenger et al 
3 Adapted from McDermott, 2002 
4 Wenger, et al, p. 28 
5 Wenger, et al, p. 39 
6 See NLII web site, “Mapping the Learning Space,” for more information on deeper learning principles 
(http://www.educause.edu/MappingtheLearningSpace/2594), and a related draft observation tool, “Community 
Learner-Centered Principles/Practices Guide” at http://www.educause.edu/VirtualCommunities/944. 
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Spring 2017 Learning Center Extended Hours Summary and 2017-2018 Proposal



Report period: March 20 – May 25, 2017

To provide late night study access for students, the Skyline College Learning Center extended hours of operation from a 9:00pm closing time to a 12:00am closing time Monday through Thursday, and from a 4:00pm closing time to a 7:30pm closing time Fridays, beginning March 20, 2017. During this time, students have access to Wi-Fi, lab computers, printing, study tables and group study areas. The Learning Center does not provide tutoring support during extended hours. 

For the nine weeks of extended hours during the 2017 Spring semester, attendance was steady and students utilized both group study areas and individual computer lab stations in roughly equal proportion. Peak usage for regular hours of operation averaged 130 students for the 10:00am – 11:00am hour, whereas the peak usage time of 9:00pm – 10:00pm Wednesdays during extended hours averaged 30 students.

Trend Analysis

· In general, attendance data shows average headcounts for Monday through Thursday are far lower after 11:00pm, with the exception of peak usage times of Weeks 1, 2, 7, and 8. (see Appendix A)

· Of the nine weeks to date, there were two peak usage periods.  

· This first peak period was Week 1 (March 20th - 24th) and Week 2 (March 27th – 31st) with headcounts of 558 and 612 respectively.    These weeks preceded Spring recess and mid-term exams were typically given during these weeks. (see Appendix A)

· The second peak period was Week 7 (May 8th – 12th) and Week 8 (May 15th – 19th) with a headcounts of 661 and 880 respectively.  These weeks preceded Final exams week.  (see Appendix A)

· Of the nine weeks to date, the lowest weekly headcount of 422 was Week 3 (April 10th – April 14th) which was the week following Spring recess.  The second lowest headcount was Week 4 (April 17th – April 21st) with a headcount of 450.  The weeks following Spring recess typically have less exams and assignments due.  By comparison, Week 8 headcount (when students were studying for finals) was more than double the headcount of Week 3.   

· Headcount began to climb in Week 4 (April 17th – April 21st) and continued to increase every week and peaked at Week 8 (May 15th – May 19th).  This increase may be due to the end of the semester approaching and final assignments becoming due and final exams. 

· The time period of 9:00pm – 10:30pm on Monday through Wednesday shows the highest average headcounts (with a range of headcounts from 19-31) with a significant drop-off occurring from 11:00pm – 12:00am (with a range of headcounts from 5 to 21; see Appendix B)

· Wednesday is the busiest day of the week for extended hours with an overall average headcount of 17 and a range of hourly attendance from 7 to 31 (see Appendix B)

· With the exception of 5/19 of Week 8 (the week before finals), Fridays have not seen any headcounts above 24 (see Appendix A).  Except for Week 3 and 8, headcounts from 6:30pm to 7:30pm on Friday range from 1 to 11, with the average headcount ranging from 4 at 7:30pm to 8 at 6:30pm.





Recommendations for Changes in 2017-2018 Extended Hours



Hours of Operation

· Adjust the Monday – Thursday closing time to 11:00pm instead of 12:00am through Thursday of finals week with the exception of one week preceding mid-term examinations and three weeks preceding final examinations week (in these cases, closing time would be 12:00am). 

· Based on low average attendance after 6:00pm, adjust Friday schedule with a closing of 6:00pm instead of 7:30pm, with the exception of the week preceding mid-term examinations and the three weeks preceding final examinations (in these cases, closing time would be 7:30pm).

Facilities

· Extended hours use and limited facilities staffing has created a cleanliness problem; upon arriving in the morning following extended hours, the floors and other areas are not presentable for student and staff use. Request to add additional facilities staffing (or adjustment in staff scheduling) to keep areas clean, including the bathrooms on the first floor of Building 5, and insure that the Learning Center and adjacent restrooms are clean prior to their opening in the morning.

Instructional Equipment

· Additional wear and tear on computers from extended hours use will necessitate adjusting the computer replacement schedule to an earlier replacement date.







 Appendix A: Raw Headcount Data for March 20 – May 25 (9 weeks total) 



		Legend: Data Cell Headcount Colors.



		Headcount: 0 – 10

		



		Headcount: 11 – 20

		



		Headcount: 21 – 30

		



		Headcount: 31 – Above

		







		Week 1

		



		Mon-Th. Times

		Mo. 3/20

		Tu. 3/21

		We. 3/22

		Th. 3/23

		Fri. Times

		Fri. 3/24

		



		9:00PM 

		25

		30

		29

		25

		4:00PM 

		14

		



		9:30PM 

		27

		30

		24

		23

		4:30PM 

		7

		



		10:00PM 

		26

		36

		20

		22

		5:00PM 

		8

		



		10:30PM 

		18

		27

		21

		10

		5:30PM 

		6

		



		11:00PM 

		17

		24

		14

		7

		6:00PM 

		1

		



		11:30PM 

		11

		15

		7

		2

		6:30PM 

		1

		



		12:00AM

		11

		12

		4

		2

		7:00PM 

		1

		Grand Total



		

		

		

		

		

		7:30PM

		1

		



		Total Headcounts

		135

		174

		119

		91

		

		39

		558











		Week 2

		



		Mon-Th. Times

		Mo. 3/27	Tues.	Weds.	Thurs.

		Tu. 3/28

		We. 3/29

		Th. 3/30

		Fri. Times

		Fri. 3/31

		



		9:00PM 

		22

		26

		28

		15

		4:00PM 

		15

		



		9:30PM 

		19

		24

		27

		20

		4:30PM 

		4

		



		10:00PM 

		24

		34

		26

		18

		5:00PM 

		4

		



		10:30PM 

		26

		21

		24

		17

		5:30PM 

		8

		



		11:00PM 

		30

		20

		18

		14

		6:00PM 

		9

		



		11:30PM 

		19

		14

		17

		12

		6:30PM 

		3

		



		12:00AM

		17

		12

		16

		7

		7:00PM 

		1

		Grand Total



		

		

		

		

		

		7:30PM

		1

		



		Total Headcounts

		157

		151

		156

		103

		

		45

		612









Spring Break Closure April 3rd through the 7th.

		Week 3

		



		Mon-Th. Times

		Mo. 4/10

		Tu. 4/11

		We. 4/12

		Th. 4/13

		Fri. Times

		Fri. 4/14

		



		9:00PM 

		20

		12

		14

		8

		4:00PM 

		16

		



		9:30PM 

		24

		11

		14

		9

		4:30PM 

		16

		



		10:00PM 

		15

		10

		15

		9

		5:00PM 

		15

		



		10:30PM 

		16

		13

		12

		11

		5:30PM 

		15

		



		11:00PM 

		13

		7

		12

		9

		6:00PM 

		16

		



		11:30PM 

		12

		6

		9

		8

		6:30PM 

		15

		



		12:00AM

		10

		1

		6

		6

		7:00PM 

		12

		Grand Total



		

		

		

		

		

		7:30PM

		5

		



		Total Headcounts

		110

		60

		82

		60

		

		110

		422









		Week 4

		



		Mon-Th. Times

		Mo. 4/17

		Tu. 4/18

		We. 4/19

		Th. 4/20

		Fri. Times

		Fri. 4/21

		



		9:00PM 

		24

		21

		27

		8

		4:00PM 

		18

		



		9:30PM 

		21

		14

		28

		10

		4:30PM 

		7

		



		10:00PM 

		27

		6

		29

		6

		5:00PM 

		10

		



		10:30PM 

		23

		6

		24

		6

		5:30PM 

		7

		



		11:00PM 

		20

		4

		18

		2

		6:00PM 

		10

		



		11:30PM 

		16

		1

		8

		0

		6:30PM 

		11

		



		12:00AM

		16

		0

		5

		0

		7:00PM 

		8

		Grand Total



		

		

		

		

		

		7:30PM

		9

		



		Total Headcounts

		147

		52

		139

		32

		

		80

		450









		Week 5

		



		Mon-Th. Times Times

		Mo. 4/24

		Tu. 4/25

		We. 4/26

		Th. 4/27

		Fri. Times

		Fri. 4/28

		



		9:00PM

		14

		23

		38

		19

		4:00PM 

		20

		



		9:30PM 

		15

		17

		37

		15

		4:30PM 

		24

		



		10:00PM 

		10

		18

		26

		14

		5:00PM 

		24

		



		10:30PM 

		11

		17

		26

		10

		5:30PM 

		21

		



		11:00PM 

		13

		11

		23

		8

		6:00PM 

		11

		



		11:30PM 

		13

		5

		20

		6

		6:30PM 

		9

		



		12:00AM

		9

		3

		8

		4

		7:00PM 

		5

		Grand Total



		

		

		

		

		

		7:30PM

		3

		



		Total Headcounts

		85

		94

		178

		76

		

		117

		550







		Week 6

		



		Mon-Th. Times Times

		Mo. 5/1

		Tu. 5/2

		We. 5/3

		Th. 5/4

		Fri. Times

		Fri. 5/5

		



		9:00PM

		24

		27

		28

		18

		4:00PM 

		23

		



		9:30PM 

		19

		27

		28

		16

		4:30PM 

		14

		



		10:00PM 

		24

		22

		26

		12

		5:00PM 

		12

		



		10:30PM 

		24

		16

		19

		8

		5:30PM 

		11

		



		11:00PM 

		24

		20

		18

		8

		6:00PM 

		11

		



		11:30PM 

		19

		14

		8

		6

		6:30PM 

		4

		



		12:00AM

		11

		15

		3

		5

		7:00PM 

		4

		Grand Total



		

		

		

		

		

		7:30PM

		2

		



		Total Headcounts

		145

		141

		130

		73

		

		81



		570







		Week 7

		



		Mon-Th. Times Times

		Mo. 5/8

		Tu. 5/9

		We. 5/10

		Th. 5/11

		Fri. Times

		Fri. 5/12

		



		9:00PM 

		34

		20

		32

		30

		4:00PM 

		16

		



		9:30PM 

		36

		22

		35

		24

		4:30PM 

		16

		



		10:00PM 

		29

		28

		37

		24

		5:00PM 

		8

		



		10:30PM 

		30

		20

		38

		14

		5:30PM 

		7

		



		11:00PM 

		18

		18

		27

		5

		6:00PM 

		5

		



		11:30PM 

		10

		17

		17

		1

		6:30PM 

		5

		



		12:00AM

		8

		12

		13

		1

		7:00PM 

		2

		Grand Total



		

		

		

		

		

		7:30PM

		2

		



		Total Headcounts

		165

		137

		199

		99

		

		61



		661







		Week 8

		



		Mon-Th. Times Times

		Mo. 5/15

		Tu. 5/16

		We. 5/17

		Th. 5/18

		Fri. Times

		Fri. 5/19

		



		9:00PM 

		37

		31

		46

		28

		4:00PM 

		40

		



		9:30PM 

		35

		33

		42

		25

		4:30PM 

		38

		



		10:00PM 

		30

		26

		39

		19

		5:00PM 

		45

		



		10:30PM 

		20

		25

		30

		15

		5:30PM 

		42

		



		11:00PM 

		21

		20

		23

		13

		6:00PM 

		27

		



		11:30PM 

		14

		16

		19

		9

		6:30PM 

		19

		



		12:00AM

		1

		7

		6

		10

		7:00PM 

		21

		Grand Total



		

		

		

		

		

		7:30PM

		8

		



		Total Headcounts

		158

		158

		205

		119

		

		240



		880







		



		Week 9 (last day of extended hours was 5/25 – no Friday)

		



		Mon-Th. Times Times

		Mo. 5/22

		Tu. 5/23

		We. 5/24

		Th. 5/25

		



		9:00PM 

		44

		26

		41

		30

		



		9:30PM 

		49

		29

		36

		32

		



		10:00PM 

		41

		27

		28

		18

		



		10:30PM 

		34

		22

		22

		15

		



		11:00PM 

		30

		22

		20

		14

		



		11:30PM 

		18

		17

		18

		10

		



		12:00AM

		6

		15

		6

		7

		Grand Total



		

		

		

		

		

		



		Total Headcounts

		222

		158

		171

		126

		677













Appendix B: Average Headcounts by Day and Time



Average Headcount by hour for Monday – Friday

		

		Mon-Thurs Times

		Mon.

		Tue.

		Weds.

		Thurs.

		Fri. Times

		Fri.



		9:00PM

		27

		24

		31

		20

		4:00PM 

		20



		9:30PM 

		27

		23

		30

		19

		4:30PM 

		16



		10:00PM 

		25

		23

		27

		16

		5:00PM 

		16



		10:30PM 

		22

		19

		24

		12

		5:30PM 

		15



		11:00PM 

		21

		16

		19

		9

		6:00PM 

		11



		11:30PM

		15

		12

		14

		6

		6:30PM 

		8



		12:00AM 

		10

		9

		7

		5

		7:00PM 

		7



		

		

		

		

		

		7:30PM 

		4









Average Headcount by Day of the Week (Monday-Friday)	



NOTE: Friday average is higher due to attendance surge preceding final examination week









Friday Headcount Averages by Hour





Average Headcount by Hour of Day for Monday – Thursday



					



Appendix C: Budget and Staffing



Budget and Staffing Projections are based on fall and spring semesters only. During extended hours, one Instructional Aide and two Student Assistants provide staffing support at all times. 

Current Staffing Model

		Short Term Temp Instructional Aide II: 20 hours per week @ $20.43/hour



		Monthly Cost

		 $1,650.00 



		10 Month Cost

		 $16,500.00 







Proposed Staffing Model with adjusted hours of operation

		Short Term Temp Instructional Aide II: 14.5 - 20 hours per week



		Monthly Cost, each position

		 $ 1,325.00



		10 Month Cost, each position

		 $13,300.00









Current Staffing Model

		Student Assistants: Two positions per hour covering 20 hours per week @ $11.50/hour

		Total



		Approx Monthly Student Assistant Cost per student

		$920.00 

		$1,840.00



		Approx 10 Month Student Assistant Cost per student

		$9,200.00 

		$18,400.00







Proposed Staffing Model with adjusted hours of operation

		Student Assistants: Two positions per hour covering 20 hours per week

		Total



		Approx Monthly Student Assistant Cost per student

		$850.00 

		$1,700.00



		Approx 10 Month Student Assistant Cost per student

		$8,500.00 

		$17,000.00







Proposed Staffing Model with adjusted hours of operation

		Combined Cost: Student Assistants & Instructional Aides



		Monthly Cost

		$3,540.00 



		10 Month Cost

		$35,400.00 











4:00PM 	4:30PM 	5:00PM 	5:30PM 	6:00PM 	6:30PM 	7:00PM 	7:30PM 	20	16	16	15	11	8	7	4	







9:00PM (M/T/W/R) 	9:30PM (M/T/W/R)	10:00PM (M/T/W/R)	10:30PM (M/T/W/R) 	11:00PM (M/T/W/R)	11:30PM (M/T/W/R) 	12:00AM (M/T/W/R)	26	25	23	19	16	12	8	







Mon	Tue	Wed	Thur	Fri	16	14	17	10	12	
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To provide late night study access for students, the Skyl



ine College Learning Center extended hours of operation from a 



9:00pm closing time to a 12:00am closing time Monday through Thursday, and from a 4:00pm closing time to a 7:30pm 



closing time Fridays, beginning March 20, 2017. During this time, students have



 



access to 
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-



Fi



, lab computers, printing, 



study tables and group study areas. 



The Learning Center does not provide 



tutoring support during extended hours. 



 



For the nine weeks of extended hours 
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2017 S



pring semester, attendance was



 



steady and stu
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both group study areas and individual computer lab stations in roughly equal proportion. Peak usage for regular hours of 



operation average
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11:00am hour, whereas the peak usage time of 9:00pm 
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Trend Analysis



 



·



 



In general, attendance data shows average headcounts for Monday through Thursday are far lower after 



11:0



0pm, with the exception of



 



peak 



usage 



times



 



of Weeks 1, 2, 7, and 8



. (see Appendix A)
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the 
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weeks to date,
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Spring 2017 Learning Center Extended Hours Summary and 2017-2018 Proposal 


 


Report period: March 20 – May 25, 2017 


To provide late night study access for students, the Skyline College Learning Center extended hours of operation from a 


9:00pm closing time to a 12:00am closing time Monday through Thursday, and from a 4:00pm closing time to a 7:30pm 


closing time Fridays, beginning March 20, 2017. During this time, students have access to Wi-Fi, lab computers, printing, 


study tables and group study areas. The Learning Center does not provide tutoring support during extended hours.  


For the nine weeks of extended hours during the 2017 Spring semester, attendance was steady and students utilized 


both group study areas and individual computer lab stations in roughly equal proportion. Peak usage for regular hours of 


operation averaged 130 students for the 10:00am – 11:00am hour, whereas the peak usage time of 9:00pm – 10:00pm 


Wednesdays during extended hours averaged 30 students. 


Trend Analysis 


 In general, attendance data shows average headcounts for Monday through Thursday are far lower after 


11:00pm, with the exception of peak usage times of Weeks 1, 2, 7, and 8. (see Appendix A) 


 Of the nine weeks to date, there were two peak usage periods.   


o This first peak period was Week 1 (March 20


th


 - 24


th


) and Week 2 (March 27


th


 – 31


st


) with headcounts of 


558 and 612 respectively.    These weeks preceded Spring recess and mid-term exams were typically 


given during these weeks. (see Appendix A) 


o The second peak period was Week 7 (May 8


th


 – 12


th


) and Week 8 (May 15


th


 – 19


th


) with a headcounts of 


661 and 880 respectively.  These weeks preceded Final exams week.  (see Appendix A) 


 Of the nine weeks to date, the lowest weekly headcount of 422 was Week 3 (April 10


th


 – April 14


th


) which was 


the week following Spring recess.  The second lowest headcount was Week 4 (April 17


th


 – April 21


st


) with a 


headcount of 450.  The weeks following Spring recess typically have less exams and assignments due.  By 


comparison, Week 8 headcount (when students were studying for finals) was more than double the headcount 


of Week 3.    


 Headcount began to climb in Week 4 (April 17


th


 – April 21


st


) and continued to increase every week and peaked at 


Week 8 (May 15


th


 – May 19


th


).  This increase may be due to the end of the semester approaching and final 


assignments becoming due and final exams.  


 The time period of 9:00pm – 10:30pm on Monday through Wednesday shows the highest average headcounts 


(with a range of headcounts from 19-31) with a significant drop-off occurring from 11:00pm – 12:00am (with a 


range of headcounts from 5 to 21; see Appendix B) 


 Wednesday is the busiest day of the week for extended hours with an overall average headcount of 17 and a 


range of hourly attendance from 7 to 31 (see Appendix B) 


 With the exception of 5/19 of Week 8 (the week before finals), Fridays have not seen any headcounts above 24 


(see Appendix A).  Except for Week 3 and 8, headcounts from 6:30pm to 7:30pm on Friday range from 1 to 11, 


with the average headcount ranging from 4 at 7:30pm to 8 at 6:30pm. 
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Vision:



Skyline College has an integrated state-of-the-art information technology environment that: 



A. Supports the College’s mission “To empower and transform a global community of learners”

B. Assists Skyline College students to “Get in, Get Through, and Get Out on Time”.

C. Creates an environment where accessible technology is used to enhance teaching and learning.

D. Streamlines administrative processes.

E. Provides timely and accurate information. 

F. Improves campus wide communication.

G. Maintains a safe and secure environment for students and staff. 

H. Promotes learning from any location using a variety of modalities. 

I. Is a leader in innovative uses of technology to support learning and student services.

J. Supports educational access to non-traditional students



Philosophy: 

Skyline College enjoys an institutional culture that appreciates and respects the opportunities and solutions available in technology and online instruction. In doing so, Skyline College believes: 

· Technological resources should facilitate and enhance effective, as well as efficient work, teaching and learning.   

· Students, faculty and staff should have access to the technological tools that allow them to fully express the best they have to offer in their respective roles in the institution.

· Technology serves a supporting role in facilitating the educational processes led by the faculty to connect to human history and broad areas of human knowledge and expressions of creativity. 

· Allocation of resources that supports the infrastructure, hardware, software and development of faculty, staff and students in order to maximize the potential benefit of our technological resources.  

· That effective and cost efficient institutional technology should complement and build on the pervasive technology that our students, faculty and staff possess.

Goals: (Correlated with College vision)



· Utilize technology to enhance teaching and learning, provide accessibility, improve communication, and deliver instruction in a variety of modalities. (A), (B), (E), (F)* 

· Provide universal access to technology across the campus environment by ensuring that assistive technology hardware and software for individuals with disabilities is integrated into the planning and delivery of all instruction and services including online instruction and services. (B), (D), (G)

· implement Early Alert  [E]

· Provide faculty and staff with training, support and access to technology resources to enhance teaching and learning activities and student support services. (A), (B) (E)

· Provide secure, reliable, timely data in a format that can easily be accessed and analyzed by administrators and staff. (C), (D), (G)

· Provide students with efficient and intuitive online student business services.  These services will be available to students 24/7 from anywhere.  Emphasis will be placed on student self–service. (C), (D), (G)

· Work with the district ITS to develop a technological infrastructure to support faculty and staff development and increased access to learning and support opportunities using emergent and existent technologies for distance learning and other technology dependent innovations in teaching and learning. (A), (G), (H)

· Develop a stable, long-term plan and funding source to meet the ongoing need for renewing and upgrading technology resources in campus computer laboratories and for faculty, staff and administrative functions. (A – H)

· Continually assess effectiveness of technology programming and planning in meeting institutional needs. (A-H)

· Utilize and enhance technology to ensure that the campus is a safe and secure environment. (F)

· Facilitate communications with students, faculty, staff, alumni and the general public.(G), (E)

· Include campus technology needs as an integral part of the campus planning and budgeting process.  (A-H)

· Provide the network infrastructure to support and enhance instruction and the College’s administrative services. (A-H)

· Maintain a vital Technology Advisory Committee (TAC) as defined in the College’s Shared Governance Structure.  (A-H)

· Monitor educational trends and related research, evaluate emerging hardware and software tools, continue to assess faculty needs, and track student technology trends. (A-H)

· Develop and support instructional and student services delivery system that provides all students with technological skills necessary to be successful in an increasingly technological society, and will provide equal and easy access to technology for all students in pursuit of their educational goals. (A-H)



*Letters reference Vision statements above.




Campus Technology Environment 



Technology resources are used throughout the College to support and increase the effectiveness of student learning outcomes, safety, and the quality of services provided to students.  Skyline College in cooperation with the District provides a technology infrastructure and technology resources that include:



· 92 Smart classrooms and labs. 93% of all campus classrooms and labs are Smart. (Smart classrooms include: projectors, screens, sound systems, wireless internet, video players, and in most rooms document cameras)

· 100% of the campus has wireless Internet access 

· 22 program specific instructional computer and drop-in labs

· 7 Student Services, Career and Transfer computer labs 

· 2 Library based labs

· 20 Smart conference /meeting rooms

· An experimental Learning Space room equipment with a variety of technologies for faculty to experiment with.

· 1388 campus computers

· 478 campus printers

· Campus-wide digital signage system

· Campus-wide security camera network

· Campus-wide Event Announcement System (EAS)  

· Laptop computers for all full-time faculty and limited number of check-out laptop computers for part-time faculty

· Convenient faculty and staff access to printing

· A streaming internet radio system primarily used to broadcast College athletic events.

· A streaming internet video system used to broadcast College activities that have included guest speakers and graduation.

· A comprehensive set of administrative software services to assist with communication, budgeting, planning, and research.

· A comprehensive set of student enabling software services to assist with degree audit, scheduling, communications, on-line instruction, and paying of fees.




Administrative and Student Support Software and Services 

Administrative technology is provided and supported by District ITS. Examples of the administrative services provided to the College by District ITS include:



· Banner® - The ERP system utilized at San Mateo CCD is SunGard Banner®.  It was initially installed in 1991-92 and has undergone significant major upgrades over the years.  Banner® is extensively used by all faculty, staff, and students and includes major modules for:  student registration, faculty grading, transcript production, student accounts payable, financial accounting, budget development, purchasing, student financial aid, and payroll and human resources. The Banner® web interface, locally called WebSMART, is accessed by students and staff to conduct a variety of self-service tasks such as registration, payment of fees, faculty grading, etc.  Mandated state and federal reporting is largely based on information residing in the Banner® database. 

· Faculty and Staff eMail - ITS maintains a comprehensive unified messaging service for the staff of the colleges and District Office which includes voicemail and email.  The system is based on Microsoft Exchange Server 2007 and Siemens Xpressions products.  The District is also using Microsoft Office 365 and Sharepoint.  There are more than 3000 email accounts currently supported by the system. To reduce and control email spam, ITS is using Pure Message Spam filter.

· Argos® –The web based reporting tool used to provide users with a variety of reports and data extracts from the Banner® transactional or data warehouse Oracle databases is Argos®. It is a product licensed from Evisions, Inc., a company based in southern California. The application is also intended to provide end-users with the ability to more easily create ad-hoc reports.

· Hyperion® - Extensive enrollment statistics are available from the web-based Hyperion® dashboards. These academic term-based dashboards compare enrollment statistics against the same period in the semester to the previous year’s registration cycle. The historical dashboard takes a snapshot of the enrollment statistics at various key points in time throughout the term.  Decision makers throughout the institution access these reports for timely and accurate information throughout the term. The dashboards are built from the local data warehouse using the Hyperion® Developer Tool.

· CCCApply® – Students use CCCApply® to apply for admission and enrollment at any of the three colleges. 

· Banner® Document Management System – BDMS is a comprehensive document imaging system that is tightly integrated with Banner®. It allows users to scan, index and retrieve documents in an efficient manner. Documents can be retrieved directly from Banner® or through Xtender’s user interface.  Student Services, the Financial Aid offices, Purchasing and Finance offices are all heavy users of document imaging to greatly reduce document storage and filing costs. As of January 2012, the system stores almost 1.4 million documents and 3.8 million images.

· Degree Works – Degree Works is a web-based academic advising and degree audit tool that the district implemented in 2011. Students and advisors are able to check academic progress and receive advice on courses needed to satisfy requirements towards achieving academic goals. The system also provides an electronic education plan that is currently being implemented.

· Tracdat - is a web-based software that automates the assessment process by providing a structured framework for continuous quality improvement for both our instructional and non-instructional programs.   The software uses multi-layered structure to handle various hierarchical levels of an organization.

· SARS - At all three colleges SARS Software Products are used for counseling appointments and record keeping to enhance student services. Currently supported products include: SARS-GRID, SARS-CALL, SARS-TRAK and eSARS.  The SARS servers utilize an MS SQL Server database and are maintained and backed up in the data center.  Interfaces between SARS and Banner® are supported by ITS.

· GWAMAIL –This is a locally developed application that is integrated into Banner® and was launched in the summer of 2007.  GWAMAIL allows selected users to send email messages to targeted student populations.

· Text Messaging - Students are able to subscribe to receive important campus-wide emergency announcements via text message. Alert-U was contracted to provide this service. 

In addition to administrative services, District ITS also provides several technology services in direct support for students.  Examples the technology services to students:



· WebSMART - is the web interface to Banner® that enables students to register for classes, view grades, pay fees, request transcripts and apply for financial aid.  WebSMART is supported by the Admissions and Records departments at the individual colleges.

· MySmccd - provides all students a @my.smccd.edu Google email account, calendaring and docs as part of the Google Apps for Education suite of products.

· eSARS - provides a self-service interface to the SARS-GRID appointment system.  Students can make appointments for a variety of services, including: placement

· Early Alert – As part of a district initiative to increase student retention and success, a locally created software package was designed and implemented to enhance the ability for faculty to send students an “alert” message indicating the student needed additional support.

· Electronic transcript interchange – Credentials is an internet-based system for requesting, transmitting, tracking, downloading, and viewing academic transcripts among authorized educational institutions and their trading partners.  By implementing Credentials we were able to save time, save money, reduce paper consumption, improve customer service to our students and reduce workload demands on our staff.

· WebSchedule – Provides students with a publically available web interface of the schedule of classes that is dynamic and searchable.  Easily identifies courses that have open seats or waitlisted.  In addition students can opt in to be notified when the next semester schedule is posted via email.

· Canvas by Infrastructure – The new learning management system (LMS) provided by the District.




Technology Work Plan 2017 – 2021



A. Existing Challenges



		Concern

		Issue

		Potential Solution



		Lack of Integration

		The multitude of disparate systems, spreadsheets, paper lists, and other methods create a clunky experience for students/employees. Lack of integration also requires labor to be allocated to manual tasks such as duplicate data entry rather than direct student support.

		Enterprise CRM such as Salesforce or Starfish layered on top of the ERP with focused effort to integrate other systems where feasible (e.g., integration of student tracking system with ERP; integration with Canvas)



		Prospect management

		Systems are not available to collect and manage prospect data in combination with recruiting/outreach tools.

		CRM/ERP Solution – explore potential options in Salesforce, Starfish/Hobsons Radius, Banner XE, etc.



		Inquiry/question management

		Inquiries may go unanswered during peak times due to high volume of email/phone calls and inadequate tools to optimize staff time.

		CRM such as Salesforce or Starfish



		Admission application

		CCCApply does not accommodate program-specific applications, has limited flexibility for customization, can be difficult to use, and assigns a separate CCC-ID that confuses some students. There is also no ability to interact with the prospective student while the application is in progress.

		Alternate college application such as Target X or Enrollment Rx or an improved version of CCCApply in alignment with efforts of the OEI to increase access.



Note: Need to determine whether CCC-ID will eventually be required for CCCCO reporting. If so, explore potential workarounds to assign the ID.



		Appointment scheduling and chat

		Need to upgrade to self-service system that can be used across multiple functions and ideally would integrate with Banner for reporting of SSSP activity. Tools to facilitate remote appointments and/or chat-based communication are also needed.

		SARS Anywhere (needed for Cranium Café), or possibly other solutions such as Starfish Connect, Schedule Once or queue management system such as QLess. Solutions should also support or work in conjunction with live chat and Canvas.



		Student activity tracking

		We currently do not have a consistent method of collecting data on usage of support services and event attendance for use in analyzing student engagement and program effectiveness.

		Implement student ID card tracking system such as CI-Track or a OneCard system (similar to SFSU’s OneCard) which would also provide other functionality.



		ERP interface and functionality

		The current Banner functionality and interface is not intuitive, records insufficient data (365 view), and generally does not meet user expectations for modern technology.

		Upgrade to Banner 9; supplement with CRM

Explore options to enhance integration and automate tasks (e.g., workflows)



Banner 9 upgrades will be implemented in stages, beginning summer 2017 with completion fall of 2018



		Online services and mobile interfaces

		Current student portal (WebSmart) is not user friendly or intuitive. Use of Canvas functionality could be expanded. Mobile app is nonexistent. Ensure that all college web sites and student-facing systems are designed are mobile friendly, responsive, and accessible.

		Implement new portal with suite of online services – explore Ellucian products and others; integrate with Canvas and consider products such as College Scheduler, EduNav, etc.

Additionally, implement mobile app solution such as Dublabs. Review all college web sites and online services for mobile responsiveness and accessibility.



		Educational planning and degree audit

		Degree Works is currently not being utilized to maximum potential as older version is in use and self-service features have not been implemented.

		Upgrade Degree Works or explore other degree audit/educational planning options.



Degree Works upgrades will be implemented in stages, beginning fall 2017 with completion fall of 2018.



		Academic Scheduling

		Sophisticated tools are currently not available to support academic schedule development, efficient facility use, and other room/course scheduling needs including multi-term scheduling.

		Adopt an enterprise class scheduling solution such as Ad Astra. 



As of May 1, 2017 implementation of Ad Astra has begun and is targeted to launch (go live) on December 1, 2017.



		Registration

		Enhanced registration tools are needed. Ability to conduct multi-term scheduling and registration is desired. Close integration of registration with educational plans (SEPs) is also necessary.

		Explore Ellucian and other options to facilitate registration tasks. Any solution should seamlessly integrate with the existing ERP (Banner), new portal (see Online Services), new mobile interface, and academic scheduling systems.



		Communications, dashboards, and alerts

		There are limited options available that allow automated communication to students and alerts to employees who support them. Ideally communication would be responsive to student behaviors, prompt desired actions as well as signaling intervention needed by employees in support services.

		Combination of CRM and learning analytics solutions to be determined but might include products such as Civitas, Ellucian Advance, Starfish, or Salesforce. Solution should be flexible enough to support various interactions such as proactive [intrusive] advising and early alert. Canvas also has tools which should be considered as part of the solution.



		Improved classroom management and delivery of curriculum

		Moodle, branded as WebAccess for SMCCD, will cease to be used by the District as of June 2017.  The new LMS for the district is known as Canvas by Instructure.  The District is phasing Canvas into use over an 18-month period from April of 2016 to June of 2017.  

		1) Development of an “online version” of the training for Teaching in Canvas and Online Pedagogy (which has previously only been offered in F2F mode)

2) Development of trainings that address advanced skills and tools using Canvas.

3) Planning and development of technology additions to Canvas.  These tools would be ones meant improve student experience in Online/Hybrid courses. (for example; Anti-plagiarism tools, online education accessibility tools).



As of May 1, 2017 implementation of VeriCite (an anti-plagiarism tool) has begun and is targeted to launch (go live) June, 2017.



As of May 1, 2017 implementation of online education accessibility tools has begun and is targeted to launch (go live) Summer, 2017.



		Improving student retention including transformative initiatives.

		In order to move the needle on retention rates, Skyline College needs to increase the development and uses of transformation pedagogy.

		1) Students need assistance with their studies beyond the hours of the campus, and their professor’s office hours. We recommend Link Systems Internationals’ NetTutor platform because they have been vetted by the state Online Education Initiative and and will provide 24/7 online tutoring. This platform is fully integrated with our new LMS, Canvas.



As of April 1, 2017 implementation of NetTutor has begun and is targeted to launch (go live) Summer, 2017.



2) The Skyline College Technology Support provides user support for Skyline College students, staff, and faculty and is located in the Library’s Drop-In Computer Lab. Assistance with printing, scanning, photocopying, computers, software (Microsoft Office, Google Apps, etc.), and college technologies (Canvas, WebAccess, WebSmart, etc.) is provided.  



As of May 1, 2017 implementation of the Skyline College Technology Support deak has begun and has been launched.



3) Live Formative Feedback.  Several studies have shown that relevant and meaningful learning occurs when instructors use formative assessment throughout a course to gauge student learning.  Technology can provide a platform for formative assessment within the classroom to occur more frequently and effectively. Enter Blue Pulse 2 © “a live formative feedback platform that gauges student sentiment, understanding, and progress to drive success”.



As of March 1, 2017 implementation of Blue Pulse 2 has begun and is targeted to launch (go live) Summer, 2017.



4) Lecture capture is the audio and video recording of lectures.  Lecture capture is not a new concept; however, it has been gaining widespread use due to a variety of reasons, including expansion of WiFi access and speed, online and hybrid learning, and budget considerations.  Universities and Colleges have also increased their interest in lecture capture in face-face courses, as a tool to increase student learning and ultimately, retention.  Given the numerous studies that have reported the positive influences of lecture capture, it is recommended that Skyline College move forward with adopting this technology.  



As of May 1, 2017 implementation of Lecture Capture has begun and is targeted to launch (go live) Fall, 2017.



		Monitoring faculty and staff professional development

		Faculty are required to plan, engage in, assess, and track their professional development activities, regardless of whether the activities are on- or off-campus. Currently, there is no system in place for faculty to do all that is required related to their professional development activities.  Staff can also benefit from professional development, and they would benefit from tracking and planning of their activities. The campus also needs a system that supports broader professional development monitoring and serve as accreditation evidence.

		It is recommended that Skyline College acquire Frontline Professional Management System, software particularly designed to assist in the implementation professional development programs and the tracking of professional development activities.



As of February 1, 2017 implementation of Frontline Professional Management System has begun and is targeted to launch (go live) Fall, 2017.










B. Technology Solutions to Support the Student Experience



a. Background



The San Mateo County Community College District is requesting proposals (RFPs) from qualified vendors to engage in an evaluation and recommendation of technology solutions to support the student experience.  A copy of the a draft of the RFP can be found in Appendix F.  The final RFP has recently been posted on the District Website.



b. Purpose (excepted from District RFP)



The San Mateo County Community College District (District) is seeking a firm (Firm or Vendor) to develop a comprehensive study to evaluate and recommend an integrated suite of technological solutions to enhance and modernize the student and staff/ faculty  experience across the entire student life cycle. The study and recommendation will include an examination of software packages and services designed to add functionality to the District’s enterprise resource planning (ERP) system, Ellucian Banner.  The assessment is expected to include information on system requirements and architecture, features and benefits, and costs as well as examples of best practices and innovative approaches. The study will address how proposed solutions will impact students both in performing administrative tasks and proactive engagement; increase operational efficiency for employees; and leverage data to promote student success and informed decision making.  It is not expected that a single solution can fulfill all of the District’s needs, and recommendations should include an “order of implementation” to ensure the most efficient rollout of multiple solutions as possible. Integration of new solutions with existing systems is viewed as a “must have”, but it is also understood that existing functionality is insufficient to meet District needs and that transformative technological change is necessary. Technologies which provide a seamless interface, eliminate digital silos, and automate processes are highly desirable. Solution proposals should also include metrics that can be used to evaluate their success in advancing the mission of the District and Colleges. The project will result in a staff report for consideration by the District’s Chancellor.



The report will provide guidance to the District’s Chancellor. The successful Firm will be expected to explore and present a report on all facets of the current market for student support solutions, with a particular emphasis on California Community Colleges.  The selected Firm will also convene and engage District stakeholders including students, faculty and staff, college administration, to gather information about stakeholders’ perceptions, opinions and concerns with regard to system functionality and usability. Based on this research, the selected firms will propose various portfolios of solutions. Given the nature of the analysis requested it is highly preferable that firm be “product neutral” rather than closely associated with a specific vendor.






c. Statement of Work and Deliverables



The Selected Firm will develop a comprehensive study of the current market and environment in the area of student facing computer applications and systems in Higher Education including Community Colleges.  The study will include an examination and recommendation of vendors, products and services needed to improve operational efficiency through integrated and transparent business processes, expanded use of data, and greater ease of use for students and employees. Recommended software solutions and service providers’ systems must integrate with existing and newly proposed systems, eliminate or reduce data and business process silos, offer intuitive, easy-to-use, self-service interfaces.



The study will include company profiles for each vendor. The firm will work closely with the Technology Taskforce consisting of District and College staff. The selected Firm will also convene and engage District stakeholders including students, faculty and staff, college administration, to gather information about stakeholders’ perceptions, opinions, and wants and needs in identifying proposed solutions. 

Based on this research, firms will propose various portfolios of products and services to advance the District’s service to and interactions with students via technology.



The following deliverables will be expected from the Firm



· A Research Report about the current student support software and services market 

· A Communications Plan to craft appropriate messages to stakeholders about the study and to gather input from stakeholders to be included in the recommendation.

· A Staff Report for administration review and presentation to the Chancellor and/or Board of Trustees consisting of portfolios and solutions to support the District and Colleges’ strategic plans.




C. Learning Management System 



a. Background



Moodle, branded as WebAccess for SMCCD, will cease to be used by the District as of June 2017.  The new LMS for the district is known as Canvas by Instructure.  The District is phasing Canvas into use over an 18-month period from April of 2016 to June of 2017.  



Training for the new LMS began with workshops offered by the CTTL in which attendees were introduced to the basic tools of Canvas for face-to-face courses.  In April of 2016, Skyline College began a set of trainings in a ‘Pilot’ form for those faculty who were to teach online and hybrid as a part of a pilot in the summer of 2016.  The training program “Teaching online/hybrid in Canvas:” consisted of 21-24 face-to-face hours of training that covered both technology and pedagogy.   



The first group to receive trainings was a pilot group of seven faculty.  These faculty were then part of the initial group of 20 from the entire district who taught in Canvas for the offered. Approximately 35 faculty completed the training.  Workshops were created and delivered to students at the Learning Center, and Modules in Canvas to support students were also created for student support during summer 2016.   These Canvas modules were made available district-wide for faculty to embed into their course in the fall of 2016.  Skyline College opened a Technology Support Desk in spring of 2017 as an on-campus support for first-level questions. 

 

During Fall of 2016 and Spring of 2017 the number of courses offered in in Canvas increased and as faculty designed and developed courses they were reviewed by the CTTL using the OEI rubric as the standard adopted by the Academic senate.  During Fall 2016, Spring and early summer of 2017, cohorts 3,4 and 5 completed the training.  As of Spring 2017 nearly 100 percent of the faculty who were teaching online/hybrid in Webaccesss have been trained to use the new LMS.  Additionally, faculty who had not taught online previously have also completed this “initial phase” of training in anticipation of scheduling issue when building 1 goes off line in 2018.  In the new Respiratory Therapy Bachelors degree program all faculty have received Canvas training and extensive assistance with course design and development .



With the completion of the transition and adoption of Canvas new goals need to be set, which will ensure not only success with the new system, but that support the mission, goals and vision of Skyline College, and the Skyline promise.






b. Recommendation



· Development of an “online version” of the training for Teaching in Canvas and Online Pedagogy (which has previously only been offered in F2F mode).

· Development of trainings that address advanced skills and tools using Canvas.

· Planning and development of technology additions to Canvas.  These tools would be ones meant improve student experience in Online/Hybrid courses. (for example Blue Pulse or Zoom: Confernow).

· The need for training of faculty, staff and administrators has grown and continues to grow.  The CTTL lacks the personnel to adequately offer all the training & administer LMS, to the fullest degree. The use of technology in both the online and F2F modes is an integral part of the classroom experience.   Therefore, Skyline College would benefit from the hiring of a second Instructional Designer or Instructional technologist.  The addition of a second Instructional Technologist/Designer will help to Skyline ensure that quality standards of Teaching and Learning are met. 



c. Implementation and Timeline



· Design and develop Online version of Canvas training: Spring/Summer 2017

· Online/Hybrid version of Canvas training:  start early Fall 2017.

· Advanced skills training in Canvas:  start Fall 2017, with Spring 2018.

· Training in the new technologies such as Blue Pulse to begin with a pilot (Summer or Fall 2017) and with trainings for faculty and others, offered by the CTTL in Fall 2017.

· Request a position for Instructional Designer/Technologist (Fall 2017). 

· Hire Spring 2018.



d. Budget



Currently budgeted: 



· 1 @ 0.40 Faculty DE coordinator:			

· 1 @1.0 FTE Instructional Designer

· 1 @1.0 FTE Instructional Technologist



New budget request: 

· 1@1.0 FTE Instructional Designer or 1 @1.0 FTE Instructional Technologist

· Summer Hours for Faculty Instructional Designer:  estimated at 165 hours to cover trainings directly related to CMS trainings and Support.

Summer Hours for DE coordinator: 27 for Canvas Cohort training 


D. Data Management Solution



a. Background



Overview:



The PRIE Office has a strong interest in developing the District’s data storage and retrieval capacity for research purposes.  The existing District data warehouse, commonly known as WARE, is inadequate to support the PRIE Office’s efforts to provide data and analysis in a timely manner.  Skyline College uses SAP® Business Objects as the primary tool for reporting and analytics, but cannot fully leverage this powerful tool without a more robust data management solution.



Educational institutions, and particularly Skyline College, have transitioned from the use of static metrics to a culture of inquiry which demands nimble data management.  In order to support the long-term strategic initiatives which are underway at Skyline College and across the District, it is no longer sufficient to rely upon the limited set of transactional and descriptive data available in WARE. Strategic initiatives hinge on the ability to provide comprehensive historical comparisons and future-focused analytics which marry disparate data sets with predictive and prescriptive methods to create a highly responsive toolset which can be used to foster student success.  



Limitations of the Exisiting Data Warehouse:



Much of the data currently collected about students and college endeavors is not housed in WARE or is only represented in pre-calculated summary values.  There are four components involved with this issue:



•	District Data Sources – The District data warehouse is not comprehensive and relies primarily on limited data from Banner®.  While District ITS has been responsive in adding individual fields or modifying tables upon request, this method is problematic as it delays data access and the missing historical data cannot be replicated. Another issue that complicates the situation is that a current data element dictionary is not available for the data warehouse (last updated 2009). 

•	College Data Sources – Technologies which are used solely at Skyline College to collect data are not represented in WARE.  This gap represents multiple data sources and often inhibits the ability of PRIE to conduct research on campus initiatives and services. This limitation will become more problematic as the college moves forward with substantial campus innovations such as guided pathways and the ASAP replication.  Similar to the District-level documentation issue mentioned above, data element dictionaries are needed for many of the local data sources to identify how the data is collected, updated, and stored.

•	Emerging and Replaced Data Sources – As new systems are implemented, (e.g., scheduling and student support solutions), the data warehouse infrastructure and documentation should also be considered to ensure that data from newer systems is integrated in an intentional manner to support analysis related to enrollment management, student success, and other topics.  Specialized data sources such as the potential new PEEP database desired by the Kinesiology, Athletics, and Dance Division should also be considered for inclusion (see item N, page 49).

•	External Data Sources – External data is often necessary to study transitions of students from high school through college program to transfer and career. Incorporating key external data sets into a data warehouse on an annual basis would support this type of research.





b. Recommendation



Because this issue involves both District and College needs, there should be a more extensive assessment of options to determine the specific path forward. There are four general recommendations:



Recommendation 1: Substantially Expand, Supplement, or Replace the Data Warehouse



Ideally, there would be a centralized mechanism which provides both an extensive repository and scheduled data retrieval method to compile multiple sources of data for analytic purposes.  The ideal configuration would include:

· Daily snapshots of key enrollment data elements down to section and student-level detail 

· Ability to retrieve and manage large data sets from disparate data sources (including external sources) such as:

· Banner® and DegreeWorks full data set

· High school data sharing agreements

· CCCApply full data set

· Data from educational planning, assessment, CANVAS, student tracking, SARS, and other systems

· National Student Clearinghouse data

· Specialized division or departmental databases

· Standard use of actual rather than pre-calculated values when possible; documented methodology for pre-calculated values

One option would be to significantly expand and document the existing data warehouse.  However, the ideal functionality described above suggests consideration of other technologies such as the Ellucian Banner® Operational Data Store (ODS).  With either solution, the data stored should not be limited to District-level sources but should also include College and external data sources which are necessary for institutional research. 



Recommendation 2: Create Documentation of All Data Sources, Elements, and Data Collection Processes



Based on the multitude of data sources and lack of documentation which currently exists, it is expected that it would take substantial effort to build comprehensive documentation for either the District or the College. The scope of this project is likely to be beyond the capacity of existing ITS contracts or PRIE staffing levels.  It is recommended that additional external resources be acquired to create current documentation of all data sources, data elements, and process mapping related to data collection and usage.  The assessment should also evaluate whether local College databases have appropriate security for risk management and backups for disaster recovery as there is currently no college-wide inventory that documents this information.  Once created, ITS and Skyline PRIE could become the owners of the documentation in their respective areas of responsibility, and update it as changes occur.



Recommendation 3: Develop Standard Practice for Adding Emerging Data Sources



Currently there is no mechanism by which the College can add data sources to the data warehouse nor is there an understanding of how new District data sources will be incorporated.  Development of a standard practice or service level agreement on this topic would be beneficial.



Recommendation 4: Fully Leverage SAP® Business Objects



Upon implementation of Recommendation 1, the myriad of disparate data sources would become accessible for research and reporting purposes, which will make it possible to fully leverage the existing SAP® Business Objects platform. It would be necessary to modify the current configuration to access the chosen solution for Recommendation 1, develop additional reports based on newly accessible data sources, and expand licensing to support increased usage.



c. Implementation and Timeline



The implementation and timeline are highly dependent upon the solutions chosen for Recommendation 1, but should be a high priority for Skyline College due to the rapidly increasing need for access to disparate data sets.  However, the documentation of College-level data sources could begin as early as 2017-2018 in preparation for the eventual implementation of a different data storage and retrieval solution.  



A tentative four-year timeline proposed for further discussion is as follows:



2017-2018

· Work with District ITS and the District Technology Task Force to assess options and develop implementation plan (Recommendation 1)

· Acquire and use external expertise to assess and document Skyline College data sources in preparation for more robust data management capacity (Recommendation 2)



2018-2019

· District ITS begins implementation of the chosen solution (Recommendation 1)

· Identify which Skyline College data sources and data elements will be incorporated into the chosen solution (Recommendation 1)

· PRIE works with the stakeholders for each local data source to determine report needs and develops a prioritized reporting inventory (Recommendation 4)

· District ITS utilizes external expertise to develop the data element dictionary and related documentation for the chosen solution (Recommendation 2)

· College addresses any concerns related to risk management and/or disaster recovery which surfaced during assessment of the Skyline College data sources (Recommendation 2)



2019-2020

· District ITS incorporates Skyline College data sources into the chosen solution (Recommendation 1)

· In collaboration with all three colleges, District ITS develops standard practice for adding new data sources to the chosen solution (Recommendation 3)

· Working with District ITS, Skyline College’s external consultants modify the SAP® Business Objects platform to migrate from using WARE as the primary source to using the chosen data management solution as the primary source (Recommendation 4)

· Begin SAP® Business Objects report development for the newly accessible data sources based on the reporting inventory created in 2018-2019 (Recommendation 4)

· Increase SAP® Business Objects concurrent licensing to accommodate additional users (Recommendation 4)



2020-2021

· Finish SAP® Business Objects report development based on the reporting inventory (Recommendation 4)

· PRIE conducts training for new Skyline College SAP® Business Objects users (Recommendation 4)



d. Budget



Continuation Budget (Critical to Maintain Current Level of SAP Usage)



1. Annual SAP BusinessObjects Licensure Costs (approximate): $21,500.00

2. Annual SAP BusinessObjects Consulting Services and Support (approximate): $60,000.00






Enhancement Budget (Essential to Support Skyline College’s Planned Strategic Initiatives) 



Recommendation 1:



The budget is dependent on the data warehousing solution selected at the District level and the approach to creating the documentation.  While the cost of this item is expected to be substantial, it is anticipated that the cost of this item would be primarily shared at the District level.  The College may need to release staff to be involved in the implementation of the solution.



Cost TBD once solution is chosen



Recommendation 2:  



Documentation of College-level data sources could be completed independently or in conjunction with a District documentation project.  Cost would depend on how the project is approached and the number of data sources to be assessed.  



Cost TBD based on project approach



Recommendation 3: 



No cost to develop a standard practice



Recommendation 4:   



Consulting and licensing costs are dependent on the amount of time involved with migrating to the chosen solution; volume and complexity of reports to be developed; and number of new users.  



Cost TBD once solution is chosen and report inventory is created














E. Strategic Planning OnLine (SPOL): A Means to Strengthen the Accreditation Self Study Process and the Integrated Planning and Resource Allocation Cycle



a. Background



Two issues came to light preceding and following Skyline College’s 2013 accreditation visit: (a) gathering and organizing the evidence that supports the self-study, and (b) strengthening the integrated planning and resource allocation cycle. 



Prior to the visit, individuals tasked with writing the self-study searched for pertinent evidence that often was housed in a particular area and/ or with specific individuals, some of whom had moved on from the College and therefore took with them the institutional memory. And once evidence was gathered, organizing the evidence on a very limited platform like Sharepoint was challenging since many were pertinent to multiple standards. 



Following the visit, Skyline College received a recommendation to evaluate the effectiveness of the integrated planning and resource allocation cycle. A survey to employees confirmed that they didn’t understand how the newly implemented Annual Program Plans (APPs) align with the Comprehensive Program Reviews (CPRs), nor how the APPs and CPRs connect with the Administrative Leadership Unit Reviews (ALURs). Respondents also requested that there be a closing of the loop regarding resource requests, and to make the APPs less cumbersome, for instance by auto-populating responses that rarely change.  



In 2015, Skyline College pursued two avenues to address these issues. The College researched database solutions, choosing Strategic Planning OnLine (SPOL).  The College also secured technical assistance and a $150,000 grant from the California Community College Chancellor’s Office Institutional Effectiveness Partnership Initiative. Much of the grant was deployed to purchase a site license, work with the vendor to configure it, and launch its use in Spring 2017.  The Planning, Research, and Institutional Effectiveness (PRIE) office is leading the implementation efforts. After working with Administrative Services to configure the budget module, they provided training for faculty and staff to upload their APPs, who were required minimally to upload their objectives and resource requests; they also trained administrators to upload their ALURS and forward approved objectives and resource request to the next level. Training in the form of workshops and personal assistance amounted to about 30 hours. 



b. Recommendation



The IEPI grant helped to initiate SPOL’s use. The next step is to continue the implementation of the Comprehensive Program Review and the upcoming self-study. In the long run, it is important to institutionalize the ongoing costs, including maintaining our site license. 



c. Implementation and Timeline



A four-year timeline was established:



2016-2017: Launch SPOL

· Faculty and staff upload Annual Program Plan (APPs) objectives and resource requests.

· Administrators upload Administrative Leadership Unit Reviews (ALURs).

· Administrators review and forward budget requests.

· Planning, Research, and Institutional Effectiveness  (PRIE) system administrator configures and manages the database, and PRIE provides ongoing training.



2017-2018: SPOL Phase II

In addition to the 2016- 2017 goals, 

· Faculty and staff upload Comprehensive Program Reviews (CPRs).

· Faculty, staff, and administrators align and upload accreditation evidence and begin to draft the narrative.



2018-2019: SPOL Phase III

In addition to the 2016- 2018 goals, 

· Faculty, staff, and administrators draft the narrative and continue to align and upload accreditation evidence.



2019-2020

The ongoing implementation of the 2016- 2019 goals will lead to the College:

· continuing to fully integrate SPOL into College planning and resource allocation processes;

· using SPOL as a means to sustain and complete the self-study process and provide requested information to the accreditation visiting team. 



d. Budget



Total for Phases II and III (until Spring 2019):          	$28,300 

· Implementation Consulting 

(for Phases II and III—approximately 120 hours per year):          	$10,800 

· Technical Assistance for Upgrades: 	   $2,500 

· SPOL’s recurring annual costs for the planning, budgeting, 

and accreditation modules:  	$15,000



Total for subsequent years (Fall 2019 onward):   	$17,500

· Technical Assistance for Upgrades: 	   $2,500 

· SPOL’s recurring annual costs for the planning, budgeting, 

and accreditation modules: 	 $15,000


F. Professional Development Management System



a. Background



Skyline College is part of the statewide Flexible Calendar Program. As part of the program, Skyline College faculty are required to plan, engage in, assess, and track their professional development activities, regardless of whether the activities are on- or off-campus. Currently, there is no system in place for faculty to do all that is required related to their professional development activities. 



Participation in the Flexible Calendar Program (also known as Flex Days in the SMCCCD) requires faculty to complete a specific number of contractually mandated “flex hours” (professional development hours) each academic year. Per the Guidelines for the Implementation of the Flexible Calendar Program, written by the Faculty Development Committee of the Academic Senate for California Community Colleges and the State Chancellor’s Office Program Staff: 



The purpose of the flexible calendar program is to provide time for faculty to participate in development activities that are related to “staff, student, and instructional improvement” (title 5, section 55720). The flexible calendar program is a component of the staff development program and the major vehicle for faculty participation in development activities. 



The flexible calendar program allows faculty (full-time, part-time, instructional and non-instructional) the time to work individually or with groups to achieve improvement in three distinct areas,


· Staff improvement 

· Student improvement 

· Instructional improvement 



In addition to providing time to conduct these activities, the flexible calendar program also allows institutions some flexibility in scheduling configurations (e.g., offering an intersession with two 16-week semesters) (title 5, section 55722).



As a college within the SMCCCD, Skyline College is required to do the following per the Flexible Calendar Guidelines:



· Perform an annual update of its survey (needs assessment) of the most critical staff, student, and instructional improvement needs in the district. 



· Carry out a plan of activities to address those critical needs. 



· Maintain records on the description, type and number of activities scheduled and the number of district employees and students participating in these activities. 



· Evaluate annually the effectiveness of conducted activities and update the plan to reflect needed changes. 



· Hold regular meetings of an advisory committee composed of faculty, students, administrators and other interested persons to make recommendations on kinds of instructional improvement activities. 



· Provide documentation of these activities to the Chancellor upon request. 



As a participant in the Flexible Calendar Program within the SMCCCD, Skyline College must also report the following to the California Community College Chancellor’s Office:



· The total hours of teaching time which instructors were required to teach. 



· The total faculty contact hours (credit and noncredit) of instruction for which flexible calendar program activities are being substituted. 



· The number of faculty contact hours of instruction for which instruction during the designated days is being substitute may be claimed for apportionment; and the faculty contact hours shall not be eligible for adjustment. 



· Any additional data as deemed necessary by the Chancellor to compute FTES adjustment (title 5, section 55728 (b)). 



It is also worth noting that the recent passage of AB 2558 in 2014:
 

[eliminated] the Community College Faculty and Staff Development Fund and instead [established] the Community College Professional Development Program. The bill [requires] any funding appropriated for this program to be allocated, in accordance with rules and regulations adopted by the board of governors, to community college districts that provide professional development opportunities for both faculty and staff. The bill would require community college districts receiving this funding to include the employee’s time used participating in the Community College Professional Development Program in the employee’s contractually obligated hours. The bill would also make nonsubstantive changes to these provisions.



The passage of AB 2558 means that once the details of classified staff participation in the Community College Professional Development Program are established, classified staff, like their faculty counterparts, will also be required to account for their professional development hours, as these reports are collected by the College and reported to the CCCCO.



Currently, the District Academic Senate requires faculty to complete what is called the “Flex Reporting Form,” an end-of-the-year paper document containing an account of Flex activities faculty have completed to satisfy their contractual Flex obligation for the academic year. Skyline College does not currently have a system in place that allows for faculty and staff to plan, register for, evaluate, and track their professional development activities. 



Additionally, Skyline College does not have in place a system whereby applications for professional development funding can be streamlined for approval, nor does it have in place an automated system whereby the professional development application process and completion of professional development activities can be electronically tracked and referenced. Software that allows employees to plan, evaluate, and track their professional development activities is essential in keeping Skyline College in compliance with the CCCCO’s Flexible Calendar Guidelines. Additionally, such software would prove invaluable should information and data about College’s professional development activities be required for future reports and/or audits.



b. Recommendation



It is recommended that Skyline College acquire Frontline Professional Growth, software particularly designed to assist in the implementation professional development programs and the tracking of professional development activities. Key features of this software would allow:


· Compliance with state mandated professional development reporting and tracking required per CCCCO’s Flexible Calendar Program Guidelines

· Facilitation in the planning, registration, evaluation, and tracking of workshops for all employees

· Development of professional learning plans that allow for intentional and reflective practices

· Tracking of professional development plans and the completion workshops

· Online creation and calendaring of workshops 

· Online registration for workshops

· Gathering and disaggregation of workshop data for reporting

· Streamlining and facilitation of the faculty professional development application process



c. Implementation and Timeline



Fall 2016

· Investigate software options



Spring 2017 

· Purchase Frontline Professional Development Management System



Summer/Fall 2017

· Install Professional Development Management System



Fall 2017

· Train the trainers



Fall 2017

· Provide workshops to train faculty/staff users



Spring 2018

· Full implementation of Professional Development Management System



d. Budget



Frontline Professional Growth Software & Implementation




		Startup Cost

		$ 1,500.00



		Instructional Users

		5,400.00



		Non-instructional Users

		4,000.00



		48% Program Services Coordinator (Classified Staff) to manage software usage & provide training

		33,886.00



		Total

		$ 44,786








G. Live Formative Feedback System



a. Background



The Skyline College Promise represents a comprehensive approach to ensuring that students “Get in, get through, and get out… on-time” according to their educational goals. In support of the Skyline College Promise, the college has begun to implement and explore many programs focused on student services, student readiness and preparation for college, and alignment of educational pathways that ensure students timely progress toward their educational goals. One of the ways that has yet to be explored thoroughly are ways to enhance student engagement and learning outcomes within the classroom so that the “get through” portion of the Skyline Promise ensures that students are experiencing relevant and meaningful learning at all times. 



Several studies have shown that relevant and meaningful learning occurs when instructors use formative assessment throughout a course to gauge student learning (Collier, 2013; McMillan, 2007; William, 2010). Additionally, studies support the use of formative assessment and student feedback as a means to inform teaching and ensure that meaningful and relevant learning occurs as often as possible (Heritage, 2007; Pinchok & Brandt, 2009; Tovani, 2011). When incorporated into classroom practice, the formative assessment process provides information needed to adjust teaching and learning while they are still happening.  The process serves as practice for the student and a check for understanding during the learning process.  The formative assessment process guides teachers in making decisions about future instruction.  



Technology can provide a platform for formative assessment within the classroom to occur more frequently and effectively. To explore how technology is currently being used to foster formative assessment and overall student engagement, Skyline College’s Center for Transformative Teaching and Learning (CTTL) in partnership with the Dean of Academic Support & Learning Technologies (ASLT) sought out information on software and/or technology that allows instructors to collect student feedback and conduct formative assessments within courses in support of teaching and learning. Findings indicated that there are many low-cost software options on the market such as Poll Everywhere, Kahoot, PollDaddy, and Qwizdom. However, these products do not offer full anonymity, tracking of student responses over time, and easy analytics for reviewing responses received and using those responses to inform teaching.



Enter Blue Pulse 2 © “a live formative feedback platform that gauges student sentiment, understanding, and progress to drive success” and provides several analytic options that support instructors’ ability to make sense of the feedback and formative assessment data received and act upon to improve/inform teaching and meet students where they are. For more information about the Blue Pulse 2 © product and how it works, please visit their website: https://explorance.com/bluepulse/



Some advantages of the Blue Pulse 2 © software that support the work of Skyline College faculty and students are: 

•	Integrates with Canvas LMS

•	Can be utilized to support teaching and learning in face-to-face, hybrid, and online courses.

•	Allows for versatility of communication with students

•	Faculty can customize formative assessment and solicit feedback within courses as often as necessary to ensure relevant and meaningful learning. 

•	Students can submit confidential feedback 

•	Mobile app is available (IOS and Android)

•	Provides sophisticated analytics for instructors.

· Provides breakdown of student responses and allows instructor to target feedback based on student responses. 

•	Offers versatility in assessment types; informal questions, questions  types - drop down, ratings, open-ended response



*Timeline of Blue Pulse demo for CTTL, demo for Deans, Live demo, one-on-one demo  with ID. Service Contract. Blue Pulse kickoff.





b. Recommendation



Implement Blue Pulse © to foster real-time student engagement and support responsive teaching. Blue Pulse © would be used to help faculty gather real-time formative feedback to both improve and inform teaching and learning.  Other recommendations include:



•	Begin with piloting Blue Pulse ©with selected Skyline College Faculty before large-scale implementation.

•	Develop training/orientation program to introduce Skyline College faculty to the Blue Pulse © software and its capabilities both online (web-log-in) and within the Canvas Learning Management System (LMS). Training would need to be developed for multiple modalities to fully support faculty adoption. Training subjects would include but not limited to the following;

· What is Blue Pulse © and how can it support teaching and learning

· Utilizing Blue Pulse © within the Canvas LMS.

· Best practices for implementing Blue Pulse © to support formative assessment of student learning in real time. 

· The value of real-time student feedback within courses.

· A recommended list of common assessment questions specific to gauging learning among Skyline College student and populate the Blue Pulse © software with the recommended list of assessment questions.

· Interpreting student feedback and using feedback to modify/improve teaching.

•	Develop and provide training targeted for students on how to use Blue Pulse © to respond to instructor feedback.

•	Follow up with implementing Blue Pulse © within larger Skyline College faculty-base. 

•	Encourage faculty to use Blue Pulse © within courses to support formative assessment and foster responsive teaching.



c. Implementation and Timeline



Blue Pulse © was purchased by Skyline College during the Spring 2017 semester. Work has begun to integrate Blue Pulse © with the Canvas LMS system. Troubleshooting is currently underway and a test environment has been established. Next steps for implementing Blue Pulse as a tool that supports both teaching and learning include:



· Selecting a small group (4-6) faculty to pilot using Blue Pulse © within the Canvas LMS to support formative assessment and foster student engagement during live courses – Summer 2017

· Begin training/orientation for pilot faculty – Summer 2017

· Create and deliver short training for students on how to respond to instructors using Blue Pulse ©.

· Develop benchmarks for measuring success of Blue Pulse © pilot. 

· Review results for Summer 2017 pilot and revise implementation plan – before Fall 2017

· Expand Blue Pulse pilot into Phase II, including approx. 20 faculty across disciplines and modalities (online, hybrid, and face-to-face). – Fall 2017

· Review results for Fall 2017 pilot and revise implementation plan – before Spring 2018

· Full implementation of Blue Pulse © for use by full Skyline College faculty community – Spring 2018

· Over ongoing training and support for Skyline College faculty who want to use Blue Pulse © - ongoing

· Encourage faculty to use Blue Pulse © to support formative assessment and responsive teaching - ongoing



d. Budget



Skyline College signed a contract/service agreement with Blue Pulse © for [enter length of contract here]. Blue Pulse © services include: 9,000 FTE users for a term of three years, beginning March 15, 2017 through June 30, 2018. Skyline College has agreed to invest $15,000/year for three years.



Initial Training materials will be provided by Blue Pulse © as part of our service agreement. Additional training regarding Blue Pulse © implementation, and pedagogy centered on formative assessment and student feedback will be created, developed, and delivered by the staff of the Center for Transformative Teaching and Learning (CTTL) as part of ongoing professional development service delivery.

H. Anti-Plagiarism Tools 



a. Background



For several years now, the District has funded a license for Turnitin, an anti-plagiarism software. Recently, the District announce that they would fund the license for Turnitin for one more year (until May 2018), but there is uncertainty whether or not they will fund it after the end of that yearly license. In the past, there were issues of double billing due to some faculty using Turnitin through the LMS (Moodle), and others using it directly through the Turnitin website. Whenever this happened, it would trigger double invoices. In terms of usage, several faculty have expressed disapproval of Turnitin as an effective/efficient tool for their needs. Overtime, other software solutions have become entered the field (e.g. VeriCite). In 2016, the Online Education Initiative (OEI) vetted a number of antiplagiarism tools, and VeriCite came out on top. Using the namesake of its parent company, VeriCite is a plagiarism detection tool designed for full integration with Learning Management Systems (LMS), including Canvas. The OEI’s decision to adopt VeriCite came about as the OEI team, with guidance from its Steering Committee and Academic Integrity Workgroup, conducted an extensive search for a partner to provide online originality and plagiarism detection services.  In June 2016, their search concluded with the endorsement of the Steering Committee and our posting of a Notice of Intent to Award a contract to VeriCite, Inc.  



The OEI has negotiated a rate of $1.05 per FTES for any California Community College that wishes to use VeriCite. In comparison, Turnitin is about $2.45/FTES.



Colleges can register for the free trial of VeriCite at http://www.vericite.com/ to set it up in their course management system.



b. Recommendation



Our District’s Distance Education Advisory Committee (DEAC) and the Instructional Technologists and Web Services Group there is interest in pursuing the adoption of the VeriCite antiplagiarism tool. Additionally, faculty in the OEI report that VeriCite is an excellent antiplagiarism tool that outperforms Turnitin.



Therefore, the Technology Advisory Committee recommends the adoption of VeriCite as Skyline College’s LMS-integrated plagiarism detection tool.



c. Implementation and Timeline



· June 2017: Install VeriCite trial version in Canvas.

· June 2017 – December 2017: Pilot test in Canvas with a small number of faculty volunteers.

· Spring 2018: Pending results of the pilot test, purchase VeriCite license and deploy tool campus-wide.



d. Budget



· Student FTE/Headcount: 5859

· Total Annual Cost: $ 6151.95 ($1.05 per FTES)








I. Online Education Accessibility Tools 



a. Background



Skyline College strives to create an inclusive environment for all individuals. In the last few years, the College has been proactively moving towards a universal approach to accessibility on campus through the following actions: 



· Include Client side of networked Assistive Technology Software on images for computers used by students (e.g. campus computer labs, library, and the Learning Center), on computers in other locations (e.g. JAWS, ZoomText Magnifier) and Kurzweil 3000 (a web-based license that is accessed through the Kurzweil 3000 cloud-based server using a username and password given to faculty/staff and students).


· Increase the accessibility of Skyline College’s website and its content for students with disabilities who rely on using Assistive Technology (for example: online forms)


· Continue to explore software options that improve or workaround the accessibility issues of electronic materials in publisher-based course management systems (for example, Course Compass and MyMathLab).


· Allow instructors to make appropriate extended time adjustments to WebAccess exams and quizzes for students with approved extended time accommodations.



b. Recommendation



With the adoption of a new LMS (Canvas), new opportunities and challenges emerge. We recommend continuing the ongoing effort towards universal accessibility on campus, and to add two more tools and actions to improve accessibility in all courses using the new LMS.



· Train faculty and staff to use Amara, an open source video captioning solution. 

· Encourage faculty to apply for 3C Media Captioning Grant (underwritten by State Chancellor’s office).



c. Implementation and Timeline



· Begin Amara training during Summer 2017 and offer ongoing trainings

· Continue to encourage faculty to apply for 3C Media Captioning Grant (ongoing)



d. Budget



· No associated costs.




J. Lecture Capture



a. Background



Lecture capture is the audio and video recording of lectures.  Lecture capture is not a new concept; however, it has been gaining widespread use due to a variety of reasons, including expansion of WiFi access and speed, online and hybrid learning, and budget considerations.  Universities and Colleges have also increased their interest in lecture capture in face-face courses, as a tool to increase student learning and ultimately, retention.  The use of video in online or hybrid courses at Skyline College is not unheard of, but the use of lecture capture in face-to-face courses in realistically non-existent.  There are several reviews of the use of lecture capture, and specifically for use in face-to-face courses.  O’Callaghan et al. 2017 provides an excellent and current review (O’Callaghan, F., D. Neumann, L. Jones, and P. Creed.  Educ. Inf. Technol (2017) 22:399-415).  In O’Callaghan’s review, numerous studies are referenced detailing the positive aspects of lecture capture, including;

· Positive student response to the availability of lecture capture and its correlation to course satisfaction.

· Contributes to learning by making it easier to understand content.

· Increased effectiveness of studying and learning. Several studies have reported that students believe lecture capture has improved their academic performance and grades,

· Increased depth of notes.

· Individualized pace of learning.

· Reviewing for exams.

· Source of lecture material if a student misses class.

· Improving equity, for example ESOL students, international students, and students with learning disability.



There is one main concern regarding lecture capture, and that is its effect on absenteeism. Several studies have reported mixed results on whether lecture capture encourages students to miss lectures.  Because of this, and the need for more research, we cannot predict in advance, the effect of lecture capture on attendance, although professional development can help minimize its impact (e.g. lecture techniques that increase the value of face-to-face meetings, and the encouragement of lecture capture as a study tool).  






b. Recommendation



Given the numerous studies that have reported the positive influences of lecture capture, it is recommended that Skyline College move forward with adopting this technology.  However, adopting a system that requires a hard-wired system would not be prudent given prohibitive costs, and unknown demand.  As such, it is recommended that the College adopt a mobile low-cost lecture capture system that will allow us to pilot its use across campus.  During this pilot phase, we can analyze the effectiveness of lecture capture on learning and on absenteeism.  We will also determine demand and other uses of lecture capture other than in a classroom setting.



c. Implementation and Timeline



· Phase I: Pre-Initiation

· AY 2016-17

· Research possible lecture capture devices.

· Purchase a limited number of lecture capture devices to use in Phase II: Initiation



· Phase II: Initiation

· Fall 2017

· Recruit early adopters to use and experiment with lecture capture for use in face-to-face courses.

· Analyze early adopters use and recommendations to determine cross-campus utilization of lecture capture.



· Phase III: Implementation Phase

· Spring 2018

· Determine policies and procedures of shared use of lecture capture devices for cross-campus use.

· Obtain input from campus divisions on the strategic direction and use of lecture capture device.



· Phase IV: Institutional Phase

· AY 18-19

· Determine current and future demand based on Phase II, and develop a schedule for increasing the capacity of lecture capture devices.

· Determine classrooms where lecture capture needs to be permanent fixture (as oppose to sharing the lecture capture devices).






d. Budget



Hardware: $24,527.40 



· 2016-17



· 10 C-Series Robots by Swivl; lecturer capture devices ($620.26 each): $6202.60

· Reference: https://www.swivl.com/c-series/ 

· 10 iPads ($606.10 each): $6061.00

· Total: 12,263.70



· 2018-19 (depending on demand)



· 10 C-Series Robots by Swivl; lecturer capture devices ($620.26 each): $6202.60

· Reference: https://www.swivl.com/c-series/ 

· 10 iPads ($606.10 each): $6061.00

· Total: 12,263.70






K. Network and Wireless Infrastructure



a. Background



Since start 2015, there were several initiatives in network telecommunication projects throughout Skyline College.  A campus core network upgrade was completed which is expected to place the Skyline campus with leading-edge networking.  Depending on the respective building’s infrastructure, the core upgrade should provide 10 to 20 Gigabites network throughput.  Likewise, the core upgrade also provided the opportunity to integrate a new district-wide telephone system.  The network backbone, which ties Skyline campus to District infrastructure, was recently upgraded from 1Gig to 5Gig. 





Additionally, new network equipment is being installed throughout Skyline buildings, designed to deliver 1Gig connections to each desktop, allowing students, faculty, and staff the capacity to utilize more bandwidth-intensive applications from their individual workstations.  Moreover, the newly selected network gear features “power-over-Ethernet” (PoE), a process of delivery of low-level power to remote, network-connected devices such as VoIP phones, wireless access points, remote cameras, near-field communication (NFC) solutions, etc.  Campus wide wireless network access is also being upgraded throughout Skyline College, initially in buildings with the most classrooms and student services.  The new wireless access point (WAPs) solution is designed to scale and accommodate educational needs as well as the widespread use of mobile devices accessing educational resources. 



As of April 2017, table below shows the status of network and wireless upgrade for Skyline College.



		Building

		Upgrade Status

		

		Building

		Upgrade Status



		1

		70% Complete

		

		8

		Summer 2017



		2

		Complete

		

		9

		Summer 2017



		3

		60% Complete

		

		10

		Summer 2017



		3-Portables

		60% Complete

		

		11

		Summer 2017



		4

		Completed

		

		14 LomaChica

		Summer 2017



		5

		Completed

		

		19 PacHeights

		Completed



		6

		Completed

		

		21-24 FMC

		Summer 2017



		7

		Completed

		

		Press Box

		Completed



		7A

		Summer 2017

		

		Team House

		Completed







Skyline College also recently upgraded its perimeter network security with a next-generation firewall (NGFW), to safely prevent modern threats. This network security device will monitor incoming and outgoing network traffic and decides whether to allow or block specific traffic based on a defined set of security rules.



Finally, even with these improvements, Wi-Fi access has been an increasing concern on the Skyline College campus.  The main complaints have been lack of signal or extended times to gain access to the internet (or not being able to connect at all).  There are a variety of reasons why the issues with Wi-Fi access have increased over time.  These include a rapid expansion of Wi-Fi devices (computers, laptops, tablets, and smart phones), greater use of Wi-Fi in classes, the absence of access points, insufficient access points to accommodate increased usage, and device malfunctions.   While the issues of Wi-Fi are 

system of cataloging problems and reporting them to District IT to be remedied.



b. Recommendation



It is recommended that District IT continue its efforts to install new network equipment and upgrading wireless access throughout the Skyline Campus.



To improve communications between Skyline College and District IT in identifying specific trouble spots of Wi-Fi access, in Fall of 2016, the Dean of ASLT developed a form to catalog Wi-Fi issues across Skyline College.  Trouble spots were obtained from campus leadership and enter into the table below.  







This information was sent to District IT.  District IT began to resolve these issues as part of their ongoing effort to improve and upgrade Wi-Fi access, and they provided an update prior to the start of Spring 2017.  The District IT Wi-Fi update is presented in the following Table.





Given that Wi-Fi issues are beginning to be resolved, it is recommended that the above process be continued into the near future.



c. Implementation and Timeline



Implementation:



Fall 2016

· Initial survey of Wi-Fi issues.

· Campus leadership identify Wi-Fi issues and locations.

· Identified issues are compiled into table format and sent to District IT for action.



January 2017

· District IT provides Skyline College an update of progress on resolving Wi-Fi issues.  



Timeline:



Every Fall Semester from 2017-2021

· Early in the Fall semester, campus leadership is surveyed regarding progress on previously reported issues and to identify new issues.  This information is compiled into table form and sent to District IT.



Every January from 2018-2021

· District IT provides Skyline College an update of progress on resolving Wi-Fi issues.  



d. Budget



Resolving Wi-Fi issues currently do not require funds from Skyline College.  All costs are covered by District IT.


L. Online Tutoring 



a. Background



Increasing our online tutoring support is part of our broader effort to create quality online instruction and support services for students that links academic support tools to course success. It is also an accreditation priority to provide equivalent academic support services for in-person and online students respectively.



b. Recommendation



We recommend Link Systems Internationals’ NetTutor platform because they have been vetted by the state Online Education Initiative and along with the other learning center managers across the district, I have reviewed alternatives and found that NetTutor provided good coverage of subjects at a competitive price and with a proven record of providing appropriate and professional tutoring support. This platform is fully integrated with our new LMS, Canvas.



c. Implementation and Timeline



Summer 2017

· Secure funding to purchase block of tutoring hours (see below for detail)

· Provide additional training for tutors and TLC staff and test the student engagement interface

· Confirm priority courses and faculty

· Plan outreach and awareness-building campaign for students and faculty with MCPR support



Fall 2017

· Students will access NetTutor at Skyline College via the Canvas course shell for our LSKL 803 course, a non-credit, zero-unit course required for students who utilize TLC services such as tutoring. Over 1,000 students enroll in this course each fall and spring semester

· Flex Day activities: Meet the NetTutor representative in TLC (geared towards faculty)

· MCPR Office support: GWAMAIL, campus info screen advertisements, class schedule ads

· Department/Division meeting presentations by TLC rep to promote online tutoring via NetTutor.







d. Budget



· NetTutor hours at $23.50 per hour for 100 hours = $2,350.00

· Purchasing ad space in campus publications = $250

· Food/beverages for trainings and informational meetings = $250

· Print advertising such as flyers = $150



Total First Year Cost = $3,000.00






M. Skyline College Technology Support 



a. Background



The Skyline College Technology Support provides user support for Skyline College students, staff, and faculty and is located in the Library’s Drop-In Computer Lab. Assistance with printing, scanning, photocopying, computers, software (Microsoft Office, Google Apps, etc.), and college technologies (Canvas, WebAccess, WebSmart, etc.) is provided.  With the college’s migration to Canvas, Skyline College Technology Support, in consultation with CTTL/Online Education, has taken a lead role for a student Canvas migration marketing campaign, student Canvas workshops, and providing basic Canvas support in-person, by phone, and email. Skyline College Technology Support is staffed by an Instructional Aide II (1.0 FTE) and student assistants; direction and support is provided by the Director, Learning Commons.      



b. Recommendation



In order to provide adequate Canvas support and other technology support, the following recommendations for software, marketing, and staffing: 



· 0.48 FTE Instructional Aide II for evenings and Saturdays

· Student assistants to staff the Technology Support

· Statistical tracking software for Technology Support 

· Chat/instant messaging software 

· Marketing budget for Canvas and Technology Support campaign 



c. Implementation and Timeline



The Canvas student campaign will begin in May 2017 and continue through the AY 17-18. The Instructional Aide II will develop and deliver Canvas student workshops open to all students and provide assistance to faculty that request instruction during class times. The Instructional Aide II will develop marketing print and digital marketing materials including banners, brochures, flyers, campus-wide emails, and social media posts. Additional information for Canvas and other technology support will be distributed through Skyline Shines and the Skyline View. Additional staff for the Skyline College Technology Support will need to be hired, trained, mentored, and supervised for AY 17-18 and through AY 20-21.






d. Budget



Staffing: $50,000 

· Student Assistants ($22,000 annual), 0.48 FTE Instructional Aide II ($28,000 annual)

Software: $1,000 

· Chat software ($500 annual), Statistics software ($500 annual)

Marketing: $800

· Banners, brochures, flyers, Skyline view ads, other marketing materials

N. 
Technology Plan Request: Kinesiology, Athletics and Dance



a. Background



The Physical Education Evaluation Program (PEEP) is now in its 36th year. Over 40,000+ records have been collected regarding student progress towards outcomes related to the five major components of fitness. These data are used as part of SLO assessment and to compare student performance based on demographic characteristics (ethnicity, age, gender). PEEP would like to be able to provide this data to PRIE for greater analysis. Also, PEEP wants to make this information more accessible for students. Currently, faculty and students receive results via paper at the start of the fourth week and at the end of the semester. PEEP needs assistance in developing an on-line system where students can access pre and post test results, and measure changes that not only for their current semester but over their time at Skyline College (i.e. in case they take multiple classes). A system that requires the student’s G number plus a password system would be a secure mechanism for students to view their results. Additionally, the online system would meet a sustainability goal of the campus by reducing the use of paper.  Ideally, multiple tablets would be used at each assessment station, allowing students to enter their G number and result as they receive them, rather than requiring dozens of hours of data-entry to be done after each round of testing. PEEP currently has the required tablets now. PEEP needs assistance in developing a means to put the system on-line in a manner similar to how students access Websmart.



b. Recommendation



The current PEEP database is quite inaccessible, in terms of creating reports that allow faculty members to analyze statistical results easily.  It is recommended that the new system should not be created from scratch, (i.e. the last version was created from scratch, and left PEEP without support or ways to alter it), but should use a database created on a system with technical support on campus, such as an ACCESS or mySQL database. Therefore, PEEP is requesting assistance in the selection of a database system supported by the district, construction of the database so it can compile the data from the PEEP program in reports for both students and staff, and a means to have the data available to students in the current Websmart system.



c. Implementation and Timeline



Fall 2017

· Select database.



Spring 2018

· Construct the data base and work with District IT to make the data accessible to students and staff 





Fall 2018.

· Data accessible to students and staff



d. Budget



We have no budget to do any of this. Our help is to leverage the expertise in the CTTL and District IT for steps 1 (selecting the data base system) and 3 (making results available to students and staff via websmart). The construction of the data base is beyond our scope, and we do not have any type of price to form a budget estimate.
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Appendix A



Skyline College 5 Year Technology Plan Budget



It is the responsibility of the Technology Advisory Committee to develop and put forward a realistic budget to support campus technology.






Appendix B



2016-2019 Faculty and Staff Computer Replacement Schedule



Guiding Principles 



· The use of technology by all Skyline faculty and staff is critical to realizing the vision of Skyline College. 



· All full-time faculty and staff will have one state-of-the-art computer and one task appropriate monitor that will allow them to complete their tasks in an efficient manner. 



· All full-time faculty and staff will have convenient access to black and white printing.



· Part-time faculty and staff will have access to quality computers and black and white printers in offices conveniently located around campus.



Schedule Placement Criteria. (In priority)

1. Faculty or staff unable to efficiently perform tasks as a result of an outdated computer.

2. Computer is 4 or more years old

3. Computer has a history of more than usual number of work orders.

4. Staff or faculty member wants a new computer.






Faculty and Staff Computer Replacement Schedule F2016/SP2017










Faculty and Staff Computer Replacement Schedule F2017/SP2018






Faculty and Staff Computer Replacement Schedule F2017/SP2018 (Continued)








Faculty and Staff Computer Replacement Schedule F2018/SP2019









Appendix C



2016-2020 Instructional Lab Replacement Schedule 

It is expected that changes in College instructional priorities and technology will impact this schedule in future years.  Therefore, years 2017-20 are minimal projections.  The actual amounts will be more. The details of the replacement schedule will be annually reviewed and updated.  

Lab Identification Criteria (In priority)

1. What is the relevance of the program to the College’s vision and strategic plan?

2. Does the current equipment and/or software prevent the program from reaching student-learning outcomes?

3. Does the current equipment and/or software restrict effective instruction?

4. Are program enrollment demands exceeding the current lab capabilities?

5. Has there been an excessive number of service calls associated with the lab?

6. Are any of the above conditions likely to occur in the next 18 months?



Appendix D



Spring 2017 Update: Skyline College Smart Classroom  








Appendix E     



District Technology Standards



Current Projectors and Cameras Used in Skyline Smart Classrooms









Procurement of Technology



O. The following information serves as a budget planning aid for technology, and to give equipment specifications.



P. All products listed at the following web address are subject to change without notice.  

· http://www.smccd.edu/dsgs/#filter=* 



Q. Prices are volatile and are subject to change.  The prices listed on this web page may not reflect the actual cost at time of purchase.



R. There may be discounts on quantities five or greater. 



S. If you do not see the exact product you need, contact your campus technology lead.
















Appendix F



District ITS Strategic Plan for Information Technology

2012-2016

Revised April 2013





https://smccd.edu/its-resources/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/its-strategic-plan.pdf






Appendix G



Technology Advisory Committee Member and Contributors 

2016-2017



Technology Plan 2017-2021		             Version 1.0
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“To empower and transform a global community of learners.” – Skyline College Mission

· Bridget Fischer, Social Science/Creative Arts Faculty Division Faculty –Co-Chair

· James Houpis, Dean ASLT Division—Co-Chair

· Jairo Bareto, District IT

· Rachel Bell, Language Arts Division Faculty

· Shari Bookstaff, Science, Math and Technology Faculty

· Tom Broxholm, Business, Education and Professional Programs Faculty

· Yoseph Demissie, District IT

· Amir Esfahani, Social Science/Creative Arts Division Faculty

· Ricardo Flores, ASLT Representative

· Nina Floro, CTTL

· Rich Golz, District IT

· Ray Hernandez, Dean SMT Division

· Pearl Ly, Director Learning Commons

· Wendy Lum, District IT 

· Roger Marcelo, Media Services

· Will Minnich, Dean Enrollment Service

· Zahra Mojtahedi, PRIE

· Cindy Moss, Science, Math and Technology Faculty

· Guillermo Ortiz, Business, Education and Professional Programs Faculty

· Danielle Powell, Language Arts Division Faculty

· David Reed, Learning Center

· Bianca Rowden-Quince, CTTL 

· Marisa Thigpen, ASLT and Classified Representative

· Kalani Viloria, ASSC Representative

· Karen Wong, PRIE
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Person ReportingBuildingLocationReported to ITComments


Roumbanis11207Newdifficulty receiving Wi-Fi


Houpis1Bldg 1 TheatreNew


Gutierrez1Bldg. 1 Lower FloorNew


Gutierrez2


Bldg. 2


New


Building 2 has been enhanced, but instructors are not able 


to get enough students on wifi for instructional purposes.


Morello33102New


Morello33104New


Morello33201New


Morello3Bldg. 3 All 1st Floor OfficeNew


Gutierrez4Bldg. 4 Lower FloorNew


Roumbanis4Cosmetology - Esthetic lab floor/dispensary areaNew


Vangele66106Newtest the area near Dept. of Public Safety (6-106)


Roumbanis88226NewWi-Fi issues


Roumbanis88306NewWi-Fi issues


Roumbanis8


8317


New


Room 8-317 is the EPICenter which is a hub for student 


study, for classes day/night/Saturday, and for regular 


division meetings and Saturday events/conferences.  


Chak8Bldg 8 Top Floor Fac Staff ServerNew


Gutierrez8Bldg. 8 is difficult throughoutNew


Minnich and MorelloOtherAthletic FieldsNew


VangeleOtherFireside Dining area New


Occasionally we (DPS) encounter WIFI slow-downs, and 


the Fireside Dining area regularly attracts a high 


concentration of students with electronic communication 


devices. 


GutierrezOtherPacific HeightsNewPoor Wifi access.


MinnichOther


Parking LotsNew


MinnichOtherQuadNew
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Person ReportingBuildingLocationReported to ITCommentsITS Comments


Roumbanis11207Newdifficulty receiving Wi-Fi


No infrastrucute in or around this space. ITS is working 


with contractor to run new data drops, then add wireless 


access points (Aps) accordingly.


Houpis1Bldg 1 TheatreNew


No infrastrucute in the theater. ITS is working with 


contractor to run new data drops, add wireless APs 


accordingly.


Gutierrez1Bldg. 1 Lower FloorNew


Emailed Mary Gutierrez requesting for specific location 


information (1/13/2017) and waiting to heard back 


Gutierrez2Bldg. 2New


Building 2 has been enhanced, but 


instructors are not able to get 


enough students on wifi for 


instructional purposes.


B2's network was recently upgraded. Many Wireless APs 


were added on 2nd and 3rd floors. To be sure certainl 


we're not missing anything, we've emailed Mary 


Gutierrez requesting for specific location information 


(1/13/2017) and waiting to heard back 


Morello33102New


Buidling hasn't been upgraded yet. ITS plans to perform 


the upgrade Spring 2017


Morello33104New


Buidling hasn't been upgraded yet. ITS plans to perform 


the upgrade Spring 2017


Morello33201New


Buidling hasn't been upgraded yet. ITS plans to perform 


the upgrade Spring 2017


Morello3Bldg. 3 All 1st Floor OfficeNew


Buidling hasn't been upgraded yet. ITS plans to perform 


the upgrade Spring 2017


Gutierrez4Bldg. 4 Lower FloorNew


Building 4 network was upgraded and number of wireless 


APs were added for enhanced coverage. To be sure 


certainl we're not missing anything, we've emailed Mary 


Gutierrez requesting for specific location information 


(1/13/2017) and waiting to heard back 


Roumbanis4


Cosmetology - Esthetic lab 


floor/dispensary area


New


Checking with Christine Roumbanis for additional 


informaiton. 


Vangele66106New


test the area near Dept. of Public 


Safety (6-106)


Plan to test and confirm then possibly add additonal Aps.


Roumbanis88226NewWi-Fi issues


Wireless access point (AP) was added to this room 


recently. We will need to learn more about the wirless 


coverage issue, whether if it is caused as a result of 


system error or poor signal stregnth.


Roumbanis88306NewWi-Fi issues


Wireless access point (AP) was added to this room 


recently. We will need to learn more about the wirless 


coverage issue, whether if it is caused as a result of 


system error or poor signal stregnth.


Roumbanis88317New


Room 8-317 is the EPICenter which 


is a hub for student study, for 


classes day/night/Saturday, and for 


regular division meetings and 


Saturday events/conferences.  


Wireless access point (AP) was added to this room 


recently. Considering the usage, ITS will look into adding 


addition device(s).


Chak8Bldg 8 Top Floor Fac Staff ServerNew


Checked with Kevin and confirmed this area has adequate 


coverage. However, we will monitor during peak useage. 


Gutierrez8Bldg. 8 is difficult throughoutNew


Checked with Kevin and confirmed this area has adequate 


coverage. However, we will monitor during peak useage. 


Minnich and MorelloOtherAthletic FieldsNew


There is no network infrastruture district wide parking 


lots; however, ITS will be addressing these needs during 


future construction projects. 


VangeleOtherFireside Dining area New


Occasionally we (DPS) encounter 


WIFI slow-downs, and the Fireside 


Dining area regularly attracts a high 


concentration of students with 


B6 network was recently upgraded so we will make futher 


assessment and add wireless APs accordingly.


GutierrezOtherPacific HeightsNewPoor Wifi access.


PacHeights network was upgraded during winter recess 


and wireless network was expanded. We would like to 


ask for feedback once spring term is underway. 


MinnichOtherParking LotsNew


There is no network infrastruture in parking lots; 


however, ITS is addressing these needs during building 


construction projects. 


MinnichOtherQuadNew


There is no network infrastruture in the quad; however, 


ITS will address these concern from perimiter of B6 as 


well as during upcoming building construction projects. 
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Item


2017-182018-192019-202020-212021-22


Computer Replacement from 


Refresh List


$125,000 $100,000 $100,000 $100,000 $100,000 


Smart Classrooms  


$30,000 $30,000 $30,000 $30,000 $30,000 


Printers  


$25,000 $25,000 $25,000 $25,000 $25,000 


TV – Cable & Streaming  


$5,000 $5,000 $5,000 $5,000 $5,000 


Media Services A/V Equipment


$10,000 $10,000 $10,000 $10,000 $10,000 


Repair/Replacement/ Emergency 


Fund


$40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 


Lecture Capture


$15,000 $20,000 $20,000 $20,000 $20,000 


BluePulse - Formative Assessment


$15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 


Professional Development 


Management System 


$12,000 $12,000 $12,000 $12,000 $12,000 


Tech Innovation & Growth


$23,000 $43,000 $43,000 $43,000 $43,000 


Skyline College Funds


$300,000$300,000$300,000$300,000$300,000


Instructional Lab Replacement 


(District)


$280,000$280,000$280,000$280,000$280,000


District Funds


$280,000$280,000$280,000$280,000$280,000


Total Technology Plan Budget$580,000$580,000$580,000$580,000$580,000
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DivisionComputer


LocationLastFirstDepartmentDESKTOP, MAC, LAPTOPST / SN


1311GFLORESRICARDOASLTiMac (27-inch, Mid 2011)D25HG0T8DHJW


5200LIBRARY CIRCULATION AREALIBRARY CIRCULATION AREAASLTHP Z2102UA1260TJV


5200LIBRARY CIRCULATION AREALIBRARY CIRCULATION AREAASLTHP Z2102UA1260TJS


5200REF DESKREF DESKASLTHP Z2102UA1260TJT


5200REF DESKREF DESKASLTHP Z2102UA1260TJR


5116MEDIAMEDIAASLTMAC-BOOKPRO LTW86471MPW0L


5110STAFFSTAFFASLTHP Z2102UA1411DWM


8303BrowneKathrynBUSINESS, ED. & PROF. PROGRAMSHP ELITEBOOK 8460p LTCNU1141TMY


4254STAFFSTAFFBUSINESS, ED. & PROF. PROGRAMSHP Z2102UA1321RZC


8313OrtizGuillermoBUSINESS, ED. & PROF. PROGRAMSMACBOOK PRO (15-inch, Late 2011)C02GM3U9DV7N


4134WIMMERRONDABUSINESS, ED. & PROF. PROGRAMSMacBook Pro (15-inch, Early 2011)C02FR1GVDF8Y


4120STAFFSTAFFBUSINESS, ED. & PROF. PROGRAMSHP TOUCHSMART 91003CR1111LPM


4122ESTHETICIAN LABLABBUSINESS, ED. & PROF. PROGRAMSHP TOUCHSMART 91003CR1111LVH


4216STAFFSTAFFBUSINESS, ED. & PROF. PROGRAMSHP Z2102UA1220JBH


4224NGUYENCATBUSINESS, ED. & PROF. PROGRAMSHP Z2102UA1220JB3


4224AJACKSONKYMBUSINESS, ED. & PROF. PROGRAMSHP Z2102UA1220J9Y


4230ASTAFFSTAFFBUSINESS, ED. & PROF. PROGRAMSHP Z2102UA1220JB8


4230BNOLANINGERBUSINESS, ED. & PROF. PROGRAMSHP Z2102UA1220JBC


4120STAFFSTAFFBUSINESS, ED. & PROF. PROGRAMSHP Z2102UA1220JB9


4134WIMMERRONDABUSINESS, ED. & PROF. PROGRAMSHP Z2102UA1220JBG


4134STAFFSTAFFBUSINESS, ED. & PROF. PROGRAMSHP Z2102UA1220JB2


4136STAFFSTAFFBUSINESS, ED. & PROF. PROGRAMSHP Z2102UA1220JB0


4210BIAGILAURIEBUSINESS, ED. & PROF. PROGRAMSHP Z2102UA1220JBG


4210SMITHEVELYNBUSINESS, ED. & PROF. PROGRAMSHP Z2102UA1220JB4


4212RICHARDSONCARMENBUSINESS, ED. & PROF. PROGRAMSHP Z2102UA1220JB5


4214ADJUNCTADJUNCTBUSINESS, ED. & PROF. PROGRAMSHP Z2102UA1220JPZ


4216CALDERONTAMMYBUSINESS, ED. & PROF. PROGRAMSHP Z2102UA1220JB7


4110STAFFSTAFFBUSINESS, ED. & PROF. PROGRAMSHP Z2102UA13105YX


4122ESTHETICIAN LABLABBUSINESS, ED. & PROF. PROGRAMSHP Z2102UA14121QZ


5100ADJUCNT FACULTYADJUCNT FACULTYCOUNSELINGDELL LATITUDE 13 LT1TMH5L1


4247STAFFSTAFFCOUNSELINGHP Z2102UA13105YY


1217CSTAFFSTAFFCOUNSELINGOPTIPLEX 980H9PYKN1


4245STAFFSTAFFCOUNSELINGHP Z2102UA13105YT


4245STAFFSTAFFCOUNSELINGHP Z2102UA13105YW


4258STAFFSTAFFGLOBAL LEARNINGHP Z2102UA1340V8Z


4242STAFFSTAFFHONORS TRANSFERHP Z2102UA13105YZ


3113SimmmersKevinKINESIOLOGY/ATHLETICS/DANCEDELL OPTIPLEX 980GWTBNN1


3134CorsigliaKevinKINESIOLOGY/ATHLETICS/DANCEHP ELITEBOOK 8460PCNU1181JZK


3203PiergrossiJustinKINESIOLOGY/ATHLETICS/DANCEMacBook Pro (15-inch, Early 2011)C02G32CCDF8Y


3EBonillaJoseKINESIOLOGY/ATHLETICS/DANCEiMACD25GC1UTDHJR


8309FACULTY   FACULTY   LANGUAGE ARTSDELL LATITUDE E6410 LTHBKXVM1


8112AGutierrezMaryLANGUAGE ARTSHP Z210 2UA1220JBD


8215FACULTYFACULTYLANGUAGE ARTSMACBOOK PRO (15-inch, Early 2011) LTC02G525PDRJL


4329BCHERIECOLINMARKETINGDELL OPTIPLEX 9806XBBNN1


4329STAFFSTAFFPUBLIC INFORMATIONHP Z2102UA1211XW2


4329STAFFSTAFFPUBLIC INFORMATIONHP Z2102UA13105YV


1311BGULLIRITASMTLT - DELL XPS3VNJWL1


1311BWILCHERAARONSMTMacBook Pro (15-inch, Late 2011)C02GN3ZHDV7N


1219JOELIDYASMTOPTIPLEX 980BLZMLM1


7222DANIELBRIANSMTDELL LATITUDE E6410GQXR2M1


7324DLEACHEVANSMTMACBOOK PRO LTC02GJ3WCDRJM


7108BRUECKHAUSPAULSMTMACBOOK PROC02G525NDRJL


7326CHASSONDAVIDSMTMacBook Pro (15-inch, Early 2011)C02GF3L2DRJL


1120BRUNOZACHARYSOCIAL SCIENCE / CREATIVE ARTSiMACD25FX1FCDHJT


2319MICHAELMOYNIHAMSOCIAL SCIENCE / CREATIVE ARTSMACBOOK PRO 15 INCH, MID 2009W80022Y97XK


2319JAMESWONGSOCIAL SCIENCE / CREATIVE ARTSMacBook Pro (15-inch, Early 2011)C02G91CLDRJL


1219SPARKPOINTSPARKPOINTSPARKPOINTDELL VOSTRO 32029J3KK1


1221ASPARKPOINT SPARKPOINTSPARKPOINTOPTIPLEX 960DH7WTL1


1222STAFFSTAFFSPARKPOINTOPTIPLEX 980BLYPLM1


1221ASTAFFSTAFFSPARKPOINTOPTIPLEX 980H9R0LN1


2242GREGFRAUNFELDERSTUDENT SERVICESDELL OPTIPLEX 96049338K1


2225ADRIANAARMASSTUDENT SERVICESHP Z2102UA1211XW5


2226FACULTY MAIL ROOMFACULTY MAIL ROOMSTUDENT SERVICESHP TOUCHSMART 9300 ELITE4CS12809W4


2225ADMISSIONS AND RECORDSADMISSIONS AND RECORDSSTUDENT SERVICESHP Z2102UA1340V90


2225ADMISSIONS AND RECORDSADMISSIONS AND RECORDSSTUDENT SERVICESHP Z2102UA135049S


2225JORGEMURILLOSTUDENT SERVICESDELL OPTIPLEX 980DBJ1PM1


2225MINERVAVELASQUEZSTUDENT SERVICESDELL OPTIPLEX 980DBJ2PM1


1218ENGLISH LANG INSTITUTEENGLISH LANG INSTITUTEDELL VOSTRO 320JNJ3KK1


1219EMPLOYMENT SERVICES CENTEREMPLOYMENT SERVICES CENTERDELL VOSTRO 3202PJ3KK1


4330STAFFSTAFFHP Z2102UA14126K9
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DivisionComputer


LocationLastFirstDepartmentDESKTOP, MAC, LAPTOPST / SN


1311GFLORES RICARDOASLTMac mini (Late 2012)C07K134TDWYL


1311GFLORESRICARDOASLTMacBook Pro (15-inch, Mid 2012)C02KL17FF1G3


5110STAFFSTAFFASLTHP Z1e 2UA2201HNZ


5116MEDIAMEDIAASLTHP ELITEBOOK 8460p LTCNU2202G6D


5116MEDIAMEDIAASLTHP ELITEBOOK 8460p LTCNU2230C6D


5200LIBRARY CIRCULATION AREALIBRARY CIRCULATION AREAASLTHP TOUCHSMART 9300 ELITEMXL2230R4N


5200LIBRARY CIRCULATION AREALIBRARY CIRCULATION AREAASLTHP TOUCHSMART 9300 ELITEMXL2230R4M


5209BRENNERERICASLTHP TOUCHSMART 9300 ELITEMXL2230R4B


5207STAFFSTAFFASLTHP TOUCHSMART 9300 ELITEMXL2411900


5108REEDDAVIDASLTHP Z2202UA3020SWT


5116MEDIAMEDIAASLTMAC-BOOKPRO LTW86451CNW0K


5207DRISCOLLCAROLASLTHP Z2202UA3280RHF


5211BSTAFFSTAFFASLTHP Z2202UA33018PM


8305ARoumbanisChristineBUSINESS, ED. & PROF. PROGRAMSHP Z2102UA2030B5J


8119A1FACULTY/STAFFFACULTY/STAFFBUSINESS, ED. & PROF. PROGRAMSHP TOUCHSMART 9330MLX2230R4V


8119A1FACULTY/STAFFFACULTY/STAFFBUSINESS, ED. & PROF. PROGRAMSHP TOUCHSMART 9330MLX2230R4H


8317BFACULTYFACULTYBUSINESS, ED. & PROF. PROGRAMSHP ELITEBOOK 8470P LTCNU2251ZDV


8305GorostizaAngelicaBUSINESS, ED. & PROF. PROGRAMSHP Z2202UA3020SX2


8209AWhittenLinda K.BUSINESS, ED. & PROF. PROGRAMSHP ELITEBOOK 8570P LT5CB32201Q6


8119A2Del Castillo-BrownTeresitaBUSINESS, ED. & PROF. PROGRAMSHP Z220 2UA328124Y


8111JohsonnJuliaBUSINESS, ED. & PROF. PROGRAMSHP ELITEBOOK 8570p LT5CB3250S2G


8206MingDanBUSINESS, ED. & PROF. PROGRAMSHP ELITEBOOK FOLIO 9470m LTCNU3379S7N


8206MingDanBUSINESS, ED. & PROF. PROGRAMSHP ELITEBOOK FOLIO 9470m LTCNU3379S18


8-111JohsonnJuliaBUSINESS-AUTOMOTIVEHP ELITEBOOK 8570P5CB3250S2G


2352STAFFSTAFFGLOBAL LEARNINGHP ENVY SPRECTRE ULTRABOOKSCD22324W4


3126HatzistratisSandraKINESIOLOGY/ATHLETICS/DANCEHP Z2102UA22016JN


3134NomicosDinoKINESIOLOGY/ATHLETICS/DANCEHP ELITEBOOK 8570p5CB32201QW


3130MorelloJoeKINESIOLOGY/ATHLETICS/DANCEHP TOUCHSMART 9300 EliteMXL2230R4T


3146STAFFSTAFFKINESIOLOGY/ATHLETICS/DANCEHP ELITEBOOK 9470mCNU334B8LX


4325BKARENWONGLANGUAGE ARTSHP FOLIO 13 LTCND208M41M


4247NATHANJONESLANGUAGE ARTSMacBook Pro (Retina, Mid 2012)CO2J47MADKQ4


8210FloroNinaLANGUAGE ARTSMACBOOK PRO (15-inch, Mid 2012)C02KL17FF1G3


8218WilliamsRobLANGUAGE ARTSHP ELITEBOOK 8570P LT5CB3250S3X


8112RuizKennyaLANGUAGE ARTSHP Z220 2UA3280RHG


7302CHUSERENALANGUAGE ARTSHP FOLIO 9470MCNU320B47N


8210CastroLucianaLANGUAGE ARTSMACBOOK PRO (15-inch, Mid 2012)C02L33MTF1G3


8110Kaplan-BiegelNancyLANGUAGE ARTSHP ELITEBOOK FOLIO 9470m LTCNU332BMTN


8212FeinblumKathleenLANGUAGE ARTSHP ELITEBOOK FOLIO 9470m LTCNU332BLTH


8218SilvaPaulaLANGUAGE ARTSMACBOOK AIR (13-inch,Mid 2013) LTC02L614KF6T6


8112BJonesRaymondLANGUAGE ARTSHP ELITEBOOK 8570P LT5CB3220JYJ


4329STAFFSTAFFMARKETINGDELL OPTIPLEX 9802W7JDP1


4329ASTAFFSTAFFMARKETINGHP Z2202UA3280RH9


6106PUBLIC SAFETYPUBLIC SAFETYPUBLIC SAFETYHP Z2102UA2030B5L


5132ESTAFFSTAFFSESPHP TOUCHSMART 9300 ELITEMXL2100BJ8


5132ESTAFFSTAFFSESPHP Z2102UA212041L


5132FMATTHEWSMELISSASESPHP TOUCHSMART 9300 ELITEMXL2230R4S


5132HSTAFFSTAFFSESPHP TOUCHSMART 9300 ELITEMXL2230R4C


5107WANGMIRANDASMTiMac (27-inch, Mid 2011)D25HT0KWDHJV


8236BatesAlec (A.J.) SMTMACBOOK PRO (mid 2012) 15" LTC02L60BUF1G3


1219FACULTYFACULTYSMTHP Z2202UA3020SWK


7324AHOUGHRICKSMTIMACD25H30LDDHJT


7326DRIVERA-CONTRERASJOAQUINSMTHP FOLIO 13 LTCND208M412


7324CZAMANISOODISMTMACBOOK PRO LTC02KP2TAF1G3


7312KOSKELOILKKASMTHP ELITEBOOK 8570P LT5CB3250S37


7320WINDHAMADAMSMTHP ELITEBOOK 8570P LT5CB3250S4P


7340GHANMAMOUSASMTHP Z2202UA33018SL


7324BMOSSCINDYSMTHP ELITEBOOK 8570P LT5CB3250S3W


7209ERSKINEALICESMTHP ELITEBOOK FOLIO 9470MCNU320B1D1


7322WILLIAMSPHILLIPSMTHP FOLIO 9470M LTCNU320B3Q1


7216FREEDMANJONSMTMACBOOK PROC02L40VEF1G3


7322CHOIYOUNGASMTMACBOOK PRO LTC02L60BTF1G3


7216TSUSHIDATADASHISMTMACBOOK PROC02L60BYF1G3


7314ANTILLA-SUAREZCARINASMTMACBOOK PRO LTC02KR4AZDV33


7324ESTAFFSTAFFSMTHP ELITEBOOK FOLIO 9470M LTCNU3209V7M


7214CASECHRISTINESMTiMACD25LL2NMF8J3


1308BRIDENBAUGHPAULSOCIAL SCIENCE / CREATIVE ARTSMacBook Pro (Retina, 15-inch,Early 2013)C02L60B2FFT4


1308ESFAHANIAMIRSOCIAL SCIENCE / CREATIVE ARTSMACBOOK PROC02L60B1FFT4


1318RASKINJESSESOCIAL SCIENCE / CREATIVE ARTSMacBook Pro (Retina, Mid 2012)C02J47M9DKQ4


1101BSOC SCIENCESOC SCIENCESOCIAL SCIENCE / CREATIVE ARTSHP TOUCHSMART 9300 ELITE MXL2230R4K


1101BSOC SCIENCESOC SCIENCESOCIAL SCIENCE / CREATIVE ARTSHP TOUCHSMART 9300 ELITE MXL2230R4K


1101BSOC SCIENCESOC SCIENCESOCIAL SCIENCE / CREATIVE ARTSHP TO0UCHSMART 9300 ELITE MXL2230R4K


1104WORK ROOMWORK ROOMSOCIAL SCIENCE / CREATIVE ARTSHP TOUCHSMART 9300 ELITE MXL2230R4R


1132NAVARIJUDESOCIAL SCIENCE / CREATIVE ARTSMACBOOK PRO LTC02JH169F1G3


1108FITZPATRICKKATHYSOCIAL SCIENCE / CREATIVE ARTSHP Z2202UA3141182


1110BESTOCKDONNASOCIAL SCIENCE / CREATIVE ARTSHP COMPAQ ELITE 8300MXL31712X0


1110BESTOCKDONNASOCIAL SCIENCE / CREATIVE ARTSHP ELITE 8300 AIO TOUCHMXL31712XO


1102BELLROSEMARYSOCIAL SCIENCE / CREATIVE ARTSiMACC17JV1A4DNCR


1122HAWKINSMICHELLESOCIAL SCIENCE / CREATIVE ARTSMACBOOK PRO LTC02L60C1F1G3


2317JENNIFERMERRILLSOCIAL SCIENCE / CREATIVE ARTSHP ELITEBOOK 8570P LT5CB3220HH7


2317COLOMBETTICARLOS SOCIAL SCIENCE / CREATIVE ARTSHP Z2202UA33018Q0


2301MASAOSUZUKISOCIAL SCIENCE / CREATIVE ARTSiMAC 21.5 INCH, LATE 2013D25LL2X2F8J3


1311EBRIDGETFISCHERSOCIAL SCIENCE / CREATIVE ARTSThunderbolt Display (27-inch)C02KJ3AVF2GC


4242ULLOAJOHNSOCIAL SCIENCE / CREATIVE ARTSMacBook Pro (15-inch, Mid 2012)CO2L33MUF1G3


1214EIFLERKEVINSPARKPOINTHP COMPAQ ELITE 8300MXL2461T1T


1212STAFFSTAFFSPARKPOINTHP Z2202UA3020SWR


2225STAFFSTAFFSTUDENT SERVICESDELL OPTIPLEX 9802CTW9P1


2350STAFFSTAFFSTUDENT SERVICESHP TOUCHSMART 9300 ELITEMXL2100BH6


2350GINACIARDELLASTUDENT SERVICESHP TOUCHSMART 9300 ELITEMXL2082C7W
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LocationLastFirstDepartmentDESKTOP, MAC, LAPTOPST / SN


6212STUDENT LIFESTUDENT LIFESTUDENT SERVICESHP TOUCHSMART 9300 eliteMXL2100BHH


6212STUDENT LIFESTUENT LIFESTUDENT SERVICESHP TOUCHSMART 9300 eliteMXL2100BKG


2118LeeGoldieSTUDENT SERVICESHP Z2102UA212041J


6212ACARIADUSAMORYSTUDENT SERVICESHP Z2102UA2120417


6210RESOURCE  ROOMRESORUCE ROOMSTUDENT SERVICESHP Z2202UA3220MB7


6214ASSOCIATE DESKASSOCIATE DESKSTUDENT SERVICESHP Z2202UA3220MBD


6214AASSOCIATE TREASUREASSOCIATE TREASURESTUDENT SERVICESHP Z2202UA3220MB6


6214BASSOCIATE PRESIDENTASSOCIATE PRESIDENTSTUDENT SERVICESHP Z2202UA3220MB0


2234Financial EmbassadorFinancial EmbassadorSTUDENT SERVICESHP Z2202UA33018S4


2216STAFFSTAFFSTUDENT SERVICESHP Z2202UA328124V


2225STAFFSTAFFSTUDENT SERVICESHP Z2202UA328124X


2208STAFFSTAFFSTUDENT SERVICESHP Z2202UA33018QZ


2225MARIANOELNORESTUDENT SERVICESHP Z2202UA33018RG


2236IMELDAHERMOSILLOSTUDENT SERVICESHP Z2202UA33018PL


4324ELOISABRIONESVPADELL OPTIPLEX 9020BGF3122


4326STAFFSTAFFVPADELL OPTIPLEX 9802W7GDP1


4326ON FLOORON FLOORVPADELL OPTIPLEX 99095SPDQ1


1219BCAREER CENTERCAREER CENTERHP TOUCHSMART 9300 ELITEMXL2100BHL


1219BSKY CAREER CENTERSKY CAREER CENTERHP TOUCHSMART 9300 ELITEMXL2100BJ6


1214SPARPOINT RECEPTIONSPARKPOINT RECEPTIONHP COMPAQ ELITE 8300MXL2461T24
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DivisionComputer


LocationLastFirstDepartmentDESKTOP, MAC, LAPTOPST / SN


5117AMARCELO ROGERASLTHP Z2302UA4320JG7


1311HCTTLCTTLASLTHP Z2302UA4450T76


5208WOLBERSDENNISASLTHP Z2302UA406290X


5133HOUPISJIMASLTHP Z2302UA4241XB0


5116BUCCERIKAMLAASLTHP Z2302UA4320SPY


5133DILAMANTAKARENASLTHP Z2302UA44118NK


5200STAFFSTAFFASLTHP Z2302UA44118NT


5133STAFFSTAFFASLTHP Z2302UA4450T76


8209CZhangHellenBUSINESS, ED. & PROF. PROGRAMSHP ELITEBOOK 840 G1 LTCNU425CR51


8119A2Staff 8119A2Staff 8119A2BUSINESS, ED. & PROF. PROGRAMSHP Z2302UA4421NZQ


8317ABrowerKristinaBUSINESS, ED. & PROF. PROGRAMSHP ELITEBOOK 840 G1 LT5CG45246QC


8207MotiparaSitaBUSINESS, ED. & PROF. PROGRAMSHP ELITEBOOK 840 G1 LTCNU421D22S


8-113ParraRubenBUSINESS, ED. & PROF. PROGRAMSHP ELITEBOOK FOLIO 9470m LTCNU403BB91


1311JVARONAALINABUSINESS, ED. & PROF. PROGRAMSHP ELITEBOOK 840CNU432BFZ3


1210JEANMARILYNCOOPERATIVE EDHP Z2302UA4380HSW


1215ZANASSILAVINIACOUNSELINGHP Z302UA44118NY


1220STAFFSTAFFCOUNSELINGHP Z2302UA44118NQ


5100STAFFSTAFFCOUNSELINGHP Z2302UA4421NZG


2352ALESSANDRAZANASSIGLPSHP Z2302UA4461S94


2352ZAIDGHORIGLPSHP Z2302UA4461S93


4256CHIKAKOWALKERGLPSHP Z2302UA4380TYC


4252BENNANIWISSEMGLPSHP Z2302UA40413XZ


3202FitzgeraldMichaelKINESIOLOGY/ATHLETICS/DANCEHP Z2302UA4421NZZ


3144FosbergJanKINESIOLOGY/ATHLETICS/DANCEMacBook Air (13-inch,Mid 2013)C02MG3SBF6T6


4248LACHMAYRLUCIALANGUAGE ARTSHP ELITEBOOK 840 G1 LTCNU416DFT6


8215ShawLeigh AnneLANGUAGE ARTSHP ELITEBOOK FOLIO 9470m LTCNU403C7NP


7302CROSSMICHAELLANGUAGE ARTSHP ELITEBOOK 840CNU4239H43


8212BowsherJimLANGUAGE ARTSHP ELITEBOOK 840 G1 LTCNU423BZ8S


8214PowellDanielleLANGUAGE ARTSMACBOOK AIR (13-inch, Early 2014)C02N45WVG5RP


8214HurlessJessicaLANGUAGE ARTSMACBOOK AIR (13-inch, Early 2014)C02N52XDG5RP


8112BProgram Services CoordinatorProgram Services CoordinatorLANGUAGE ARTSHP Z230 2UA4421NZ3


8114Language Arts AdjunctLanguage Arts AdjunctLANGUAGE ARTSiMAC (21.5 inch Late 2013)C02NC082F8J2


8309FACULTYFACULTYLANGUAGE ARTSDELL OPTIPLEX GX2405HFDS11


4329CONNORFITZPATRICKMARKETINGHP ELITEONE 800MXL4030KX9


4314STAFF   STAFF   MARKETINGHP Z2302UA51313V4


2225ANNIE TRINHOPERATIONSHP Z2302UA4210Z3K


2225NANCYARGARINOPERATIONSHP Z2302UA4210Z3F


1301HEARNESTEPHENPSYCHOLOGYHP Elitebook 8505CG5100RG2


6106PUBLIC SAFETYPUBLIC SAFETYPUBLIC SAFETYHP Z2302UA5162H9J


6106PUBLIC SAFETYPUBLIC SAFETYPUBLIC SAFETYHP Z2302UA51622H9K


6106PUBLIC SAFETYPUBLIC SAFETYPUBLIC SAFETYHP Z2302UA5162H9L


6106-APUBLIC SAFETYPUBLIC SAFETYPUBLIC SAFETYHP Z2302UA5162H9H


7217BOOKSTAFFSHARISMTMACBOOK AIRC02M37E6F5V8


7219AHMEDIJAZSMTHP Z230 2UA4132QYY


7326BGRANDYCARLASMTMACBOOK AIR LTC02N551VG5RP


7130UTSUMIALANASMTHP Z2302UA44118NR


7102ADJUNCT FACULTYADJUNCT FACULTYSMTHP Z230 2UA4421P05


7102ADJUNCT FACULTYADJUNCT FACULTYSMTHP Z230 2UA4421NZF


7102ADJUNCT FACULTYADJUNCT FACULTYSMTHP Z230 2UA4421NZB


7102ADJUNCT FACULTYADJUNCT FACULTYSMTHP Z230 2UA4421NZS


7130TARIQNADIASMTHP Z2302UA4421NZL


7245JOHNSONKYLINSMTHP Z2302UA4421NZ9


7340CHEANGGARYSMTHP Z230 2UA4421NZD


7224KAPPNICKSMTHP ELITEBOOK 8505CG51144KH


1307DAVIDEILEENSOCIAL SCIENCE / CREATIVE ARTSIMACQP72271VUW


1309FISCHERBRIDGETSOCIAL SCIENCE / CREATIVE ARTSLT - MACBOOK AIRC02MG37YF6T6


2303GEORGEBUCKINGHAMSOCIAL SCIENCE / CREATIVE ARTSHP Z2302UA4421NZ6


1311EBRIDGETFISCHERSOCIAL SCIENCE / CREATIVE ARTSMacBook Air (13-inch,Mid 2013)C02MG37YF6T6


2112ARTHURTAKAYAMASOCIAL SCIENCE/CREATIVE ARTSiMAC 27-inch all-in-one Late 2013C02M983TF8J4


1221STAFFSTAFFSPARKPOINTHP Z2302UA5161G03


2211CALWORKS/JAVIERCALWORKS/URENASTUDENT SERVICESDELL INSPIRON 15JXQGSZ1


2225ADMISSION-TEMPADMISSION-TEMPSTUDENT SERVICESHP Z2302UA41919NX


2116SKY PROCTOR 1SKY PROCTOR 1STUDENT SERVICESHP Z2302UA41919M3


2118STAFFSTAFFSTUDENT SERVICESHP Z2302UA41919M2


2225MARCELAESCOBARSTUDENT SERVICESHP Z2302UA4210Z3G


2224WILLMINNICHSTUDENT SERVICESHP Z2302UA4271GT2


2225STAFFSTAFFSTUDENT SERVICESHP Z2302UA4271GSZ


2225COUNSELING DIVISIONCOUNSELING DIVISIONSTUDENT SERVICESHP Z2302UA4320HLH


2225COUNSELING DIVISIONCOUNSELING DIVISIONSTUDENT SERVICESHP Z2302UA43914Y8


2232UBUNGEN - OUTREACH COORDINATORFLORENTINO -OUTREACH COORD.STUDENT SERVICESHP Z2302UA44118NM


2233COUNSELINGCOUNSELINGSTUDENT SERVICESHP Z2302UA44118NV


2238KWAMETHOMASSTUDENT SERVICESHP Z2302UA44118NP


2239KENTGOMEZSTUDENT SERVICESHP Z2302UA44118NW


2232OUTREACH OFFICEOUTREACH OFFICESTUDENT SERVICESHP Z2302UA44118NN


2229SUZANNEPOMASTUDENT SERVICESHP Z2302UA4421NZX


2234Financial Aid - Front CounterFin. Aid - Front Counter (MIDDLE SIDE)STUDENT SERVICESHP Z2302UA4421P02


2240NATENEVADOSTUDENT SERVICESHP Z2302UA4421P00


5130NEWKIRKCAROLSTUDENT SERVICESHP Z2302UA4429NZH


5131ROBINNSKARMANNSTUDENT SERVICESHP Z2302UA4440Z0F


2241LORRAINEDEMELLOSTUDENT SERVICESHP Z2302UA4450T75


2212EOPSEOPSSTUDENT SERVICESHP Z2302UA4271GSX


2228JACQUELINEESCOBARSTUDENT SERVICESHP Z2302UA5161FZV


1311CSTAFFSTAFFWORFORCE DEVELOPMENTHP Z2302UA4132QYX


1311BKOHKHRISTOPHERWORFORCE DEVELOPMENTHP TOUCHSMART 9300 ELITE MX2082C7X


3CMuller-MoseleyClaireHP Z2302UA4181WRR


223ASUSANLORENZOHP Z2302UA4271GST


2230ACOUNSELING COUNSELINGHP Z2302UA4421NZ2
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BldgRoomProgramQty


7309MESA6


8101Automotive5


11107Automotive12


2225Student Services13


7241Biology36


BldgRoomProgramQty


7339Chemistry36


7339Physics25


8202Automotive19


8200Automotive10


BldgRoomProgramQty


5110ESL4


8110Journalism14


2232Testing12


5100Learning Center25


2117AStudent Computer Lab43


BldgRoomProgramQty


8121Business40


8119Business37


5100CLanguage Lab37


5131DRC Classroom15


7211Allied Health Learning Center7


1201Midi Classroom12


8103Automotive4
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Lab Replacement Schedule 2017-2018


Lab Replacement Schedule 2018-2019
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1eaEpson PL1975W Projector     1,999.00


or


1eaEpson Pro-6700W3,000.00


1eaChief RPMA027 Custom Proj Mount with (A) Key Lock189


1eaJBL CSMA 1120 Amp450


1eaJBL CSR-V Volume Control60


1eaCables To Go Trulink A/V Controller280


1eaAtlona Scalier Switch AT-UHD-CLSO-6011,500.00


1eaAtlona AT-UHD-EX-100CE-RX Receiver for Projector380


1eaApple TV 3rd gen70


1eaMaclocks' Apple TV Security Mount 2013 Model87


1eaLG BP350 Wi-Fi Blu-ray Disc Player80


1eaLumens PS751 DocCam1,350.00


or


1eaEpson DC-21 Document Camera V12H758020699
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ProjectorsDocument Cameras


Epson EMP 811Lumens PS760


Epson EMP6001iSamsung UF-130


Epson Pro GL5350NL


Epson EMP6010i
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		 Which class was your SI session for? ( Example: ENGL 105) 		Who was your SI Leader? 		How many times did you attend SI sessions for this class (choose one option below)		Compared to the beginning of the semester how helpful was SI in…|Increasing your understanding of class lectures/discussions?		Compared to the beginning of the semester how helpful was SI in…|Improving your note taking skills?		Compared to the beginning of the semester how helpful was SI in…|Improving your time management skills?		Compared to the beginning of the semester how helpful was SI in…|Increasing your comprehension of textbook/class materials?		Compared to the beginning of the semester how helpful was SI in…|Increasing your class participation?		Compared to the beginning of the semester how helpful was SI in…|Overall, how would you rate the effectiveness of SI for this class? 		Please state or list what you found valuable in your SI sessions		Please state or list any areas in which SI could be improved, or other ideas/comments you would like to share with the SI Program.		If you are interested in being entered for the drawing of a $25 gift card to the Skyline College bookstore, please fill out your information below! &nbsp;|Name		If you are interested in being entered for the drawing of a $25 gift card to the Skyline College bookstore, please fill out your information below! &nbsp;|Skyline Email Address (@my.smccd.edu)

		MATH 251		Gail Hobbs		11 or more		5		5		5		5		5		5		The SI sessions helped to complete my  homework on time.		Higher pay rates for SI leaders.		Leandro Torres Mantilla		leandrotorresmant@my.smccd.edu

		Math 130		Luis Hernandez		2 or less		NA		NA		NA		NA		5		4		Easier to ask questions to.				Keanne Jaro		keanneaverjaro@my.smccd.edu

		HST 235		Sarah		11 or more		5		5		5		5		5		5		In general everything we discussed in SI sessions were helpful, it helped me understand the material.		SI would be better if there were at least 30 minute gaps after the set time for SI to end before the next SI would take over. For example, SI X HST 235 2:00-3:00 then SI Y MATH 200 3:30-4:30. That way it allows us to go beyond the 1 hour time allotted if needed.		Santiago Fonseca		santiagofonseca@my.smccd.edu

		Hist 201		Nate		3-5		4		4		5		3				5		-valuable note
-comprehend understanding		-make more fun and interactive game		Mohammad Izwan Zainol Bahar		mohammadizzainolbaha@my.smccd.edu

		Math 240		Albert		8-10		5		4		4		5		5		5		Albert would give us packets on the material we learned in class and provide practice problems. Those were really helpful and allowed me to understand the material.				Justine Alano		justinealano@my.smccd.edu

		Antomy		Andrea  Gonzales		3-5		5		5		5		5		5		5		Developing notetaking method that works for me.		More time availability for students.		Kimberly Del Rosario		kdelros4@my.smccd.edu

		Hist 235		Sarah C.		8-10		5		5		5		5		5		5		Reviewing and understanding assignments		None..		Andrew		Andrewgarc1@my.smccd

		Math 200		Albert Ramos		2 or less		5		5		5		5		5		5		Albert was very kind, organized and helpful. I enjoyed and value every SI session I attended. Every minute spent at SI was worth it. He's an amazing SI tutor and I actually learned more from his SI sessions than class. I find him more helpful than my professor. Thankful for all his help from the all notes and giving an answer key for the homework to check our work.				Nicole caragan		Nicoleannecaragan@my.smccd.edu

		Math 200		Luis		11 or more		5		4		4		5		5		5		Being able to do homework with someone who understands the work. 

Having someone reaffirm the concepts and lessons we learned in class.		Luis was super helpful! I definitely improved in stats because I kept going after class.

		Engl 105		John		2 or less		5		3		3		5		5		5		He help me out when I needed help				Tu Nguyen		Tnguy335

		Math 120		Carlos		8-10,11 or more		4		2		3		4		2		5		SI leader would help me understand information I didn't really get in class the first time. They'd help me solve problems by explaining it in simpler terms.		None, very interactive and helpful.		Katrina Salas		katrinasalas@my.smccd.edu

		Maths 110/120		Sam Marzellack		11 or more		5		5		5		5		5		5		They are really helpful and cooperative and help you learn a lot of things you don't know about.		I really thank you for this programme because this has helped me to understand the courses as I was new in this country and didn't knew about the textbook material in this country. I really am happy and glad that you could help me and help me to know about American culture.		Nikesh Luitel		nikeshluitel@my.smccd.edu

		Math 251		Gail Hobbs		5-7		4		NA		NA		4		NA		4						Christine Abella		cabella@my.smccd.edu

		Math 190		Christabelle		5-7		3		4		4		2		3		3		Learning the lesson after class and be ahead of the chapter		Discussion of the main focus of what everyone struggle with		Julia		juliadjunaidi@my.smccd.edu

		Chem 220		Dylan		8-10		5		3		4		5		4				Dylan was so helpful, he went on and beyond in order to help better understand the material. He always had work ready for us to do in si sessions. Never a moment when we didn't have problems to solve and material to discuss.		People would always be entering and kick us out when our session wasn't over yet. There would always be staff coming in in the last five minutes or so telling us that they have a meeting and we had to leave, right when we were still working. Our session technicals started at 12, but we always waited for the previous session to be done, we always began a little past 12:10, and we're always kicked out before 1.		Sonia Ronquillo		sronqui1@my.smccd.edu

		Chem 220		Dylan Rigling		8-10,11 or more		5		4		4		5		5		5		Work together to solve problems and worksheets. Deep understanding of questions.		Dylan was a really good SI, I would suggest to let the SI leader have more than one hour if he is willing to do it.		Carlos Acuna		carlosacuna@my.smccd.edu

		Math 120		Carlos Segura		11 or more		4		NA		5		NA		3		5		Working with someone my age makes math easier to understand.		I thought it was fine.

		CHEM 220		Dylan Rigling		2 or less		5		3		3		5		2		NA		Dylan is a genius so he was good at explaining and walking me through solutions to problems.		SI helped me understand the subject matter but not take notes better.		Mila Stolle		milastolle@my.smccd.edu

		PHYS 260		Phyo		3-5		4		NA		NA		4		3		4		Being more in depth with the material and shortcuts to understanding it				Neil Bryan Castro		neilbcastro

		MATH 242		Albert Ramos		2 or less		5		5		5		5		5		5		It helps me prepared for quizes and tests.		I wish the schedule could be more flexible.		Natanan Jawanna		natananjawanna@my.smccd.edu

		BUS 123		Laura Flink		11 or more		5		5		5		5		5		5		Without attending SI sessions with Laura Flink, I would not have passed Statistics. She explained everything that I didn't understand from class and homework. She taught me how to create wonderful formula sheets and guided me through studying. She made us do problems on the board ourselves and explain it as we go tot he rest of the group so we would not panic as much during exams. (For those with testing anxiety, this was helpful because we were comfortable with the material and familiar with having to solve it alone).				Alexandra Kennedy		akenne26@my.smccd.edu

		ENGL 105		Michael Gannon		8-10		5		5		5		5		5		5		I really have to say that this is one of the best SI sessions that I ever attended.		N/A		noemi Perdomo		nperdomo@my.smccd.edu

		Math 251		Adrian B		11 or more		5		4		4		5		5		5		Assistance with homework				Lesley Bode		lesleybode@my.smccd edu

		History 201		Nate		3-5		3		3		4		3		3		3		I liked that we went over class material to have a better understanding		I would think that even though the SI sessions are mainly as a group I feel if the SI instructor ask the students individually if the need help I think would also be helpful		Jose Anstirman		Janstirm@my.smccd.edu

		Math 200		Ariel		3-5		3		5		NA		3		3		5		Any time we had a question she would break it down for us in a way we understand. Also test prep was very helpful.		sometimes the approach was off and we had to go over a topic more than once....		Sarah		sarahcaracte@my.smccd.edu

		History 235		Sarah Chaaban		11 or more		5		5		NA		5		5		5		very much a team effort where we helped our peers learn and in turn bettered our own understanding				Olivia Yancey		Oliviayancey@my.smccd.edu

		Math 241		Albert Ramos		5-7,8-10		5		5		5		5		5		5		I wouldn't have passed the class without his help				Kyana Orellana		Kyanaorellana@my.smccd.edu

		MATH 242		Albert		8-10		5		5		4		5		3		5		Anything that we learned in the lecture thatI was confused on and I was able to go to SI knowing that I will understand it better.		I wouldn't anything much to improve.		Yanira Mora		ymora2@my.smccd.edu

		Socio 100		Daniella		2 or less		5		4		3		5		5		5		we went ove material in class and she further elaborated on concepts we didn't understand				elizabeth		elizabethkawachi@my.smccd.edu

		Math 190		Ryan		2 or less		4		NA		NA		4		4		3		He was always available and willing to help. Super patient with me when I didn't understand certain things.		One way that he can improve is to make sure he fully understands what is being taught before helping us. I remember asking him a few questions and he actually gave me the wrong answers. When the professor went over what I was asking with the whole class, it was different than what the SI explained to me.		Rossette Glover		rossetteglover@my.smccd.edu

		Math 200		Albert		11 or more		5		5		5		5		5		5		He often call me turtle		A+++++		Kongmeng Chi		kongmengchi@my.smccd.edu

		Engl 105		John		5-7		5		5		5		5		5		5		So helpful for all students, especially us who from other countries		If IS can gives more different hours then students have more choices time.		Htet Lwin		Hlwin@my.smccd.edu

		MATH 190		An or Ann?		3-5		4		NA		NA		5		5		5		Ann was extremely helpful with providing a simplified and relevant take on the class material. I am certain that, without her efforts in SI, more of my classmates would have failed the class.		Please create SI time for evening classes!!		Zach Goss		zgoss@my.smccd.edu

		ENGLISH 100		Josh		3-5		5		5		5		5		5		5		Classwork/Assignments that were assigned during class hours, were able to get finished or get help with in order to complete and understand the assignment more.		N/A everything was great.		Faeza Maru		fazamaru@my.smccd.edu

		Math 241		Albert Ramos		8-10		5		4		3		5				5		Albert held everyone accountable. He was personable and very effective as an SI Leader		Please allow SI Leaders to grow and allow them the opportunity to become like Albert. A positive effective SI tutor.		Robert Brown		rbrow180@my.smccd.edu

		ENGL 105		Devyn		5-7		4		4		NA		5		4		5		Being able to discuss with somebody about what I read and retaining the reading better.		N/A		Ryan Tran		ryantran1@my.smccd.edu

		Math 200		Ariel		11 or more		5		5		5		5		5		5		Everything from even my SI leader being free on non SI times		Nothing		Saeeda Shawasheh		saeedshawash@my.smccdd.edu

		Math 120 and English 100		Victor and Josh		11 or more		5		3		3		5		5		5		For math he described other ways to approach a problem and it was easier for me to understand the material. For English he improved my thought process for writing essays and created activities if there was a writers block.		I enjoyed going to both of their SI sessions and I thought everything was well thought out. I'm not sure what they would need to improve on.		Christal Nevarez		christalnevarez@my.smccd.edu

		Math 241		Albert Ramos		11 or more		5		5		5		5		5		5		Private attention		Making room arrangements to fit all people faster		Emily		enunezro@my.smccd.edu

		Psych 100		Michael		2 or less		5		5		5		5		5		5		The material he prepared for us for our final		N/a		Julian Cruz		juliacruz@my.smccd.edu

		ENGL105		Sarah Chaaban		2 or less		4		NA		NA		5		5		4		Even though,I went to SI session not often,but I have to say it is a really good place for help people with their problems. For a second English language user, I go to Sarah SI session for help me know better about what is the mission we need to face in class. I can ask Sarah so very boring questions and she keep remind me. That' s fine for me.		SI could have more information about why students struggle with this problem even the problem is fool and try to found out a new way make students understanding.		ZIHE BAI		zihebai@my.smccd.edu

		GOOO		NIKKI		8-10		5		5		5		5		5		5		DEEPER UNDERSTANDING TO THE TOPIC, AND ALSO TIPS ON WRITING A STRUCTURED ESSAY		MORE SESSIONS REQUIRED		DIPIKA GURUNG		DIPIKAGURUNG@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		History 201		Nate Umagat		5-7		5		4		4		5		5		5						Maxinne Estaniel		maxinneestaniel@my.smccd.edu

		Psych100		Micheal		5-7		5		5		3		5		5		5						Kae Yoshii		kaeyoshii@my.smccd.edu

		Math 242		Albert		11 or more		5		4		4		5		5		5						Nang Thiri Myo		nangmyo@my.smccd.edu

		PSYC 100		Michael Gannon		3-5		5		5		4		5				5		The handouts where helpful.		Time for SI scheduled pre- arranged class so students know there is an SI and accommodate schedule to able to attend SI session.		Erica Bueso		ebueso@my.smccd.edu

		PHYS 250		Kristine Zseto		2 or less		1		1		1		5		1		3		My leader explained a vector problem that I was confused about. It helped me to set up all the rest of my vector problems correctly.				Jonathan Weber		jonathanweber@my.smccd.edu

		Math 226		Adrian		11 or more		3		NA		NA		NA		3		3		Talking with my classmates about problems I didn't understand in the homework.		More planning for each session. It was very laid back.		Bryanna Guiting		Bryannaguiting@my.smccd.edu

		HIST 201		Sam Geronimo		5-7		5		3		3		5		5		4		The class was difficult to weigh on what the professor was looking for. However, the SI did clarify on the matter and more.		A lot of the sessions were student focused. In other words, the SI would have us expound on what we learned, then adjust the conversation. The problem is balancing the critical thinking and the actual answers.

		Physics 260		Phyo Hutut		3-5		3		3		3		3		4		5		understanding lecture in depth		More SI time		Naing Lin		nlin2@my.smccd.edu

		Phys 210		Wai Oo		8-10		5		5		5		5		NA		5		She was always available
Super easy to talk to
Came up with great practice material		N/A		Ashley Lauti		alauti1@my.smccd.edu

		SOCI 100		Daniela Gonzales		8-10		5		5		5		5		5		5				Nothing, this program is perfect		John Natan		jnatan@my.smccd.edu

		Math 241		Albert		11 or more		5		5		5		5		5		5						Qiyi xie		Qiyixie@my.smccd.edu

		MATH 251		Adrian		8-10		4		4		5		5		4		5		great SI leader, making all the participants to work together and come up with a rational solution for any problem. 
Made me realize that no problem is impossible to solve.		can't think of anything to add.		abd elhadi murad		abdelhadimurad@my.smccd.edu

		HIST 201		nate valle		5-7		1		1		3		1		1		2		He was helpful when it came to organize and structure class portfolios.		He completly ignored my emails in 2 occasions and after a while the sessions became entirely useless which made me stop going after a while.

		Math 120		Ro k		11 or more		5		2		4		5		5		5		It was worth it ,he really helped		The number of days he comes around should be probably increased

		Psych 100		Kat		3-5		4		1		1		5		5		5		More info on things I didn't understand		Nothing, I liked the program		Caroline Barros		carolinebarros@my.smccd.edu

		PHYS 260		Phyo Htut		5-7		3		2		2		3		3		5		Homework review.		More sessions.		Wilson Wong		wilsonwong@my.smccd.edu

		SOC.100		Daneial		3-5		3		3		3		3		3		4		What I found valuable of my SI sessions was that the session helped me improve my test scores throughout the semester.		I believe that SI should contious on helping students, it is a great program!!!		Yesenia Ramirez		yeseniaramirez@my.smccd.edu

		Trig 130		Luis Hernandez		11 or more		4		5		NA		4		NA		5		-Understanding material I didn't get
-Going over graded tests
-Finding out what steps or signs I made a mistake in		Nothing I can think of. SI is a great resource.		Cory Kwock		ckwock1@my.smccd.edu

		HIST201		Nate Umagat		8-10		5		5		5		5		5		5		he will list all the term to help us understand. 
he will helping all the pro-folio submission
he will give full explanation for the quiz and the course requirement. 
he will patiently listen to the student's questions and needs.		I better understand the course material
I better understand the course requirement.		zikiwongyip		Zikiwongyip@my.smccd.edu

		PSYC 100		Nur		3-5		5		NA		NA		5		NA		5		test prep, going over matierals again and demonstrating understanding such as explaining it to other students				Candace Tsai		candacetsai@my.smccd.edu

		MATH 251		Gail Hobbes		5-7		5		5		5		5		4		5						Vivian To		vivianto@my.smccd.edu

		MATH 120		Carlos Segura		3-5		4		4		2		3		3		4		Best comprehending the material I did not understand, and being available when the professor could not be.		Being more present in the class, the SI often sat in the back (I sat rather close to the front) and therefore I could not see him.		Naama Nunez		nnunez8@my.smccd.edu

		HIST 201		Nate		3-5		5		4		4		5		5		5		I thought it was really helpful to go over the answers to homework assignments with classmates because it helped me better understand what to do for the quizzes.				Serina Lui		serinalui@my.smccd.edu

		Physics 260		Phyo Htut		11 or more		5		5		5		5		4		5		Really helped in test-taking skills, and improved my way to tackle problems better.		I would like longer SI Session that are more spread out in the week.		Enrique Renteria		lrenter4@my.smccd.edu

		Math 241		Albert		8-10		5		5		5		5		5		5		It made me stay up to work and helped me understand the lesson when the professor couldn't go through the entire lesson. Also, it helped me prepare for my finals and tests. I highly prefer for students to take this session because it benefits you for the class and you learn more.		Flexible hours		Rizeyl Raquion		Rizeylianraquion@my.smccd.edu

		200 statistics		Ariel		5-7		2		1		1		2		1		1		Table making. Hours of dedication		Be informed. Be sure. Dont be confused. Be ready to explain the class materials		jill sellers		jsellers

		Trig		I don't remember		3-5		4		3		1		3		3		4		The SI went over what was gone over in class in a different way so that students who had trouble understanding the professor's teaching style had a second chance.		I think the SI was fine.		Samantha Mulgrew		samanthamulgrew@my.smccd.edu

		Math 120		david		3-5		4		3		4		3		4		NA		I understand more the notes and problems		SI program is fine		Socorro Godinez		socorrogodinez@my.smccd.edu

		Math 251		Adrian Bituin		11 or more		5		NA		NA		5		NA		5		The fact that we can practice our skills on the whiteboard while recieving one on one help.		Providing better materials for the SI instructor.		Jerry Cetina Nah		jcetinan@my.smccd.edu

		PHYS 260		Phyo Htut		2 or less		5		NA		2		4		4		4		I found the challenging problems for test review very helpful.				Gail Hobbs		ghobbs5@my.smccd.edu

		ENGL 100		Leon Babaev		3-5		4		3		3		5		NA		4		Going over the class material and breaking down the tasks we needed to complete.				Daric Carvajal		dariccarvaja@my.smccd.edu

		Math 242		Albert Ramos		11 or more		5		5		5		5		5		5		Albert was the best tutor ever, he made the class crystal clear to everyone and made us feel very confident in our skills after his sessions				Nicholas Perez		nicholasperez@my.smccd.edu

		BUS 123		Luara Flink		11 or more		5		5		5		5				5		demonstrating the class notes and prof. lecture				Mohamed Ahmed Ali		mohamedali@my.smccd.edu

		Phys 210		Wei		5-7		4		2		4		5		5		4		Homework help with concepts, practice problems, worksheets with summarized info		It seems like the instructor should give the SI leader more structure on what to focus on in each session. The focus changed a few times during the semester so it was a bit difficult to grasp the most important topics to focus on		Shivan McDonald		Shivanmcdonald@my.smccd.edu

		PHYS210		Wei		8-10		4		NA		NA		5		NA		5		Lecture reviews and practice problems for midterms and final		N/a		Susie Lunardi		slunard2@my.smccd.edu

		Math 130		Tsuba		5-7		3		2		2		3		2		3		having someone who was happy and patient enough to explain and clarify certain formulas or problems.		Perhaps more then one teacher for each session that involved a whole class.		MARIA A VELASQUEZ		mariavelas1@my.smccd.edu

		MATH 110/120		Sam Marzec		11 or more		5		NA		3		5		5		5		Valuable asset for both Students and Instructor in providing additional help before and adter instruction.				Mary Ann Tufele		maryanntufele@my.smccd.edu

		Math 190		Christabelle		11 or more		4		NA		NA		5		4		5		Overview of what was being taught that day/week.
Interactive examples

Doesn't just give you the answer. She made us work through it until we figured it out.		Response time and over promising and under delivering.she mentioned that she would send us emails of packets or extra material an didn't. She would tell us to text her any questions when it was close to tests/quizzes and wouldn't respond for days or sometimes not at all.		Traci Laeha		Tlaeha2@my.smccd.edu

		HIST 201		Samantha Geronimo		3-5		5		4		4		5		4		5		Going over material learned in class in depth to help our portfolios and quizzes		Maybe having a bigger room		Stephanie Leung		stephanieleung@my.smccd.edu

		Phys 210		Way		5-7		5		5		5		5		5		5		Genuine individual with step by step instructions to understand how to solve problems.		N/A		Sammy Soun		Ssoun@my.smccd.edu

		PSYC 100		Kat		3-5		5		4		3		4		4		5		Based on my experience, because not a lot of people went it was a very small group which made it a lot easier to understand the material because we were about to work together and ask questions that was helpful to all of us. Another thing i enjoyed was that our SI was very flexible with her schedule and it wasn't like another serious class which made me more comfortable asking questions.		One thing SI could be improved is to come up with activities we can do because I noticed most of the time when people show up to SI its usually the time they need it the most for example during a quiz, midterm or finals and most of the other times little to no one shows up. By coming up with activities or anything to motivate more students to attend I think would be helpful to this program.		Ningjia Lin (Minah)		ningjialin@my.smccd.edu

		SOCI 100		Daniela Gonzales		2 or less		5		5		5		5		5		5						Calvyn Garcia		calvyngarcia@my.smccd.edu

		Math 251		Adrian		11 or more		5		NA		4		5		5		5		Adrian created a sense of community where everyone was able to ask questions freely and if someone did not know the solution another student would help them, and eventually when we all have no idea how to solve something adrian would help us break it down				Adrian Yeung		Adrianyeung@my.smccd.edu

		Phys. 260		Phio		3-5		5		5		5		5		5		5		Homework help		Increase the time of SI		Robert Iakovlev		Robertiakovlev@my.smccd.edu

		Math 120		Amonte		3-5		5		5		4		5		5		5		His accessibility, having him in class to assist		working markers, smaller tables in si room		MK Bryant		mbryan24@my.smccd.edu

		Math 200		Ariel		11 or more		3		1		1		3		1		3		She wrote a lot of cool chart like notes to help determine which formulas to use and gave a lot of good examples.		I think it would me helpful to have work sheets that cover material that is being gone over in class instead of asking the students attending what they want to go over. Also, be a little more prepared with the material that is being presented in order to answer questions efficiently. I have done the SIs before and this semester it seamed that the SI leader was not very organized or really planned out what she was going to do. Many times when she would be going over something she would say things like "oh but, I can't show you this or go over it, because I don't know", or "well I don't know what the answer would be for this, because I got it wrong on my test". Also when questions were asked a lot of times she said the same kinds of things or just didn't really address the question. This is not to say she should know everything or that she didn't know anything, I just simply think that saying you don't know something and leaving it as that makes trying to learn frustrating. I think instead saying, well I'm not quite sure about that let me find out, or I don't remember this let me find out and get back to you or something like that would instill a little more confidence of the SI leader as well as taking out the frustration factor from the student who is trying to learn and understand. So, having said that, basically I think being better repaired and having an organized game plan I think would be very helpful.

		MATH 190		RYAN		11 or more		5		4		4		5		4		4		The SI sessions were extremely helpful for me because we went at my pace. I got a better grade because of SI.		Start SI the second meeting of the class or at least the first week.

		Math 190		Christabelle		11 or more		4		3		3		4		4		4		Break down of problems not understood in class		Consistency		Maria Elena Urquico		murquic1@my.smccd.edu

		History 235		Sarah		8-10		5		NA		NA		NA		1		2		Binder prep. for submission
Reviewing of lectures that might of been confusing
Group discussion		N/A		Eric Johnson		Ejohn128@my.smccd.edu

		Engl. 846/105  and Math 811		Devin (engl)/  I'm not sure of how to spell his name for Math		5-7		5		NA		NA		5		5		5		To have someone to help when the instructor was busy with other students, and to have someone other than the instructor to talk things out with when I was still uncertain.				Sandy Dominguez		sandydomin1@my.smccd.edu

		math 200		cristabel		2 or less		5		5		5		5		5		5		she answered all my questions, explained thoroughly				lani colon		lanicolon@my.smccd.edu

		math 120		Roberto Carlos Segura		8-10		5		3		4		5		5		5		He would go over the material and challenge us to do some more problems,  especially the ones we were struggling with. as well as shortcuts or other ways to achieve the result in a better or faster way.

		Math 110		Thanh		3-5		5		5		5		5		5		5		Learn a lot of from my si sessions and got an A for my class. Thank you for helping those students who need help.		Just need to make flexible so hours. So all student can get help too because some time we have other classes and si session is on the same time. So as a student we can lmiaa the class.		Quratulain adil		Quratadil@my.smccd.edu

						# of Students who indicated "5"		62		38		34		69		51		69

						# of Students who indicated "4"		20		17		20		8		14		13

						# of Students who indicated "3"		9		13		15		11		11		7

						# of Students who indicated "2"		1		5		4		2		3		2

						# of Students who indicated "1"		2		5		5		1		5		1

						TOTAL Responses/Likert Question		94		78		78		91		84		92






CTTL Goal #1

		Academic Support and Learning Technologies Division Shared Strategic Commitments for 2017-18 to 2021-22

		ASLT Unit		Objective (SPOL Input)		Action Steps  (SPOL Input) 		Timeline - Including Start Date, End or Due Date, and Completion Date (SPOL Input) 		Progress to Date		Responsible Individuals		Resource Identification: Specify and Provide Detail if Possible (SPOL Input) 		Priority: L, M, H (SPOL Input) 		SLO** 
		SMCCD Mission+		CCC System Goals++

		1. Develop the scope, quality, accessibility, and accountability of CTTL programming that prepares Skyline College employees to meet their professional development goals as well as the needs of our students. (SCG 1*)

		CTTL - Online Education		Increase the opportunities for input on the scope of Online Education programming. (scope)		Surveys, focus groups, interviews, testimonials, suggestion box, etc.		Develop plan in Spring 2018 and implement plan beginning in Fall 2018, and annually thereafter		Currently, surveyed DE faculty through CoP - Hybrid & Online outreach for topics of interest. 		DE Coordinator - Christopher Collins in consultation with CTTL Team.		Incentives for survey takers ($1000/year)		M				1, 3

		CTTL - Online Education		Increase consistent use of relevant and up-to-date best practices for online learning. (scope & quality)		Attend conferences and professional development activities to stay on top of trends in online learning, CoP Newsletter.		Start: Spring 2018; and anually thereafter		First CoP Newsletter (3D News) has been published on Canvas- February 2018		DE Coordinator - Christopher Collins in consultation with CTTL Team.		Funding for two CoP Co-Leads to attend Online Teaching Conference for the next five years (send 2 CoP Co Leads to OTC @1500/each= $3,000) 		H

		CTTL - Online Education		Develop a process to support the peer consultative review of ALL online/hybrid courses (quality)		Outline process for peer review, gain support for Academic Senate, determine timeline & criteria for reviews. Identify faculty peer reviewers.		Develop plan in Fall 2018 and implement plan beginning in Fall 2019, and every year thereafter		Currently all consultative reviews are done by DE Coordinator and Instructional Designer. Currently this is a one course per instructor, one time event.		DE Coordinator - Christopher Collins in consultation with CTTL Team.		funding for faculty participation in consultative reviews beginning Fall 2019 and annually thereafter ($200/per review x 20 courses per year = $4000)		H

		CTTL - Online Education		Foster a relationship between DE departments at colleges in our region by sharing online resources and particpation in nationwide conferences and sharing practices. And becoming more active in the OEI exchange.		Host OEI event, Cross-develop training, presenting at regional DE conferences, being more active in the OEI exchange, share online resources with other colleges, estab		Develop plan in Fall 2018 and implement plan in Spring 2019		Currently relationships are minimal between DE departments in the region.		DE Coordinator - Christopher Collins in consultation with CTTL Team.		funding for faculty to attend conferences, hosting events which will include food, speakers, and handouts. (send 10 faculty to OTC @ 1500/each + $10000 for food and speakers = $25000		M

		CTTL - Professional Development		Increase attendance at PD workshops (accountability)		Survey Skyline College employees regarding their PD availability needs, develop a baseline measure. Increase recruitment efforts for particpation, visit divisions mtgs, package series, CTTL staff outreach, present at senate mtgs, snazzy emails, skyline shines, etc. develop innovation/recognition awards.		New incentive program starts Fall 2018 and is ongoing thereafter		Started with PD short survey in mid-Fall 2017; ended with PD long survey in late-Fall 2017; continue with annual needs assessment surveys; outreach efforts will continue		PD Coordinator - Nina Floro and CTTL Staff, Advisory Committee for Employee Development (ACED)		Incentives for survey takers,  badges, certifications, food for attendees, swag, compliments, spotlight of participants. ($500 for miscellaneous swag + $500 fo gift cards = $1000)

		CTTL - Professional Development		Increase compliance with ADA accessibility guidelines for workshop participants (accessibility)		Provide accommodations for workshop participants per ADA guidelines, provide interpreters,  proactively solicit accomodation requests. Assessed through workshop surveys. ensure that workshop materials and handouts are accessible documents. work with DRC to improve accessibiltiy of workshop materials.		Start: Fall 2017; End: Ongoing		CTTL has provided accommodations for participants of Adjunct Faculty Teaching & Learning Symposium and Flex Days, 		Accessbility Specialist - Christopher Weidman, DRC, CTTL Staff		Cost of covering accommodation for Skyline employee attending workshop, Flex Day, etc. equipment as needed (cost to be covered by the college and/or Human Resources)

		CTTL - Professional Development		Assess professional development programs offered through the CTTL		Survey New Faculty Academy (BootUp Camp) graduates, starting with cohort 2013		Start: Fall 2018; End: Ongoing		Nina has spoken with Jacque Honda about ideas for measuring efficacy and success of NFA training		PD Coordinator (Nina)/PRIE

		CTTL - Professional Development		Assess professional development programs offered through the CTTL		Survey Skyline College employees regarding succes, satisfaction, and impact of PD activities/worjkshops		Start: Fall 2017: End: Ongoing		Started with PD short survey in mid-Fall 2017; ended with PD long survey in late-Fall 2017; continue with annual needs assessment surveys		Advisory Committee for Employee Development (ACED); CTTL/PD Coordinator (Nina)		Incentives for survey takers ($500 for miscellaneous swag + $500 fo gift cards = $1000)		H

		CTTL - Professional Development		Increase recruitment efforts for facilitators of PD programming. (scope)		Create a plan to reach out several times a semester to divisions, departments, and specific indivividuals on-campus as well as to external organizations and workshoop providers.		Start: Fall 2017; End: Ongoing		Division outreach was increased in Fall 17/Spring 2018. CTTL/PD email solicitation for workshop facililation began in Fall 2017.		CTTL/PD Coordinator (Nina); CTTL staff				M

		CTTL - Professional Development		Increase number workshops offered remotely and/or online (scope & accessibility)		Hire staff and acquire equipment necessary to setup, record, store, and update remote and online PD resources		Start: Spring 2018; End: Ongoing		CTTL has submitted a request to hire a full-time PSC		Future media assistant to be determined; Workshop facilitators; CTTL/PD Coordinator; CTTL staff		Salary of new media staff ($50K salary, $25K benefits); fees for external workshop presenters (20 webinars at $500; $10K); cost of equipment and software to record and conduct workshops (future instructional equipment request).  $85K total.		H

		CTTL - Professional Development		Increase availabililty of workshops to accommodate a wider range of days/times.		Add workshops/activities to CTTL calendar at "untraditional times; Hire CTTL staff necessary to accomodate PD needs of employees; solicit additional volunteer workshop facilitators		Start: Fall 2017; End: Ongoing		CTTL/PD Coordinator continues to do outreach to faculty/staff to facilitate workshops; CTTL staff have increased facilitation of workshops to accommodate wider range of days/times; CTTL staff have adjusted work hours		CTTL/PD Coordinator; Workshop facilitators; CTTL staff		Hire PSC ($70K salary plus $35K benefits); fees for external workshop facilitators (10 @ $500ea=$5,000)		H

		CTTL - Professional Development		Improve PD tracking and data management system (accountability)		Purchase PD management software; hire CTTL staff necessary to manage software		Start: Fall 2017; End: Ongoing		CTTL purchased Frontline PD contract; CTTL staff has begun software configuration; CTTL has hired temporary PSC to configure softward; submitted a request to hire a full-time, permanent PSC 		FT Perm PSC (tbd); CTTL/PD Coordinator; Instructional Technologist (Ricardo);		Hire PSC ($70K salary plus $35K benefits); cost of PD managaement software (supported by instructional equipment budget and technology plan).		H

		CTTL - Instructional Design		Increase visibility of Instructional Design services available for faculty & staff (scope)		Update CTTL Website to include ID intro. Visit Division Mtgs, regularly, offer workshops with ID and pedagogy focus throughout the year and during Flex Day programming.		Start: Spring 2018; End: Ongoing		Drafted language for CTTL Website, offering ID Series parts 1-3 in Spring 2018. Develop & Publicize track of ID and Pedagogy curriculum (Fall 2018); Develop Faculty ID Spotlight section of CTTL Website; ongoing.		Instructional Designer,  Bianca Rowden-Quince in consultation with CTTL Team.		Marketing Costs associated with advertising programming & services ($500 per year x5= $2500) 		M

		CTTL - Instructional Design		Increase consistent use of content relevant to the enrichment of teaching and learning by focusing on pedagogy and best practices in both online and traditional campus classrooms. (scope & quality)		Attend conferences and promote professional development activities to stay on top of trends in pedagogy, publish new techniques via Skyline Faculty Portal  (in-development).		Start: Spring 2018; End: Ongoing		Developed a list of regional, statewide, and national conference with pedagogy focus. Will attend first one in Spring 2018. Continued review of platforms for Skyline Faculty Portal.		Instructional Designer,  Bianca Rowden-Quince in consultation with CTTL Team.		Web Development (internal vs. external), server space (Cost ??) Possibly PLN, Frontline (repository)		H

		CTTL - Instructional Design		Increase the Instructional design professional development offerings for faculty and staff.		Develop a track of ID and Pedagogy curriculum that features a consistent offering of ID and pedagogy focuses PD offerings		Start: Spring 2018; End: Ongoing		Developed 3-part ID Series for faculty, offered Spring 2018. Use ID Curriculum to offer certificate/badges for completion.		Instructional Designer,  Bianca Rowden-Quince in consultation with, PD Coordinator & CTTL Team.		fees for external workshop presenters (10 webinars at $500; $5K). Faculty incentives for ID certificate, i.e. $500 stipend for participation, dozen per year= $6K		M

		CTTL - Instructional Design		Increase campus OER awarness and professional learning opportunities for OER Adoption		Develop a track of OER curriculum that features a consistent offering of best practices on OER research, curation, and adoption. Partner with Bookstore and MCPR to strengthen OER campaign.		Start Spring 2018; ongoing		Wrote PIF for 2017-2018, OpenEd Week, marketing campaign, faculty surveys & incentives, external OER PD trainings (x3). Wrote OER PIF (Year 2), in Spring 2018.		Instructional Designer,  Bianca Rowden-Quince in consultation with OER Team.		Faculty Coordination ($8K per year), Marketing campaign $2500, External trainers $7500.		H

		CTTL - Instructional Design		Increase opportunities for faculty and staff to engage in professional development online through Skyline College		Duplicate Primary Reference column Goal# 1: CTTL-Professional Development [B18]		Start: Spring 2018; End: Ongoing		Reviewed software for delivering dynamic e-learning PD content online. 		CTTL Team		Adobe Captivate Software Teacher License ($349 per year x5) $1745		M

		CTTL - Instructional Technology		Define scope of training suitable for faculty using LMS		Identify relevant topics for faculty use in the LMS		Start: July 2016; ongoing		We have been offering workshops, open labs, and one-on-one consulations since Summer 2016		All CTTL		LMS, software/ No cost.		M

		CTTL - Instructional Technology		Support and troubleshoot LMS work requests		(a) One-on-one consultations, (b) offer workshops throughout the semester, (c) Flex Day workshops		Ongoing				Ricardo Flores		LMS, software. No cost		M

		CTTL - Instructional Technology		Train Faculty and staff in creating graphics, audio, and video		(a) One-on-one consultations, (b) offer workshops throughout the semester, (c) Flex Day workshops		Ongoing		We facilitated 3 Photoshop and Adobe 4 Acrobat workshops Spring 2018. We facilitated 2 Camtasia, 2 Keynote, 2 Powerpoint, and 2 iMovie workshops in Fall 2017		Ricardo Flores & Chris Weidman		Laptops, software, training room. We need to fund 20 online adjunct faculty for Adobe CC licenses @ $20.00/year  = $400/year and ongoing. We also need to fund 20 Camtasia Licenses @300/each = $6k		M

		CTTL - Instructional Technology		Develop and deliver technical training for faculty and staff in the use of instructional technologies		(a) One-on-one consultations, (b) offer workshops throughout the semester, (c) Flex Day workshops		Ongoing		Faciliateted various workshops Spring 2018		Ricardo Flores		Laptops, software, training room. We need to replace 10 old macs @$2k/each = $20K		H

		CTTL - Instructional Technology		Train Faculty and staff in creating graphics, audio, and video		(a) One-on-one consultations, (b) offer workshops throughout the semester, (c) Flex Day workshops		Ongoing				Ricardo Flores		Laptops, software, training room		M

		CTTL - Instructional Technology		Develop and deliver technical training for faculty and staff in the use of instructional technologies		(a) One-on-one consultations, (b) offer workshops throughout the semester, (c) Flex Day workshops		Ongoing				Ricardo Flores		Laptops, software, training room		H

		CTTL - Accessibility		Develop and deliver accessibility training for faculty and staff 		(a) One-on-one consultations, (b) offer workshops throughout the semester, (c) Flex Day workshops 		Ongoing		five workshops have been offered during Spring 2018		Chris Weidman		Laptops, software, training room. No cost		M

		CTTL - Accessibility		Provides technical supports for faculty and staff on accessibility guidelines 		(a)One-on-one consultations, (b) creating job aids with accessibility content (c) captioning videos 		Ongoing				Chris Weidman		Laptops, software, training room. No cost		M

		CTTL - Accessibility		Supports CTTL staff regarding accessibility compliance of courses. 		(a)One-on-one consultations, (b) offer workshops throughout the semester		Ongoing				Chris Weidman		Laptops, software, training room. No cost. 		M

		CTTL - Accessibility		Interacts with the Disability Resources Center to keep up with the current student accessibility needs. 		(a) meet with the DRC staff (b) offer workshops for DRC students and staff 		Start: January 16, 2018; End: June 30, 2018				Chris Weidman		room, hardware, software		M

		CTTL - Accessibility		Increase collaboration with the Disability Resources Center to keep up with the current student accessibility needs. 		(a) meet periodically with the DRC staff (b) offer workshops for DRC students and staff 		Ongoing		Facilitated one workshop for DRC students Spring 2018		Chris Weidman		Laptops, software, training room. No cost		M

		Skyline College Goals (SCG)*

		1. Develop the scope, quality, accessibility and accountability of instructional and student service offerings, programs and services to lead the San Francisco Bay region in transferring students, awarding degrees and certificates and reflecting social and educational equity.

		2. Enhance institutional effectiveness in planning and decision-making processes through cooperative leadership, effective communication and participatory governance. 

		3. Fulfill the college's role as a leading academic and cultural center for the community.

		4. Provide human, physical, technological and financial resources to ensure excellent educational programs and student services in order to support students in attaining their educational goals and improve institutional effectiveness.

		5. Recruit, retain and support a world-class faculty, staff and administration that is committed to ongoing improvement through access to opportunities for professional growth and advancement. 

		6. Play a central role in the preparation of the region's workforce and expand networks and partnerships with businesses, the community and non-profit organizations.  

		7. Establish and maintain fiscal stability and alignment of programs and services to the core Mission - Vision - Values of the college. 

		8. Internationalize the educational experience by enriching the college with a diverse community of learners representing the collective resources of humanity and engaging in a vibrant dialogue that engenders an understanding of others. 



		Student Learning Outcomes**

		1. Critical Thinking: Students will be able to demonstrate critical thinking skills in problem solving across the disciplines and in daily life.

		2. Effective Communication: Students will be able to communicate and comprehend effectively. 

		3. Citizenship: Students will be able to use knowledge acquired from their experiences at this college to be ethically responsible, culturally proficient citizens, informed and involved in civic affairs locally, nationally, and globally. 

		4. Information Literacy: Students will be able to demonstrate skills central to information literacy. 

		5. Lifelong Wellness: Students will be able to demonstrate an understanding of lifelong wellness through physical fitness and personal development. 



		SMCCD Mission+

		1. Provide a breadth of educational opportunities and experiences which encourage students to develop their general understanding of human effort and achievement.

		2. Provide lower division programs to enable students to transfer to baccalaureate institutions.

		3. Provide career and technical education and training programs directed toward career development, in cooperation with business, industry, labor, and public service agencies.

		4. Provide basic skills education in language and computational skills required for successful completion of educational goals.

		5. Provide a range of student services to assist students in attaining their educational and career goals.

		6. Provide self-supporting community education classes, contract education and training and related services tailored to the human and economic development of the community.

		7. Provide leadership in aligning educational programs and services offered by all local educational institutions and community service organizations.

		8. Celebrate the community’s rich cultural diversity, reflect this diversity in student enrollment, promote it in its staff, and maintain a campus climate that supports student success.

		California Community College System Goals++

		1. Completion rate.

		2. Remedial math rate

		3. Career Technical Education (CTE) rate

		4. Volume of AA/AS Transfer degrees

		5. Completion rates among subgroups

		6. Percent with Education Plans

		7. FTES per scorecard outcome

		8. Participation rate

		9. Participation rate among subgroups



		Annual Program Planning Self-Study

		1. Planning Group Participants

		2. Contact Person

		3. Program Information

		3.A. Program Personnel

		3.B. Program Mission and Goals

		4. Program/ Service Area Student Service Learning Outcomes and Program Data

		4.A. Summarize recent course (for instruction, including student service courses) or program (for student services and every three years, CTE programs) SLO assessment, identify trends and discuss areas in need of improvement. Please attach summary Tracdat reports with assessment and analysis for SLOs evaluated during the last two years (prior to submission deadline of April 1st). (200 word limit is recommended.) Tool:  https://sanmateo.tracdat.com/tracdat/ 

		4.B. Analyze evidence of Program performance. Review and analyze productivity, student characteristics and outcomes. (200 word limit is recommended.) 
Tool: http://www.skylinecollege.edu/prie/programdata.php 

		4.C. Explain how other information may impact Program (examples are business and employment needs, new technology, new transfer requirements etc.)  

		5. Curricular Offerings

		5.A. Program Curriculum and Courses. If your program does not offer curriculum, please state “N/A”.  Tools: CurricUNET http://www.curricunet.com/smcccd; https://sanmateo.tracdat.com/tracdat/ 

		5.B. Identify Patterns of Curriculum Offerings

		6. Response to Previous Annual Program Plan and Review

		7. Action Plan

		8. Resource Identification

		8.A. Professional Development needs

		8.B. Office of Planning, Research & Institutional Effectiveness requests

		8.C. Faculty and Staff hiring, Instructional Equipment and Facilities Requests Complete the following table:



		Aditional Guidelines

		1) Under Action Item list what will be measured, baseline and benchmarks as appropriate.





CTTL Goal #2

		Academic Support and Learning Technologies Division Shared Strategic Commitments for 2017-18 to 2021-22

		ASLT Unit		Objective (SPOL Input)		Action Steps  (SPOL Input) 		Timeline - Including Start Date, End or Due Date, and Completion Date (SPOL Input) 		Progress to Date		Responsible Individuals		Resource Identification: Specify and Provide Detail if Possible (SPOL Input) 		Priority: L, M, H (SPOL Input) 		SLO** 
		SMCCD Mission+		CCC System Goals++

		2. Take a leadership role in promoting professional learning and development among community colleges in our region. (SCG 3, 6*)

		CTTL - Online Education		Increase Skyline College CTTL's represetation at DE conferences and on local/state/national DE boards		Participate in local/national conferences; join local/national DE boards; present workshops at local/national conferences		 Currently making plans; This is ongoing for future conferences.		CoP - Hybrid & Online Learning will sponsor a group of faculty to attend the OTC 2018 conference. 		DE Coordinator - Christopher Collins in consultation with CTTL Team.		Funding for 		H

		CTTL - Professional Development		Increase Skyline College CTTL's representation at PD conferences and on local/national PD boards		Participate in local/national conferences; join local/national PD boards; present workshops at local/national  conferences		Start: Fall 2017; End: Ongoing		Nina Floro is currently serving her 4th year on the Board of 4CSD (California Community College Council for Staff & Organizational Development); Ricardo Flores is currently serving his 2nd year on the 4CSD board. Ricardo presented at the 2017 4CSD Annual Conference.		CTTL staff		conference registration fees; travel costs		M

		CTTL - Professional Development		Establish the CTTL as a leader in PD for adjunct faculty in the District.		Host a PD Summit for SMCCCD Adjunct Faculty.		Start: Spring/Summer 2019; yearly		none		CTTL/PD coordinator; PSC (tbd); CTTL staff; 		speakers=$10,000; promotional materials=$1,500; food=$10,000; staff=$3,000; swag=$6,000		M

		CTTL - Instructional Design		Increase Skyline College's Instructional Design and pedagogy representation at ID conferences on local/state/nat'l boards.		Participate in local/national conferences; join local/national ID/pedagogy boards; present workshops at local/national conferences. Work with CA State Academic Senate to revamp, ID & Innovation Conference (2019). 		 Currently making plans; This is ongoing for future conferences.		Instructional Designer, Bianca Rowden-Quince will attend the "Teaching Professor's Conference" Spring 2018. Develop plan for presenting Skyline PD work at next year's conference. 		Instructional Designer - Bianca Rowden-Quince in consultation w/CTTL Team.		Conference registration fees; travel costs beyond Faculty Article 13 funds. Cost per non/faculty $2500 x 12 participants per year. Total=$30K and ongoing.		H

		CTTL - Instructional Design		Establish a Network/Group for Community College Instructional Designers		Network with other ID across the state to develop a Network/Group for CC IDs. Foster a relationship between IDs at colleges in our region by sharing resources and particpation in networking events at conferences and beyond.		Spring 2018; Ongoing		Currently in contact with IDs from four other CA CCs to establish a network. We currently beta-testing Google Groups during Spring 2018. 		Instructional Designer - Bianca Rowden-Quince in consultation w/CTTL Team.		Hosted networking event(s). (Cost; marketing, food, swag for group of 20x $100=$2K, speaker= $5K ) Total=$7K.		M

		CTTL - Instructional Design		Increase visibility of the Communities of Practice and interdiciplinary work in support of student success.		Continue to foster development of cross-disciplinary problem-solving and collaboration; Hybrid & Online Learning, Service, Learning, Transformative Pedagogy, and Social Justice Sustainability		Fall 2017; Ongoing		CoPs have been meeting throughout the year to develop cross-disciplinary collaboration focused on piloting activities aimed as elevating teaching and learning.		Instructional Designer - Bianca Rowden-Quince in consultation w/CTTL Team, ASLT Dean, Partner with SESP Division.		6 faculty leads $3600 each= $21.6 + 3600 per group= $14.4 per year.		H

		CTTL - Instructional Design		Increase Skyline College's presence in OER movement and establish SC as leader in OER adoption		 Host OER Champions series featuring OER adopters from other community colleges with successful OER adoption. Secure funding for yearly OER Champions series		Spring 2018; wrote OER PIF (Year 2) Fall 2018 (recruit & invite); Spring 2019 (host 2-part series)		Developed primary list of OER Champions across the state. Will begin outreach once PIF funding is confirmed. PIF submitted, Spring 2018		Instructional Designer - Bianca Rowden-Quince in consultation w/OER Team.		OER Champions’ visit to Skyline (lecture fees, accommodation, travel reimbursement) $2K-$4k per event  		H

		CTTL - Instructional Technology		Increase Skyline College CTTL's representation at technology conferences and on local/state boards		Participate in local/state conferences; join local/state boards; present workshops at local/state conferences		Ongoing		CCCCO Techonology Advisory Commitee Member (since 2018). Research prospective conferences		Ricardo Flores & CTTL Staff		$3000 for Conference Attendance/Registration		H

		CTTL - Accessibility		Increase Skyline College CTTL's represetation at Accessibility conferences and on local/state/national Accessibility boards		Participate in local/state conferences; join local/state boards; present workshops at local/state conferences		Begin participation in 2018		Researching prospective conferences		Chris Weidman		$3000 for Conference Attendance/Registration		H

		Skyline College Goals (SCG)*

		1. Develop the scope, quality, accessibility and accountability of instructional and student service offerings, programs and services to lead the San Francisco Bay region in transferring students, awarding degrees and certificates and reflecting social and educational equity.

		2. Enhance institutional effectiveness in planning and decision-making processes through cooperative leadership, effective communication and participatory governance. 

		3. Fulfill the college's role as a leading academic and cultural center for the community.

		4. Provide human, physical, technological and financial resources to ensure excellent educational programs and student services in order to support students in attaining their educational goals and improve institutional effectiveness.

		5. Recruit, retain and support a world-class faculty, staff and administration that is committed to ongoing improvement through access to opportunities for professional growth and advancement. 

		6. Play a central role in the preparation of the region's workforce and expand networks and partnerships with businesses, the community and non-profit organizations.  

		7. Establish and maintain fiscal stability and alignment of programs and services to the core Mission - Vision - Values of the college. 

		8. Internationalize the educational experience by enriching the college with a diverse community of learners representing the collective resources of humanity and engaging in a vibrant dialogue that engenders an understanding of others. 



		Student Learning Outcomes**

		1. Critical Thinking: Students will be able to demonstrate critical thinking skills in problem solving across the disciplines and in daily life.

		2. Effective Communication: Students will be able to communicate and comprehend effectively. 

		3. Citizenship: Students will be able to use knowledge acquired from their experiences at this college to be ethically responsible, culturally proficient citizens, informed and involved in civic affairs locally, nationally, and globally. 

		4. Information Literacy: Students will be able to demonstrate skills central to information literacy. 

		5. Lifelong Wellness: Students will be able to demonstrate an understanding of lifelong wellness through physical fitness and personal development. 



		SMCCD Mission+

		1. Provide a breadth of educational opportunities and experiences which encourage students to develop their general understanding of human effort and achievement.

		2. Provide lower division programs to enable students to transfer to baccalaureate institutions.

		3. Provide career and technical education and training programs directed toward career development, in cooperation with business, industry, labor, and public service agencies.

		4. Provide basic skills education in language and computational skills required for successful completion of educational goals.

		5. Provide a range of student services to assist students in attaining their educational and career goals.

		6. Provide self-supporting community education classes, contract education and training and related services tailored to the human and economic development of the community.

		7. Provide leadership in aligning educational programs and services offered by all local educational institutions and community service organizations.

		8. Celebrate the community’s rich cultural diversity, reflect this diversity in student enrollment, promote it in its staff, and maintain a campus climate that supports student success.

		California Community College System Goals++

		1. Completion rate.

		2. Remedial math rate

		3. Career Technical Education (CTE) rate

		4. Volume of AA/AS Transfer degrees

		5. Completion rates among subgroups

		6. Percent with Education Plans

		7. FTES per scorecard outcome

		8. Participation rate

		9. Participation rate among subgroups



		Annual Program Planning Self-Study

		1. Planning Group Participants

		2. Contact Person

		3. Program Information

		3.A. Program Personnel

		3.B. Program Mission and Goals

		4. Program/ Service Area Student Service Learning Outcomes and Program Data

		4.A. Summarize recent course (for instruction, including student service courses) or program (for student services and every three years, CTE programs) SLO assessment, identify trends and discuss areas in need of improvement. Please attach summary Tracdat reports with assessment and analysis for SLOs evaluated during the last two years (prior to submission deadline of April 1st). (200 word limit is recommended.) Tool:  https://sanmateo.tracdat.com/tracdat/ 

		4.B. Analyze evidence of Program performance. Review and analyze productivity, student characteristics and outcomes. (200 word limit is recommended.) 
Tool: http://www.skylinecollege.edu/prie/programdata.php 

		4.C. Explain how other information may impact Program (examples are business and employment needs, new technology, new transfer requirements etc.)  

		5. Curricular Offerings

		5.A. Program Curriculum and Courses. If your program does not offer curriculum, please state “N/A”.  Tools: CurricUNET http://www.curricunet.com/smcccd; https://sanmateo.tracdat.com/tracdat/ 

		5.B. Identify Patterns of Curriculum Offerings

		6. Response to Previous Annual Program Plan and Review

		7. Action Plan

		8. Resource Identification

		8.A. Professional Development needs

		8.B. Office of Planning, Research & Institutional Effectiveness requests

		8.C. Faculty and Staff hiring, Instructional Equipment and Facilities Requests Complete the following table:



		Aditional Guidelines

		1) Under Action Item list what will be measured, baseline and benchmarks as appropriate.





CTTL Goal #3

		Academic Support and Learning Technologies Division Shared Strategic Commitments for 2017-18 to 2021-22

		ASLT Unit		Objective (SPOL Input)		Action Steps  (SPOL Input) 		Timeline - Including Start Date, End or Due Date, and Completion Date (SPOL Input) 		Progress to Date		Responsible Individuals		Resource Identification: Specify and Provide Detail if Possible (SPOL Input) 		Priority: L, M, H (SPOL Input) 		SLO** 
		SMCCD Mission+		CCC System Goals++

		3. Provide human, technological, and pedagogical resources to support employees with delivering instruction and services that meet the needs of our students. (SCG 4*)

		CTTL - Online Education		Increase online training resources for Skyline faculty and staff		Build Basic Online Training Shell		Start: February 2018; Completion anctipated by Fall 2018. 		Developing the outline and shell of the online course		DE Coordinator (Chris), Instructional Designer (Bianca), Instructional Technologist (Ricardo)		None		M

		CTTL - Online Education		Increase Online/Hybrid Community of Practice participation		Present at FLEX days, attend division meetings,and offer stipens for participation		Start: Fall 2018; and anually thereafter		Online/Hybrid CoP is currently at 7 participants and is cultivating an archive of resources for online instruction		DE Coordinator (Chris) Kim Saccio-Kent, Instructional Designer (Bianca), Instructional 		2 Co-Lead stipends @ $1,500 each = $3,000 per semester, $6,000 anually.		H

		CTTL - Online Education		Increase technology production capabilities		Develop recording studios for instructors to record lectures and hold web conferences		Start: Spring 2019; End: Ongoing		Currently have an experimental classroom, but mostly used to hold meetings		DE Coordinator (Chris), Instructional Designer (Bianca), Instructional Technologist (Ricardo)		camera @ $300, microphone @ $100, video recording lightening @ $1,300, computer monitor @ $300, projection @ $2,000 = $4,000		H

		CTTL - Professional Development		Establish CTTL lending library to include books, DVDs, and other resources for teaching & learning		Acquire books and work w/library staff to set up for loan		Start: Fall 2017; End: Ongoing		CTTL has acquired some books for loan and has worked with library to to set books up for check-out		CTTL staff; library staff		books, DVDs (175 books and 25 DVDs at $35/each=$7,000)		M

		CTTL - Professional Development		Increase professional learning opportunities for mid-career, senior-level, and adjunct faculty		Secure funding for yearly transformative teaching academy for 20 faculty; Design program/curriculum for transformative teaching academy; Offer a faculty transformative teaching academy 		Start: Spring 2018 write PIF and secure funding; Fall 2018 promote TTA and plan curriculum; Spring 2019 first TTA cohort; ongoing yearly thereafter		PIF submitted in Spring 2018		TTA faculty academy coordinator; CTTL/PD coordinator; CTTL staff; campus staff; speakers/presenters; 		faculty stipends (20 @ $1,500ea=$30,000); iPad minis (20@$500ea=$10,000); books/supplies=($1,700); food ($5,000); speakers/workshop presenters ($10,000)		H

		CTTL - Instructional Design		Increase Instructional Design consultations with new faculty and exisiting faculty that offer pedagogical and assessment support and enrich ID partnerships 		solicit ID consultation services by partnering with Deans to regularly visit Division meeting with CTTL on the go programming specific to pedagogy. Share ID Consultation success through ID recognition program. (See Goal 6)		Start: Fall 2018, Eng: Ongoing		Worked with Middle College Faculty Director to establish and assess pedagogy needs of the faculty. Scheduled 4 CTTL on the Go activities with follow-up ID consultations for Fall 2018.		Instructional Designer (Bianca)		No funding needed.		H

		CTTL - Instructional Design		Develop & maintain Instructional Design Resources for varied distribution (print & Web)		Create online/& Print resource of just-in-time guides with pedagogical best practicies, articles, collaborative activities, and respository of lessons		Start: Fall 2018, End: Ongoing		Still in the development stage.		Instructional Designer (Bianca) & CTTL Staff		Funding may include subscription to Faculty Focus, Chronical of Higher Education, Educase or purchase of additional resources. Group Subscription for college $1100 x 5= $5500		M

		CTTL - Instructional Design		Increase technology capabilities for synchronous teaching in online courses.		Secure funding to purchase Cranium Cafe(part of a suite of softward that allows for effective synchorous interactions between facutly and students.		Start: Fall 2019, End: Ongoing		Still in the research phase. Skyline College could get free access to Cranium Cafe for courses that participate in the OEI exchange.		Instructional Designer (Bianca) & CTTL Staff		Estimate for Cranium Cafe= $24,500		L

		CTTL - Instructional Technology		Increase/broaden workshop topics to include trainings that merge pedagogy with technology use. 		Determine feasible topics, evaluate and vet/purchase software & hardware.  Develop trainings and workshops.		Start: Fall 2018; End: Ongoing		Ongoing		Instructional Technologist (Ricardo)		This is also stated under Goal 1. Laptops, software, training room. We need to fund 20 online adjunct faculty for Adobe CC licenses @ $20.00/year  = $400/year and ongoing. We also need to fund 20 Camtasia Licenses @300/each = $6k		H

		CTTL - Accessibility		Develop and deliver accessibility training for faculty and staff 		(a) One-on-one consultations, (b) offer workshops throughout the semester, (c) Flex Day workshops 		Started Spring 2018 and Ongoing		Facilitated four workshops through CTTL during Spring 2018		Chris Weidman		No additional cost		M

		CTTL - Accessibility		Provides technical supports for faculty and staff on accessibility guidelines. Identify captioning vendor to help with captioning		(a)One-on-one consultations, (b) creating job aids with accessibility content (c) captioning videos (d) identify vendor to help with captioning		Spring 2018; and Ongoing		Have been helping faculty and MCPR cwith captioning. Currently have alist of six vendors and working to narrow it down.		Chris Weidman		$3000/year and ongoing for external captioning services. 		M



		Skyline College Goals (SCG)*

		1. Develop the scope, quality, accessibility and accountability of instructional and student service offerings, programs and services to lead the San Francisco Bay region in transferring students, awarding degrees and certificates and reflecting social and educational equity.

		2. Enhance institutional effectiveness in planning and decision-making processes through cooperative leadership, effective communication and participatory governance. 

		3. Fulfill the college's role as a leading academic and cultural center for the community.

		4. Provide human, physical, technological and financial resources to ensure excellent educational programs and student services in order to support students in attaining their educational goals and improve institutional effectiveness.

		5. Recruit, retain and support a world-class faculty, staff and administration that is committed to ongoing improvement through access to opportunities for professional growth and advancement. 

		6. Play a central role in the preparation of the region's workforce and expand networks and partnerships with businesses, the community and non-profit organizations.  

		7. Establish and maintain fiscal stability and alignment of programs and services to the core Mission - Vision - Values of the college. 

		8. Internationalize the educational experience by enriching the college with a diverse community of learners representing the collective resources of humanity and engaging in a vibrant dialogue that engenders an understanding of others. 



		Student Learning Outcomes**

		1. Critical Thinking: Students will be able to demonstrate critical thinking skills in problem solving across the disciplines and in daily life.

		2. Effective Communication: Students will be able to communicate and comprehend effectively. 

		3. Citizenship: Students will be able to use knowledge acquired from their experiences at this college to be ethically responsible, culturally proficient citizens, informed and involved in civic affairs locally, nationally, and globally. 

		4. Information Literacy: Students will be able to demonstrate skills central to information literacy. 

		5. Lifelong Wellness: Students will be able to demonstrate an understanding of lifelong wellness through physical fitness and personal development. 



		SMCCD Mission+

		1. Provide a breadth of educational opportunities and experiences which encourage students to develop their general understanding of human effort and achievement.

		2. Provide lower division programs to enable students to transfer to baccalaureate institutions.

		3. Provide career and technical education and training programs directed toward career development, in cooperation with business, industry, labor, and public service agencies.

		4. Provide basic skills education in language and computational skills required for successful completion of educational goals.

		5. Provide a range of student services to assist students in attaining their educational and career goals.

		6. Provide self-supporting community education classes, contract education and training and related services tailored to the human and economic development of the community.

		7. Provide leadership in aligning educational programs and services offered by all local educational institutions and community service organizations.

		8. Celebrate the community’s rich cultural diversity, reflect this diversity in student enrollment, promote it in its staff, and maintain a campus climate that supports student success.

		California Community College System Goals++

		1. Completion rate.

		2. Remedial math rate

		3. Career Technical Education (CTE) rate

		4. Volume of AA/AS Transfer degrees

		5. Completion rates among subgroups

		6. Percent with Education Plans

		7. FTES per scorecard outcome

		8. Participation rate

		9. Participation rate among subgroups



		Annual Program Planning Self-Study

		1. Planning Group Participants

		2. Contact Person

		3. Program Information

		3.A. Program Personnel

		3.B. Program Mission and Goals

		4. Program/ Service Area Student Service Learning Outcomes and Program Data

		4.A. Summarize recent course (for instruction, including student service courses) or program (for student services and every three years, CTE programs) SLO assessment, identify trends and discuss areas in need of improvement. Please attach summary Tracdat reports with assessment and analysis for SLOs evaluated during the last two years (prior to submission deadline of April 1st). (200 word limit is recommended.) Tool:  https://sanmateo.tracdat.com/tracdat/ 

		4.B. Analyze evidence of Program performance. Review and analyze productivity, student characteristics and outcomes. (200 word limit is recommended.) 
Tool: http://www.skylinecollege.edu/prie/programdata.php 

		4.C. Explain how other information may impact Program (examples are business and employment needs, new technology, new transfer requirements etc.)  

		5. Curricular Offerings

		5.A. Program Curriculum and Courses. If your program does not offer curriculum, please state “N/A”.  Tools: CurricUNET http://www.curricunet.com/smcccd; https://sanmateo.tracdat.com/tracdat/ 

		5.B. Identify Patterns of Curriculum Offerings

		6. Response to Previous Annual Program Plan and Review

		7. Action Plan

		8. Resource Identification

		8.A. Professional Development needs

		8.B. Office of Planning, Research & Institutional Effectiveness requests

		8.C. Faculty and Staff hiring, Instructional Equipment and Facilities Requests Complete the following table:



		Aditional Guidelines

		1) Under Action Item list what will be measured, baseline and benchmarks as appropriate.





CTTL Goal #4

		Academic Support and Learning Technologies Division Shared Strategic Commitments for 2017-18 to 2021-22

		ASLT Unit		Objective (SPOL Input)		Action Steps  (SPOL Input) 		Timeline - Including Start Date, End or Due Date, and Completion Date (SPOL Input) 		Progress to Date		Responsible Individuals		Resource Identification: Specify and Provide Detail if Possible (SPOL Input) 		Priority: L, M, H (SPOL Input) 		SLO** 
		SMCCD Mission+		CCC System Goals++

		4. Foster the commitment of faculty, staff, and administration to ongoing improvement through access to opportunities for professional growth. (SCG 5*)

		CTTL - Online Education		Increase online/hybrid instruction professional development		Secure funding for semesterly transformative online teaching course for faculty who have already been through Canvas and Online Pedagogy Training		Start: Fall 2019; End: Continue to Spring 2013		None		DE Coordinator (Chris), Instructional Designer (Bianca), Instructional Technologist (Ricardo)		faculty stipends

		CTTL - Professional Development		Increase adjunct faculty professional learning opportunities		Offer adjunct workshop series in CTTL		Start: January 1, 2018; End: ongoing		hired Monique Iles to lead series; identified dates/times in Spring 2018		Nina Floro		adjunct salary for 5 hours a special rate; room		M

						Continue Fall Adjunct Symposium		Start: August 12, 2017; ongoing every Fall semester		brought Dr. Paul Hernandez as keynote speaker;  55 attendees; completed evaluations; 		Nina Floro		speaker=$5,000; programs/promo materials=$1,000; swag=$3,500; CTTL staff salaries=$1,032; adjunct participation compensation=85 faculty x 6 hours @ step 8 special rate $57.84=29,498; food=$4,000		H

		CTTL - Professional Development		Increase Faculty & Staff Professional Development Application requests		Update application form to fillable PDF; facilitate application process by creating online process; purchase necessary software for online PD application submissions; train users in PD software; visit divisions, departments, and other groups to create awareness of PD funding and PD opportunities		Start: January 1, 2018; End: ongoing		PD form made fillable in 2017; Frontline PD software purchased for online submission of PD forms; Frontline PD software configuration completed in Spring 2018; increased visits to divisions, Classified/Academic Senate meetings; increased email announcements		Karen Dimalanta to update forms; CTTL PSC to maintain Frontline PD software; CTTL staff and PSC to train users in Frontline software		Hire PSC ($70K salary plus $35K benefits); cost of PD managaement software (supported by instructional equipment budget and technology plan).		H

		CTTL - Professional Development		Increase number of professional learning opportunities for classified staff		Offer Office Suite workshops; Offer Adobe workshop series; Offer additional health/wellness workshops		Start Fall 2017 Semester; Continue to Spring 2023		additional health/wellness workshops added to Fall 2017 calendar and Flex Days; offered Adobe Acrobat series;		CTTL staff and other volunteer workshop facilitators		cost of updating software, if any; cost of student assistants, if any; costs of facilitators		H

		CTTL - Professional Development		Increase professional learning opportunities for mid-career, senior-level, and adjunct faculty		Secure funding for yearly transformative teaching academy for 20 faculty; Design program/curriculum for transformative teaching academy; Offer a faculty transformative teaching academy 		Start: Spring 2018 write PIF and secure funding; Fall 2018 promote TTA and plan curriculum; Spring 2019 first TTA cohort; ongoing yearly thereafter		PIF submitted in Spring 2018		TTA faculty academy coordinator; CTTL/PD coordinator; CTTL staff; campus staff; speakers/presenters; 		faculty stipends (20 @ $1,500ea=$30,000); iPad minis (20@$500ea=$10,000); books/supplies=($1,700); food ($5,000); speakers/workshop presenters ($10,000)		H

		CTTL - Professional Development		Increase professional learning opportunities for all college full-time faculty.		Faculty Teaching & Learning Symposium (Spring semester only)		Start: Spring 2020, secure funding for symposium that mirrors adjunct symposium. 								M

		CTTL - Professional Development		Increase number workshops offered remotely and/or online (scope & accessibility)		Hire staff and acquire equipment necessary to setup, record, store, and update remote and online PD resources		Start: Spring 2018; End: Ongoing		CTTL has submitted a request to hire a full-time PSC		Future assistant to be determined; Workshop facilitators; CTTL/PD Coordinator; CTTL staff		Salary of new media staff ($50K salary, $25K benefits); fees for external workshop presenters (20 webinars at $500; $10K); cost of equipment and software to record and conduct workshops (future instructional equipment request).  $85K total.		H

		CTTL - Instructional Design		Develop, implement, & maintain ID Certification Program (provide certification/badges for engaging in ID activities and course re-design.		Determine guidelines & incentives for ID certificate. Tied to professional development goals		Start: Fall 2019; End: Ongoing		Still in development. Talked through various PD certification programs with the ACED commitee. Will continue to develop parameters. 		Instructional Designer (Bianca), Instructional Technologist (Ricardo)		faculty stipends for ID Certificate ($500 per person) 20 certificates = $10K		L

		CTTL - Instructional Design		Increase value for professional development at Skyline College		Develop a PD Pioneers award for Faculty & Staff (awarded every year). Awardees would receive gift for attending the most PD workshops on/off campus as identified in Frontline.		Start: Fall 2018; End: Ongoing		Began discussions for PD Pioneer Awards during ACED mtg. Need to develop guidelines and rules, then socialize within the community on August Flex Days w/Frontline launch.		CTTL Staff  		faculty/Staff stipends for PD Award ($500 per person) 10 awardees = $5K		H



		Skyline College Goals (SCG)*

		1. Develop the scope, quality, accessibility and accountability of instructional and student service offerings, programs and services to lead the San Francisco Bay region in transferring students, awarding degrees and certificates and reflecting social and educational equity.

		2. Enhance institutional effectiveness in planning and decision-making processes through cooperative leadership, effective communication and participatory governance. 

		3. Fulfill the college's role as a leading academic and cultural center for the community.

		4. Provide human, physical, technological and financial resources to ensure excellent educational programs and student services in order to support students in attaining their educational goals and improve institutional effectiveness.

		5. Recruit, retain and support a world-class faculty, staff and administration that is committed to ongoing improvement through access to opportunities for professional growth and advancement. 

		6. Play a central role in the preparation of the region's workforce and expand networks and partnerships with businesses, the community and non-profit organizations.  

		7. Establish and maintain fiscal stability and alignment of programs and services to the core Mission - Vision - Values of the college. 

		8. Internationalize the educational experience by enriching the college with a diverse community of learners representing the collective resources of humanity and engaging in a vibrant dialogue that engenders an understanding of others. 



		Student Learning Outcomes**

		1. Critical Thinking: Students will be able to demonstrate critical thinking skills in problem solving across the disciplines and in daily life.

		2. Effective Communication: Students will be able to communicate and comprehend effectively. 

		3. Citizenship: Students will be able to use knowledge acquired from their experiences at this college to be ethically responsible, culturally proficient citizens, informed and involved in civic affairs locally, nationally, and globally. 

		4. Information Literacy: Students will be able to demonstrate skills central to information literacy. 

		5. Lifelong Wellness: Students will be able to demonstrate an understanding of lifelong wellness through physical fitness and personal development. 



		SMCCD Mission+

		1. Provide a breadth of educational opportunities and experiences which encourage students to develop their general understanding of human effort and achievement.

		2. Provide lower division programs to enable students to transfer to baccalaureate institutions.

		3. Provide career and technical education and training programs directed toward career development, in cooperation with business, industry, labor, and public service agencies.

		4. Provide basic skills education in language and computational skills required for successful completion of educational goals.

		5. Provide a range of student services to assist students in attaining their educational and career goals.

		6. Provide self-supporting community education classes, contract education and training and related services tailored to the human and economic development of the community.

		7. Provide leadership in aligning educational programs and services offered by all local educational institutions and community service organizations.

		8. Celebrate the community’s rich cultural diversity, reflect this diversity in student enrollment, promote it in its staff, and maintain a campus climate that supports student success.

		California Community College System Goals++

		1. Completion rate.

		2. Remedial math rate

		3. Career Technical Education (CTE) rate

		4. Volume of AA/AS Transfer degrees

		5. Completion rates among subgroups

		6. Percent with Education Plans

		7. FTES per scorecard outcome

		8. Participation rate

		9. Participation rate among subgroups



		Annual Program Planning Self-Study

		1. Planning Group Participants

		2. Contact Person

		3. Program Information

		3.A. Program Personnel

		3.B. Program Mission and Goals

		4. Program/ Service Area Student Service Learning Outcomes and Program Data

		4.A. Summarize recent course (for instruction, including student service courses) or program (for student services and every three years, CTE programs) SLO assessment, identify trends and discuss areas in need of improvement. Please attach summary Tracdat reports with assessment and analysis for SLOs evaluated during the last two years (prior to submission deadline of April 1st). (200 word limit is recommended.) Tool:  https://sanmateo.tracdat.com/tracdat/ 

		4.B. Analyze evidence of Program performance. Review and analyze productivity, student characteristics and outcomes. (200 word limit is recommended.) 
Tool: http://www.skylinecollege.edu/prie/programdata.php 

		4.C. Explain how other information may impact Program (examples are business and employment needs, new technology, new transfer requirements etc.)  

		5. Curricular Offerings

		5.A. Program Curriculum and Courses. If your program does not offer curriculum, please state “N/A”.  Tools: CurricUNET http://www.curricunet.com/smcccd; https://sanmateo.tracdat.com/tracdat/ 

		5.B. Identify Patterns of Curriculum Offerings

		6. Response to Previous Annual Program Plan and Review

		7. Action Plan

		8. Resource Identification

		8.A. Professional Development needs

		8.B. Office of Planning, Research & Institutional Effectiveness requests

		8.C. Faculty and Staff hiring, Instructional Equipment and Facilities Requests Complete the following table:



		Aditional Guidelines

		1) Under Action Item list what will be measured, baseline and benchmarks as appropriate.





CTTL Goal #5

		Academic Support and Learning Technologies Division Shared Strategic Commitments for 2017-18 to 2021-22

		ASLT Unit		Objective (SPOL Input)		Action Steps  (SPOL Input) 		Timeline - Including Start Date, End or Due Date, and Completion Date (SPOL Input) 		Progress to Date		Responsible Individuals		Resource Identification: Specify and Provide Detail if Possible (SPOL Input) 		Priority: L, M, H (SPOL Input) 		SLO** 
		SMCCD Mission+		CCC System Goals++

		5. Establish and maintain fiscal responsibility and alignment of CTTL programs and services to Skyline College’s Mission, Vision, and Values. (SCG 7*)

		CTTL - Professional Development		Increase efficiency in use of CTTL resources		Establish CTTL organizational chart and define areas of CTTL staff responsibilities in alignment with with CTTL mission & goals		Start: Fall 2018; Complete in Spring 2019 		none		ASLT Division Dean in collaboration with CTTL staff				M

		CTTL - Instructional Design		Increase efficiency in use of CTTL resources		See previous PD activities in C5,		Start: Fall 2018; Complete in Spring 2019 		none		ASLT Division Dean in collaboration with CTTL staff				M

		CTTL - Instructional Technology		Increase efficiency in use of resrouces		Secure technology that is easily mobile and lost		Start date: December 1, 2017; End date: ongoing		None		Ricardo Flores		Purchase dongles and equipment to secure technology; Approx. $250		M

		Skyline College Goals (SCG)*

		1. Develop the scope, quality, accessibility and accountability of instructional and student service offerings, programs and services to lead the San Francisco Bay region in transferring students, awarding degrees and certificates and reflecting social and educational equity.

		2. Enhance institutional effectiveness in planning and decision-making processes through cooperative leadership, effective communication and participatory governance. 

		3. Fulfill the college's role as a leading academic and cultural center for the community.

		4. Provide human, physical, technological and financial resources to ensure excellent educational programs and student services in order to support students in attaining their educational goals and improve institutional effectiveness.

		5. Recruit, retain and support a world-class faculty, staff and administration that is committed to ongoing improvement through access to opportunities for professional growth and advancement. 

		6. Play a central role in the preparation of the region's workforce and expand networks and partnerships with businesses, the community and non-profit organizations.  

		7. Establish and maintain fiscal stability and alignment of programs and services to the core Mission - Vision - Values of the college. 

		8. Internationalize the educational experience by enriching the college with a diverse community of learners representing the collective resources of humanity and engaging in a vibrant dialogue that engenders an understanding of others. 



		Student Learning Outcomes**

		1. Critical Thinking: Students will be able to demonstrate critical thinking skills in problem solving across the disciplines and in daily life.

		2. Effective Communication: Students will be able to communicate and comprehend effectively. 

		3. Citizenship: Students will be able to use knowledge acquired from their experiences at this college to be ethically responsible, culturally proficient citizens, informed and involved in civic affairs locally, nationally, and globally. 

		4. Information Literacy: Students will be able to demonstrate skills central to information literacy. 

		5. Lifelong Wellness: Students will be able to demonstrate an understanding of lifelong wellness through physical fitness and personal development. 



		SMCCD Mission+

		1. Provide a breadth of educational opportunities and experiences which encourage students to develop their general understanding of human effort and achievement.

		2. Provide lower division programs to enable students to transfer to baccalaureate institutions.

		3. Provide career and technical education and training programs directed toward career development, in cooperation with business, industry, labor, and public service agencies.

		4. Provide basic skills education in language and computational skills required for successful completion of educational goals.

		5. Provide a range of student services to assist students in attaining their educational and career goals.

		6. Provide self-supporting community education classes, contract education and training and related services tailored to the human and economic development of the community.

		7. Provide leadership in aligning educational programs and services offered by all local educational institutions and community service organizations.

		8. Celebrate the community’s rich cultural diversity, reflect this diversity in student enrollment, promote it in its staff, and maintain a campus climate that supports student success.

		California Community College System Goals++

		1. Completion rate.

		2. Remedial math rate

		3. Career Technical Education (CTE) rate

		4. Volume of AA/AS Transfer degrees

		5. Completion rates among subgroups

		6. Percent with Education Plans

		7. FTES per scorecard outcome

		8. Participation rate

		9. Participation rate among subgroups



		Annual Program Planning Self-Study

		1. Planning Group Participants

		2. Contact Person

		3. Program Information

		3.A. Program Personnel

		3.B. Program Mission and Goals

		4. Program/ Service Area Student Service Learning Outcomes and Program Data

		4.A. Summarize recent course (for instruction, including student service courses) or program (for student services and every three years, CTE programs) SLO assessment, identify trends and discuss areas in need of improvement. Please attach summary Tracdat reports with assessment and analysis for SLOs evaluated during the last two years (prior to submission deadline of April 1st). (200 word limit is recommended.) Tool:  https://sanmateo.tracdat.com/tracdat/ 

		4.B. Analyze evidence of Program performance. Review and analyze productivity, student characteristics and outcomes. (200 word limit is recommended.) 
Tool: http://www.skylinecollege.edu/prie/programdata.php 

		4.C. Explain how other information may impact Program (examples are business and employment needs, new technology, new transfer requirements etc.)  

		5. Curricular Offerings

		5.A. Program Curriculum and Courses. If your program does not offer curriculum, please state “N/A”.  Tools: CurricUNET http://www.curricunet.com/smcccd; https://sanmateo.tracdat.com/tracdat/ 

		5.B. Identify Patterns of Curriculum Offerings

		6. Response to Previous Annual Program Plan and Review

		7. Action Plan

		8. Resource Identification

		8.A. Professional Development needs

		8.B. Office of Planning, Research & Institutional Effectiveness requests

		8.C. Faculty and Staff hiring, Instructional Equipment and Facilities Requests Complete the following table:



		Aditional Guidelines

		1) Under Action Item list what will be measured, baseline and benchmarks as appropriate.





CTTL Goal #6

		Academic Support and Learning Technologies Division Shared Strategic Commitments for 2017-18 to 2021-22

		ASLT Unit		Objective (SPOL Input)		Action Steps  (SPOL Input) 		Timeline - Including Start Date, End or Due Date, and Completion Date (SPOL Input) 		Progress to Date		Responsible Individuals		Resource Identification: Specify and Provide Detail if Possible (SPOL Input) 		Priority: L, M, H (SPOL Input) 		SLO** 
		SMCCD Mission+		CCC System Goals++

		6. Ensure professional learning and development support campus efforts that value diverse communities of learners at Skyline College. (SCG 8*)

		CTTL - Online Education		Increase training of Online and Hybrid instructors that targest success for student populations who are traditionally underserved		(1)Attend NCORE 2019 and 2020 to gather ideas for implementation. (2)Create a hybrid (mandatory) training for online instruction that discusses equity and inclusivity in online and hybrid courses. (3) Implement the training during and consult with Vice President of Instruction and Academic Senate about making it mandatory		Start: Spring 2019 and Spring 2020 by attending NCORE. Fall 2020 and Spring 2021 Design training with implementation for Fall 2021		None		DE Coordinator-Christopher Collins Instructional Designer- Bianca Rowden-Quince Instructional Technologist- Ricardo Flores		Funding for 3 attendees to NCORE @ $3,000 each for two years = $18,000.		H

		CTTL - Online Education		Provide training for online and hybrid faculty with unconscious bias and micro-aggressions in online instruction		(1) Find a speaker to facilitate this topic (2) Incorport into a FLEX day training		Start: Spring 2019 and have the speaker present at FLEX Fall 2019.		None		DE Coordinator-Christopher Collins Instructional Designer- Bianca Rowden-Quince Instructional Technologist- Ricardo Flores		Speaker cost $5,000		H

		CTTL - Professional Development		Increase educational resources and tools available on campus for employees to access information on equity-based practices		Establish a library of readings and videos on unconscious bias, micro-aggressions, critical and culturally relevant pedagogy, and other equity-relevant texts available for loan in the CTTL.		Start: Fall 2018; End: Onging		none		CTTL staff; library		170 books at $30ea; 
30 DVD at $30ea.  Total $6,000		M

		CTTL - Professional Development		Increase opportunities for College employees to engage in local, statewide, and national discourse on race, ethnicity, and equity		Continue to send Skyline College faculty/staff to NCORE and other conferences on race & ethnicity as participants/presenters;
Engage faculty/staff as CTTL workshop and brown bag discussion presenters on topics related to marginalized groups
		Start: Fall 2017; End: Onging		Skyline continues to send delegation to NCORE with 9 going to NCORE 2018 in New Orleans; Power of NCORE Series was established in Fall 2017 in CTTL as a more formal component of NCORE delegation participation; LGBTQ+ series launched in Spring 2018 		CTTL/PD Coordinator; CTTL staff; SESP Division		$2.5K per person, 5 faculty, 5 staff. Total $25K. (Half covered by professional development funds. Uncivered cost is $12.5K.		H

		CTTL - Professional Development		Increase number of mid-career, senior, and adjunct faculty trained in culturally responsive, transformative teaching & learning practices supportive of the Skyline College Promise		Design and offer a yearly faculty institute modeled after the New Faculty Academy, which includes modules on equity, culturally responsive, critical, and transformative pedagogies.		Start: Spring 2018 write PIF and secure funding; Fall 2018 promote TTA and plan curriculum; Spring 2019 first TTA cohort; ongoing yearly thereafter		PIF submitted in Spring 2018		PIF submitted in Spring 2018		faculty stipends (20 @ $1,500ea=$30,000); iPad minis (20@$500ea=$10,000); books/supplies=($1,700); food ($5,000); speakers/workshop presenters ($10,000)		H

		CTTL - Professional Development		Increase number of faculty & staff trained in Universal Design for Learning (UDL) principles		Offer additional workshops/trainings in UDL principles during academic year and include in New Faculty Academy training; identify dates on calendar for UDL workshop and offer workshops		Start: Fall 2018; End: Onging		met w/Melissa Matthews and Lasana Hotep to identify UDL speaker for college Flex Day		CTTL/PD Coordinator; ASLT Division Dean; DRC Coordinator; UDL workshop facilitators (tbd)		UDL workshop facilitators (3 workshops @ $2,500/workshop=$7,500)		H

		CTTL - Professional Development		Increase number workshops offered remotely and/or online (scope & accessibility)		Hire staff and acquire equipment necessary to setup, record, store, and update remote and online PD resources		Start: Spring 2018; End: Ongoing		CTTL has submitted a request to hire a full-time PSC		Future assistant to be determined; Workshop facilitators; CTTL/PD Coordinator; CTTL staff		Salary of new media staff ($50K salary, $25K benefits); fees for external workshop presenters (20 webinars at $500; $10K); cost of equipment and software to record and conduct workshops (future instructional equipment request).  $85K total.		H

		CTTL - Instructional Design		Increase faculty awareness of Open Educational Resources in support of lowering textbook costs for students		Offer additional workshops and training on adoption, usage, and creation of OER		Start: Spring 2018; End: Ongoing		OER Team offered OER Panel and subsequent training in Spring 2018. Developed OER website. Preparing OER workshop series for Fall 2018.		Instructional Designer (Bianca) & OER TEam		No additional cost		H

		CTTL - Instructional Design		Increase training of instructors that targest success for student populations who are traditionally underserved; paired with intentional instructional design.		Consistently engage in professional development and implementation of strategies that support equitable classrooms. 		Start: Fall 2018; End: Onging		Attending Teaching Professor Conference to participate in their series for implementing equity-based practices in the classroom. Goal is to send a contingent of Skyline Faculty regularly to the confernce sponsored by Faculty Focus.		Instructional Designer (Bianca) 		Faculty travel sponsored by Article 13 PD Funds. 		H

		CTTL - Instructional Design		Increase faculty OER adoption  & ZTC usage by course in support of relieving textbook cost barriers.		Develop OER Early Adopters Scholarship Program to provide; compensation, guided searches, and one-on-one assessment support for full adopting OER across sections. Encouraging UDL and adoption of OER featuring diversity of voices.		Start: Fall 2018; End: Onging		Submitted the Textbook Affordability PIF for 2018/2019 to cover the cost.		Instructional Designer (Bianca) & OER TEam		Faculty stipends (10@ $750 ea=$7500) for the first year.		H

		CTTL - Instructional Technology		Increase number of faculty/staff trained to make accessible course materials		Offer additional workshops/trainings in how to create accessible course materials		Start: Spring 2018; End: Onging		Have been helping faculty and MCPR cwith captioning. Currently have alist of six vendors and working to narrow it down.		Chris Weidman, ricardo Flores		No additional cost		M

		Skyline College Goals (SCG)*

		1. Develop the scope, quality, accessibility and accountability of instructional and student service offerings, programs and services to lead the San Francisco Bay region in transferring students, awarding degrees and certificates and reflecting social and educational equity.

		2. Enhance institutional effectiveness in planning and decision-making processes through cooperative leadership, effective communication and participatory governance. 

		3. Fulfill the college's role as a leading academic and cultural center for the community.

		4. Provide human, physical, technological and financial resources to ensure excellent educational programs and student services in order to support students in attaining their educational goals and improve institutional effectiveness.

		5. Recruit, retain and support a world-class faculty, staff and administration that is committed to ongoing improvement through access to opportunities for professional growth and advancement. 

		6. Play a central role in the preparation of the region's workforce and expand networks and partnerships with businesses, the community and non-profit organizations.  

		7. Establish and maintain fiscal stability and alignment of programs and services to the core Mission - Vision - Values of the college. 

		8. Internationalize the educational experience by enriching the college with a diverse community of learners representing the collective resources of humanity and engaging in a vibrant dialogue that engenders an understanding of others. 



		Student Learning Outcomes**

		1. Critical Thinking: Students will be able to demonstrate critical thinking skills in problem solving across the disciplines and in daily life.

		2. Effective Communication: Students will be able to communicate and comprehend effectively. 

		3. Citizenship: Students will be able to use knowledge acquired from their experiences at this college to be ethically responsible, culturally proficient citizens, informed and involved in civic affairs locally, nationally, and globally. 

		4. Information Literacy: Students will be able to demonstrate skills central to information literacy. 

		5. Lifelong Wellness: Students will be able to demonstrate an understanding of lifelong wellness through physical fitness and personal development. 



		SMCCD Mission+

		1. Provide a breadth of educational opportunities and experiences which encourage students to develop their general understanding of human effort and achievement.

		2. Provide lower division programs to enable students to transfer to baccalaureate institutions.

		3. Provide career and technical education and training programs directed toward career development, in cooperation with business, industry, labor, and public service agencies.

		4. Provide basic skills education in language and computational skills required for successful completion of educational goals.

		5. Provide a range of student services to assist students in attaining their educational and career goals.

		6. Provide self-supporting community education classes, contract education and training and related services tailored to the human and economic development of the community.

		7. Provide leadership in aligning educational programs and services offered by all local educational institutions and community service organizations.

		8. Celebrate the community’s rich cultural diversity, reflect this diversity in student enrollment, promote it in its staff, and maintain a campus climate that supports student success.

		California Community College System Goals++

		1. Completion rate.

		2. Remedial math rate

		3. Career Technical Education (CTE) rate

		4. Volume of AA/AS Transfer degrees

		5. Completion rates among subgroups

		6. Percent with Education Plans

		7. FTES per scorecard outcome

		8. Participation rate

		9. Participation rate among subgroups



		Annual Program Planning Self-Study

		1. Planning Group Participants

		2. Contact Person

		3. Program Information

		3.A. Program Personnel

		3.B. Program Mission and Goals

		4. Program/ Service Area Student Service Learning Outcomes and Program Data

		4.A. Summarize recent course (for instruction, including student service courses) or program (for student services and every three years, CTE programs) SLO assessment, identify trends and discuss areas in need of improvement. Please attach summary Tracdat reports with assessment and analysis for SLOs evaluated during the last two years (prior to submission deadline of April 1st). (200 word limit is recommended.) Tool:  https://sanmateo.tracdat.com/tracdat/ 

		4.B. Analyze evidence of Program performance. Review and analyze productivity, student characteristics and outcomes. (200 word limit is recommended.) 
Tool: http://www.skylinecollege.edu/prie/programdata.php 

		4.C. Explain how other information may impact Program (examples are business and employment needs, new technology, new transfer requirements etc.)  

		5. Curricular Offerings

		5.A. Program Curriculum and Courses. If your program does not offer curriculum, please state “N/A”.  Tools: CurricUNET http://www.curricunet.com/smcccd; https://sanmateo.tracdat.com/tracdat/ 

		5.B. Identify Patterns of Curriculum Offerings

		6. Response to Previous Annual Program Plan and Review

		7. Action Plan

		8. Resource Identification

		8.A. Professional Development needs

		8.B. Office of Planning, Research & Institutional Effectiveness requests

		8.C. Faculty and Staff hiring, Instructional Equipment and Facilities Requests Complete the following table:



		Aditional Guidelines

		1) Under Action Item list what will be measured, baseline and benchmarks as appropriate.






Sheet1

		Name		Title		FTE		Classification		FT/PT		Permanent/Temp

		CTTL

		Fischer, Bridget		Professor/Coordinator		1.000		Faculty		FT		Permanent

		Floro, Nina		Professor/Coordinator		1.000		Faculty		FT		Permanent

		Rowden-Quince, Bianca		Instructional Designer		1.000		Faculty		FT		Permanent

		Flores, Ricardo		Instructional Technologist		1.000		Staff		FT		Permanent

		Smith, Michael		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Gibney, Patrick		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Llamas, Isabella		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Dufresne, Mary Anne		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Kurlykova, Mariia		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary



		THE LEARNING CENTER

		Belluomini, Jessica		Instructional Aide II		0.400		Staff		FT		Permanent

		Daniels, Chanel		Instructional Aide II		1.000		Staff		FT		Permanent

		Espino, Jacqueline		Staff Assistant		1.000		Staff		FT		Permanent

		Guo, Hong		Instructional Aide II		1.000		Staff		FT		Permanent

		Gutierrez, Raymon		Retention Specialist		1.000		Staff		FT		Permanent

		Mcmullin, Scott		Instructional Aide II		0.400		Staff		FT		Permanent

		Reed, David		Manager		1.000		Staff		FT		Permanent

		Trujillo, Christina		Instructional Aide II		1.000		Staff		FT		Permanent

		Vengco, Timurhan		Program Services Coordinator		1.000		Staff		FT		Permanent

		Rivas, Victor		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Zuniga, Nicholas		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Cartagena, Jose		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Lorenzo, Marinelle		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Bueso, Erica		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Maccay, Pauline		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Grelli, Gianni		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Morrison, Justine		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Lim, Bryan		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Somarriba Jarquin, Maria		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Ubungen, Monina		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Buendia, Ariel Jaynus		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Ubungen, Monique Therese		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Barrera Lopez, Nery		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Brown, Robert		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Buzo Marin, Ricardo		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Paras, Joshua		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Nunez-Rosario, Emily		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Amaro, Christopher		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Campos Trujillo, Alexander		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Tashi, Daniela		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Lozada, Nichole		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Cortes, Andres		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Moreno, Joren		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Baba, Christian		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Carsano, Ma Kristle		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Eaidra, Moe		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Oclaman, Janah May		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Thein, Akayi		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Gutierrez, Nataly		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Chew, John		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Huang, Shiyi		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Nguyen, Thanh		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Jones, Amante		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Malool, Orionne		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		McLaughlin, Nikki		SI Leaders		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Marszalec, Samuel		SI Leaders		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Carbajal, Daniel		SI Leaders		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Segura, Roberto		SI Leaders		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Rigling, Dylan		SI Leaders		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Ramos, Albert		SI Leaders		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Gonzalez, Andrea		SI Leaders		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Carbajal, Alejandro		SI Leaders		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Htut, Phyo		SI Leaders		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Lobue, Nicholas		SI Leaders		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Chan, Kayiu		SI Leaders		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Geronimo, Samantha		SI Leaders		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Lacap, Raycel		SI Leaders		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Coreas Ayala, Arcadia		SI Leaders		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Valle - Umagat, Nathaniel		SI Leaders		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Dos Reis, Ryan		SI Leaders		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Zhou, Yuan		SI Leaders		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Guerrero, Katrina		SI Leaders		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Hobbs, Gail		SI Leaders		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Pabalan, Christabelle		SI Leaders		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Phamhi, Elizabeth Minh-Hoa		SI Leaders		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Gannon, Michael		SI Leaders		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Drosky, Rebecca		SI Leaders		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Jibaja Prado, Luis		SI Leaders		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Morris, Devyn		SI Leaders		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Bituin, Adrian		SI Leaders		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Xiang, Youce		SI Leaders		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Tran, An		SI Leaders		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Szeto, Kristine		SI Leaders		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Flink, Laura		SI Leaders		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Marquez Ramirez, Martha		SI Leaders		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Oo, Wai Hnin		SI Leaders		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Nazlukhanyan, Victor		SI Leaders		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Chaaban, Sarah		SI Leaders		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Borissoff, Tsubasa		SI Leaders		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Yuan, Ariel		SI Leaders		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Hernandez, Luis		SI Leaders		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Coral-Herrera, Roque		SI Leaders		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Yeung, Rachel		SI Leaders		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Kamarulzaman, Nur Syahrain		SI Leaders		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Zainol Bahar, Mohammad Izwan		SI Leaders		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Tan, Sufang		SI Leaders		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Babaev, Leon		SI Leaders		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Swartout, Bryan		Short Term/Hourly		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Coston, Hannah		Instructional STD Asst/Peer Tutors		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Benedicto, Katrina		Instructional STD Asst/Peer Tutors		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Al Sawalha, Ghadeer		Instructional STD Asst/Peer Tutors		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Baker, Justine		Instructional STD Asst/Peer Tutors		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Poythress, Adrian		Instructional STD Asst/Peer Tutors		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Raja Dolah, Aimi Liyana		Instructional STD Asst/Peer Tutors		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Lopez Thibodeaux, Mayra		Aide/Short Term		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Tun, Swe		Aide/Short Term		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Walters, Joshua		Aide/Short Term		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Wisnia, Kristy		Aide/Short Term		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Grande Santillana, Miriam		Aide/Short Term		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Cooper, Shanna		Aide/Short Term		0.000		Student				Temporary

		May, Nina		Aide/Short Term		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Donahue, Trillion		Aide/Short Term		0.000		Student				Temporary



		LIBRARY

		Ly, Pearl		Director, Learning Commons		1.000		Administrator		FT		Permanent

		Brenner, Eric		Librarian		1.000		Faculty		FT		Permanent

		Lim, Poh Kim		Librarian		1.000		Faculty		FT		Permanent

		Wolbers, Dennis		Librarian		1.000		Faculty		FT		Permanent

		Baker, Cody		Library Support Specialist		1.000		Staff		FT		Permanent

		Driscoll, Carol		Library Support Specialist		1.000		Staff		FT		Permanent

		Ferreira, Sergio		Library Support Specialist		0.800		Staff		FT		Permanent

		Lee, Kristen		Library Support Specialist		1.000		Staff		FT		Permanent

		Samn, Ryan		Instructional Aide II		1.000		Staff		FT		Permanent

		Xiong, Mitchell		Staff Assistant		1.000		Staff		FT		Permanent

		Costa, Annie		Adjunct Librarian		0.270		Faculty		PT		Permanent

		Klinke, Kelly		Adjunct Librarian		0.240		Faculty		PT		Permanent

		Rahn, Katrina		Adjunct Librarian		0.160		Faculty		PT		Permanent

		Silver-Sharp, Jessica		Adjunct Librarian		0.180		Faculty		PT		Permanent

		Torres Volken, Mary		Adjunct Librarian		0.580		Faculty		PT		Permanent

		Wardell, Liza		Adjunct Librarian		0.210		Faculty		PT		Permanent

		Upchurch, Kirsten		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Quintanilla, Marjourie		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Armstrong, Melita		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Lwin, Htet		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Togonon, Friane Jade		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Jibaja Prado, Amada		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Dacuma, Rachel Ann		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Macz, Cristina		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Her, Kaonhou		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Serrano, Hadasa		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Chen, Yongru		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Khant, Zaw Min		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Abi Khalil, Michel		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Vieira Mendes, Adenice		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary



		MEDIA SERVICES

		Marcelo, Roger		Multimedia Services Coordinator		1.000		Staff		FT		Permanent

		Bucceri, Kamla		Multimedia Technician		1.000		Staff		FT		Permanent

		King, William		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Barrera Velasquez, Adrian		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		Lafond, Jeremy		Student Assistant		0.000		Student				Temporary

		ASLT

		Houpis, James		Dean		1.000		Administrator		FT		Permanent

		Dimalanta, Karen		Division Assistant		1.000		Staff		FT		Permanent

		Thigpen, Marisa		Program Services Coordinator		1.000		Staff		FT		Permanent






Supplemental Instruction Year End Report: 2016 - 2017

Area of Summary

The Supplemental Instruction (SI) program at Skyline College is an academic assistance program designed to help students succeed in traditionally difficult courses (defined by courses with high enrollment, but an approximate 65% success rate and/or a 25% withdrawal rate) through volunteer group study sessions, known as SI Sessions.



Roles and Responsibilities for the SI Leaders

The SI program utilizes peer student leaders, known as SI Leaders, to support these courses.  SI Leaders are students who have successfully completed the targeted course (or its equivalent) and ideally support a professor they have taken in the past.  The SI Leaders have 4 primary responsibilities in their role:

1. Attend all class meetings and model positive student behavior.  

2. Facilitate at 1 – 3 SI Sessions per week.

a. Session days and times are determined via a survey at the beginning of each term.

3. Plan for each SI Session

a. The SI Leaders are compensated one hour/weekly session in order to thoroughly plan for their sessions. 

4. Paperwork and other professional duties as assigned

i. The SI Leaders must complete and submit paperwork on a weekly basis, including a record sheet, a reflection, a planning sheet, and attendance sheets.



Re-Establishing the SI Mentor Position

During Spring 2017, the SI program increased the number of hired SI Leaders to 33 – which is the largest number of SI Leaders ever employed for a semester; approximately half of this staff were new employees.  In order to provide adequate professional development and program oversight, the SI Program Services Coordinator (PSC) worked to re-establish the SI Mentor program.  The SI Mentor’s responsibilities include:

· Assist with observing SI Leaders 

· Provide constructive feedback for improving sessions 

· Entering attendance data through Accudemia

· Assist with managing and organizing the SI Canvas shell

· Other clerical tasks as assigned.



The SI Mentor was able to complete 33 observations during Spring 2017, which accounts for approximately half of the total observations. (Every SI Leader had approximately two observations in Spring 2017). 



SI-Supported Courses during the 2016-2017 Academic Year

Note: The number in parenthesis () represents the number of sections supported.  Some sections take place during the same days, times, and locations with the same instructor.

		Fall 2016

		Spring 2017



		Math 110 (6)

Math 120 (4)

Math 130 (5)

Math 190 (2)

Math 200 (3)

Math 222 (2)

Math 251 (2)

Math 241 (2)

ENGL 105 (3)

ENGL 110 (2)

		ENGL 846 (2)

HIST 201 (3)

HIST 235 (1)

PSYC 100 (1)

BIOL 250 (1)

CHEM 210 (1)

PHYS 210 (1)

PHYS 250 (1)

BUS 123 (1)

		Math 110 (5)

Math 120 (10)

Math 130 (4)

Math 190 (2)

Math 200 (5)

Math 222 (2)

Math 251 (4)

CHEM 220 (2)

PHYS 210 (2)

PHYS 220 (2)

		PHYS 250 (3)

PHYS 260 (4)

HIST 201 (2)

HIST 235 (2)

SOCI 100 (2)

PSYC 100 (3)

ENGL 846 (6)

ENGL 105 (6)

ENGL 100 (2)



		Total Sections Supported: 43

		Total Sections Supported: 68







· The SI program has continued to focus the majority of its support on courses that are 1 level below to 1 level above transfer.  

· Many of the courses that are supported are gateway courses to higher-level courses (e.g. students need to pass ENGL 846 and 100/105 to move to ENGL 110; Math 110 and 120 are gateway courses to calculus and statistics). 

· Due to a lack of support from other areas of the college, the SI Program expanded its offerings to support CHEM 220, PHYS 220, and PHYS 260, which are classes that are further in their respective sequences.

· Spring 2017 saw an increase in the number of ENGL sections supported by SI by 7 to 14.

· Per the guidance of the Dean of Language Arts, the SI program did not continue supporting ENGL 110 in Spring 2017.  This is expected to continue into future semesters.



2016 – 2017 Outcomes

NOTE: Attendance and visit figures for Spring 2017 has yet to be 100% updated on Accudemia.  A few attendance sheets from Finals Week have yet to be entered.



Unique Visitors and Visits

The graph below illustrates the increase in total number of unique students and unique visitors from the 2014 – 2015 to 2016 – 2017 academic years.







· SI has seen at least 1090 unique students and at least 7462 unique visits during 2016 – 2017.

· This is an increase of 31.6% percent in unique students and 20.2% in unique visits from the previous academic year.

· This academic year experienced the highest number of unique visitors AND unique visits for the SI program to date.  



Expanding the SI Program

The graph below demonstrates the growth of the SI program within the past few academic years.  In summary, the SI program has continued to increase the number of SI Leaders from year to year, which has allowed the program to continue to increase the total sections supported.  



Note: Some courses had multiple sections (e.g. CRN’s) attached to them.  In other words, some sections were offered during the same days, times, and locations with the same instructor.







· SI supported 114 sections during the 2016 – 2017 academic year.  This is a 90% increase in the total number of sections supported from the previous academic year.

· The 2016-2017 year had the highest number of employed SI Leaders to date.



The following graphs break down the total number of visits per course during the 2016 – 2017 academic year.



Fall 2016







Spring 2017





SI Student Participant Survey



The SI program sent out a student participant survey to all registered SI users at the end of the 2016-2017 semester.  The survey asked participants to assess their overall experience with SI as well as how helpful their SI Leaders were in helping understand class lectures and discussions, develop study skills, and become stronger students.  The survey collected 95 total responses.  



Quantitative Trends



The responses reflect an overall positive experience by students who completed the survey.  

· 82 students indicated that their overall experience with SI was either “Helpful” or “Very Helpful.” 

· 82 students indicated SI helped them better understand the class lectures and discussions.  



Qualitative Feedback



The majority of qualitative comments attained through the SI Student Participant Survey yielded mostly positive statements about the effectiveness of SI and/or the SI Leader.  Examples include:

· Learn a lot of from my SI sessions and got an A for my class. Thank you for helping those students who need help.

· The SI sessions were extremely helpful for me because we went at my pace. I got a better grade because of SI.

· It made me stay up to work and helped me understand the lesson when the professor couldn't go through the entire lesson. Also, it helped me prepare for my finals and tests. I highly prefer for students to take this session because it benefits you for the class and you learn more.

· Without attending SI sessions with Laura Flink, I would not have passed Statistics. She explained everything that I didn't understand from class and homework. She taught me how to create wonderful formula sheets and guided me through studying. She made us do problems on the board ourselves and explain it as we go to the rest of the group so we would not panic as much during exams. (For those with testing anxiety, this was helpful because we were comfortable with the material and familiar with having to solve it alone).

· Dylan was so helpful; he went on and beyond in order to help better understand the material. He always had work ready for us to do in SI sessions. Never a moment when we didn't have problems to solve and material to discuss.

· SI leader would help me understand information I didn't really get in class the first time. They'd help me solve problems by explaining it in simpler terms.

· Albert was very kind, organized and helpful. I enjoyed and value every SI session I attended. Every minute spent at SI was worth it. He's an amazing SI tutor and I actually learned more from his SI sessions than class. I find him more helpful than my professor. Thankful for all his help from the all notes and giving an answer key for the homework to check our work.



SI Success Data and Analysis

To be determined.  Although the SI program has historically had a positive impact on student’s success in traditionally hard courses, there is no new data or analysis. The current SI Program Services Coordinator will be working on analyzing SI’s impact for the Spring 2016, Fall 2016, and Spring 2017 semesters this summer.  



Looking Ahead to 2017 – 2018



The SI Program will be experiencing the following changes in the 2017 – 2018 Academic Year:

· The SI Coordinator hopes to re-establish the SI Mentoring component to the SI program.

· The program will have at least 20 new SI Leaders next year.  This means that there will be an increased need for observations, constructive feedback, and additional professional development in order to maintain the quality of SI.

· The goal is to have at least 2 – 3 SI Leaders who could provide SI Mentor duties throughout 2017 – 2018.  

· The SI Mentor role will also include facilitating parts of SI meetings and developing training modules for future trainings.

· The SI program will continue to move towards supporting courses that are from 1 level below transfer to 1 level above transfer, including but not limited to gateway/bottleneck courses and highly-enrolled general education courses.

· The SMT Division has just been awarded a grant to develop its own STEM Center in addition to the SVETP grant.  

· The Director of the Learning Commons and the SI PSC have met with the Dean of the SMT Division to discuss coverage and support for courses in the division.

· The grant seeks to implement the Embedded Peer Instruction Cohort (similar to the traditional SI model as well as an embedded tutoring model) program.  This program will support higher-level STEM courses, including Pre-Calculus (Math 222), Calculus (Math 251, 252, and 253), advanced sequence Physics courses (PHYS 220, 230, 260, 270), and others.

· As a result, the SI program will focus primarily on the gateway courses to the STEM pathways, such as Math 110, Math 120, Math 130 (Trigonometry), CHEM 192, CHEM 210, PHYS 210, PHYS 250, and BIOL 130.

· The SI Program will also support classes that have high enrollment and lower success, but will not be eligible to be supported by the SVETP or STEM Center grants.

· These classes include BIOL 250, Math 190, and Math 200.

· The Director of the Learning Commons and the SI PSC have met with the Dean of the Business, Education, and Professional Programs Division to discuss SI support.

· The SI program will attempt to support ACTG 100 and ACTG 121, two highly enrolled courses that fulfill degree and transfer requirements for business and accounting majors.  

· The SI PSC is also considering potentially supporting ECON 100, which is another course that is typically highly enrolled but have lower success rates.

· The SI program has only supported BUS 123 in Fall 2016 this past academic year.  The SI Program will continue to support BUS 123 this upcoming year.



































Spring 2017: Number of Visits by Course



VISTORS	

[BUS.-120	]	Math Analysis For Bus.	[CHEM-220	]	General Chemistry II	[ENGL-100	]	Composition	[ENGL-105	]	Intensive Composition 	&	Reading	[ENGL-846	]	Reading 	&	 Writing Connections	[HIST-201	]	United States History I	[HIST-235	]	Hist of Ethnic Grps US	[MATH-110	]	Elementary Algebra	[MATH-120	]	Intermediate Algebra	[MATH-130	]	Analytical Trigonometry-FYE	[MATH-190	]	Path to Statistics	[MATH-200	]	Elem Probability 	&	 Statistics	[MATH-222	]	Precalculus	[MATH-251	]	Calc/Anal. Geom - Honors	[PHYS-210	]	General Physics I	[PHYS-220	]	General Physics II	[PHYS-250	]	Physics with Calculus I	[PHYS-260	]	Physics with Calculus II	[PSYC-100	]	General Psychology	[SOCI-100	]	Introduction To Sociology	5	19	25	39	26	62	28	60	84	54	20	52	5	41	22	9	23	43	51	41	VISITS	

[BUS.-120	]	Math Analysis For Bus.	[CHEM-220	]	General Chemistry II	[ENGL-100	]	Composition	[ENGL-105	]	Intensive Composition 	&	Reading	[ENGL-846	]	Reading 	&	 Writing Connections	[HIST-201	]	United States History I	[HIST-235	]	Hist of Ethnic Grps US	[MATH-110	]	Elementary Algebra	[MATH-120	]	Intermediate Algebra	[MATH-130	]	Analytical Trigonometry-FYE	[MATH-190	]	Path to Statistics	[MATH-200	]	Elem Probability 	&	 Statistics	[MATH-222	]	Precalculus	[MATH-251	]	Calc/Anal. Geom - Honors	[PHYS-210	]	General Physics I	[PHYS-220	]	General Physics II	[PHYS-250	]	Physics with Calculus I	[PHYS-260	]	Physics with Calculus II	[PSYC-100	]	General Psychology	[SOCI-100	]	Introduction To Sociology	25	119	46	97	82	210	168	381	399	248	91	329	18	316	109	28	103	214	164	131	







Growth of SI Unique Visitors and Visits



Total Unique Visitors	

14 - 15	15 - 16	16 - 17	621	828	1090	Total Unique Visits	

14 - 15	15 - 16	16 - 17	4979	6207	7462	









Increases in Total Sections and SI Leaders



Total Sections	FALL 13	SPR 14	FALL 14	SPR 15	FALL 15 	SPR 16	FALL 16	SPR 17	22	22	27	23	30	30	46	68	SI Leaders	FALL 13	SPR 14	FALL 14	SPR 15	FALL 15 	SPR 16	FALL 16	SPR 17	17	19	23	22	25	26	30	33	









Fall 2016: Number of Visits by Course



VISTORS	

[BIOL-250	]	Human Anatomy	[BUS.-123	]	Statistics	[CHEM-210	]	General Chemistry I	[ENGL-105	]	Intensive Composition 	&	Reading	[ENGL-110	]	Compos., Lit. 	&	 Crit. Thinking	[ENGL-846	]	Reading 	&	 Writing Connections	[HIST-201	]	United States History I	[HIST-235	]	Hist of Ethnic Grps US	[MATH-110	]	Elementary Algebra	[MATH-120	]	Intermediate Algebra	[MATH-130	]	Analytical Trigonometry-FYE	[MATH-190	]	Path to Statistics	[MATH-200	]	Elem Probability 	&	 Statistics	[MATH-222	]	Precalculus	[MATH-241	]	Applied Calculus I	[MATH-251	]	Calc/Anal. Geom - Honors	[PHYS-210	]	General Physics I	[PHYS-250	]	Physics with Calculus I	[PSYC-100	]	General Psychology	10	17	15	46	31	8	32	35	77	54	53	36	61	25	55	65	11	26	14	VISITS	

[BIOL-250	]	Human Anatomy	[BUS.-123	]	Statistics	[CHEM-210	]	General Chemistry I	[ENGL-105	]	Intensive Composition 	&	Reading	[ENGL-110	]	Compos., Lit. 	&	 Crit. Thinking	[ENGL-846	]	Reading 	&	 Writing Connections	[HIST-201	]	United States History I	[HIST-235	]	Hist of Ethnic Grps US	[MATH-110	]	Elementary Algebra	[MATH-120	]	Intermediate Algebra	[MATH-130	]	Analytical Trigonometry-FYE	[MATH-190	]	Path to Statistics	[MATH-200	]	Elem Probability 	&	 Statistics	[MATH-222	]	Precalculus	[MATH-241	]	Applied Calculus I	[MATH-251	]	Calc/Anal. Geom - Honors	[PHYS-210	]	General Physics I	[PHYS-250	]	Physics with Calculus I	[PSYC-100	]	General Psychology	16	262	35	184	122	16	80	127	710	410	269	181	196	121	418	823	46	135	33	
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&"-,Bold"Proposed Floor Plan for existing Language Lab Area	


SI Study & Planning Area

SI Staff Cubicle
7' x 8'

SI Staff Cubicle
7' x 8'


TLC Staff Cubicle
7' x 8'


     Existing exterior wall removed from this area

Small SI Room
14'x12'

Large SI Room
22' x 12'

Room is 36' long 


by 34' wide 

Small SI Room
12'x12'

SI Staff Cubicle
7' x 8'


Front entrance


Proposed floor plan for existing Language Lab space inside 5100 Learning Center





 

             LOGIC MODEL: SI




The Learning Center













Inputs





Outcomes


Short                                            Medium                                  Long





Outputs


   Activities                            Participation





Increase retention and success rates 20 -30 % in SI supported courses; as well as increase sequence completion and transfer rates











Peer SI sessions for highly enrolled, low-success courses








5% Increase participation in voluntary SI sessions








Financial Resources


-General fund support


-BSI funds?


-SSP funds?


-Title III?








Human Resources


- Director of the Learning Commons


-SI Coordinator


- Learning Center Manager


- Peer SI Mentors


- Peer SI Leaders


- Faculty








Strategic Planning


- VPI


- Division Deans


- Director of Learning Commons


- TLC Manager


- SI Coordinator


- PRIE office


- CSI








- Students in STEM, ENGL, HIST, PSYC, SOCI, BUS, ACTG


- SI Leaders


- Skyline Faculty


- SI Coordinator


- TLC


- Director of Learning Commons





Expansion of program to cover majority of sections of supported course level





Become a “Certified Supplemental Instruction Program” through International Center for SI.





> 20% attendance at all SI sessions 


Data reflecting at least .5 to full letter grade








External Factors


Funding to support SI positions


Adequate space for SIL to  


Integration with TLC support programs


Focus on supporting one level above and one level below transfer


Emergence of STEM Center’s EPIC program








 Institutionalization of SI program with dedicated funding support








Further integration and association with other Learning Center Services, including increased collaboration between SIC and TLC staff





- SMT Division


- LA Division


- BEPP Division


- SS/CA Division


- ASLT Division





Assessing SI effectiveness through statistical reports





Planning for expansion of focused support for difficult, gateway classes in STEM, ENGL, HIST, PSYC, SOCI, BUS, ACTG





- Training for new leaders


- Check-ins with SI Mentors


- Regular semester meetings (continuous training)


Observations and debriefs of SI








10-15% increase in success outcomes for SI participants vs. non-participants in STEM, ENGL, HIST, PSYC, SOCI, BUS, ACTG, and future disciplines





Expand SI support to additional highly-enrolled, low-success GE courses





15% increase in overall # of students meeting course SLOs





15% improvement in GPA, retention, and success rates for participating SI students





Planning for expansion of SI to other disciplines and divisions





Assumptions


Expansion of SI support will result in 1) increased effectiveness of SI, 2) increased faculty confidence in value of SI program, 3) increased success for students in course and degree completion.
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		AY		Total Unique Visitors		Total Unique Visits

		13 - 14

		14 - 15		621		4979

		15 - 16		828		6207

		16 - 17		1090		7462

		Semester		Total Sections		SI Leaders

		FALL 13		22		17

		SPR 14		22		19

		FALL 14		27		23

		SPR 15		23		22

		FALL 15 		30		25

		SPR 16		30		26

		FALL 16		46		30

		SPR 17		68		33



Growth of SI Unique Visitors and Visits



Total Unique Visitors	

14 - 15	15 - 16	16 - 17	621	828	1090	Total Unique Visits	

14 - 15	15 - 16	16 - 17	4979	6207	7462	









Increases in Total Sections and SI Leaders



Total Sections	FALL 13	SPR 14	FALL 14	SPR 15	FALL 15 	SPR 16	FALL 16	SPR 17	22	22	27	23	30	30	46	68	SI Leaders	FALL 13	SPR 14	FALL 14	SPR 15	FALL 15 	SPR 16	FALL 16	SPR 17	17	19	23	22	25	26	30	33	











Class breakdowns

		FALL 2016

		COURSE		VISTORS		VISITS

		[BIOL-250]Human Anatomy		10		16

		[BUS.-123]Statistics		17		262

		[CHEM-210]General Chemistry I		15		35

		[ENGL-105]Intensive Composition &Reading		46		184

		[ENGL-110]Compos., Lit. & Crit. Thinking		31		122

		[ENGL-846]Reading & Writing Connections		8		16

		[HIST-201]United States History I		32		80

		[HIST-235]Hist of Ethnic Grps US		35		127

		[MATH-110]Elementary Algebra		77		710

		[MATH-120]Intermediate Algebra		54		410

		[MATH-130]Analytical Trigonometry-FYE		53		269

		[MATH-190]Path to Statistics		36		181

		[MATH-200]Elem Probability & Statistics		61		196

		[MATH-222]Precalculus		25		121

		[MATH-241]Applied Calculus I		55		418

		[MATH-251]Calc/Anal. Geom - Honors		65		823

		[PHYS-210]General Physics I		11		46

		[PHYS-250]Physics with Calculus I		26		135

		[PSYC-100]General Psychology		14		33

		SPRING 2016

		COURSE		VISTORS		VISITS

		[BUS.-120]Math Analysis For Bus.		5		25

		[CHEM-220]General Chemistry II		19		119

		[ENGL-100]Composition		25		46

		[ENGL-105]Intensive Composition &Reading		39		97

		[ENGL-846]Reading & Writing Connections		26		82

		[HIST-201]United States History I		62		210

		[HIST-235]Hist of Ethnic Grps US		28		168

		[MATH-110]Elementary Algebra		60		381

		[MATH-120]Intermediate Algebra		84		399

		[MATH-130]Analytical Trigonometry-FYE		54		248

		[MATH-190]Path to Statistics		20		91

		[MATH-200]Elem Probability & Statistics		52		329

		[MATH-222]Precalculus		5		18

		[MATH-251]Calc/Anal. Geom - Honors		41		316

		[PHYS-210]General Physics I		22		109

		[PHYS-220]General Physics II		9		28

		[PHYS-250]Physics with Calculus I		23		103

		[PHYS-260]Physics with Calculus II		43		214

		[PSYC-100]General Psychology		51		164

		[SOCI-100]Introduction To Sociology		41		131



Fall 2016: Number of Visits by Course



VISTORS	

[BIOL-250	]	Human Anatomy	[BUS.-123	]	Statistics	[CHEM-210	]	General Chemistry I	[ENGL-105	]	Intensive Composition 	&	Reading	[ENGL-110	]	Compos., Lit. 	&	 Crit. Thinking	[ENGL-846	]	Reading 	&	 Writing Connections	[HIST-201	]	United States History I	[HIST-235	]	Hist of Ethnic Grps US	[MATH-110	]	Elementary Algebra	[MATH-120	]	Intermediate Algebra	[MATH-130	]	Analytical Trigonometry-FYE	[MATH-190	]	Path to Statistics	[MATH-200	]	Elem Probability 	&	 Statistics	[MATH-222	]	Precalculus	[MATH-241	]	Applied Calculus I	[MATH-251	]	Calc/Anal. Geom - Honors	[PHYS-210	]	General Physics I	[PHYS-250	]	Physics with Calculus I	[PSYC-100	]	General Psychology	10	17	15	46	31	8	32	35	77	54	53	36	61	25	55	65	11	26	14	VISITS	

[BIOL-250	]	Human Anatomy	[BUS.-123	]	Statistics	[CHEM-210	]	General Chemistry I	[ENGL-105	]	Intensive Composition 	&	Reading	[ENGL-110	]	Compos., Lit. 	&	 Crit. Thinking	[ENGL-846	]	Reading 	&	 Writing Connections	[HIST-201	]	United States History I	[HIST-235	]	Hist of Ethnic Grps US	[MATH-110	]	Elementary Algebra	[MATH-120	]	Intermediate Algebra	[MATH-130	]	Analytical Trigonometry-FYE	[MATH-190	]	Path to Statistics	[MATH-200	]	Elem Probability 	&	 Statistics	[MATH-222	]	Precalculus	[MATH-241	]	Applied Calculus I	[MATH-251	]	Calc/Anal. Geom - Honors	[PHYS-210	]	General Physics I	[PHYS-250	]	Physics with Calculus I	[PSYC-100	]	General Psychology	16	262	35	184	122	16	80	127	710	410	269	181	196	121	418	823	46	135	33	







Spring 2017: Number of Visits by Course



VISTORS	

[BUS.-120	]	Math Analysis For Bus.	[CHEM-220	]	General Chemistry II	[ENGL-100	]	Composition	[ENGL-105	]	Intensive Composition 	&	Reading	[ENGL-846	]	Reading 	&	 Writing Connections	[HIST-201	]	United States History I	[HIST-235	]	Hist of Ethnic Grps US	[MATH-110	]	Elementary Algebra	[MATH-120	]	Intermediate Algebra	[MATH-130	]	Analytical Trigonometry-FYE	[MATH-190	]	Path to Statistics	[MATH-200	]	Elem Probability 	&	 Statistics	[MATH-222	]	Precalculus	[MATH-251	]	Calc/Anal. Geom - Honors	[PHYS-210	]	General Physics I	[PHYS-220	]	General Physics II	[PHYS-250	]	Physics with Calculus I	[PHYS-260	]	Physics with Calculus II	[PSYC-100	]	General Psychology	[SOCI-100	]	Introduction To Sociology	5	19	25	39	26	62	28	60	84	54	20	52	5	41	22	9	23	43	51	41	VISITS	

[BUS.-120	]	Math Analysis For Bus.	[CHEM-220	]	General Chemistry II	[ENGL-100	]	Composition	[ENGL-105	]	Intensive Composition 	&	Reading	[ENGL-846	]	Reading 	&	 Writing Connections	[HIST-201	]	United States History I	[HIST-235	]	Hist of Ethnic Grps US	[MATH-110	]	Elementary Algebra	[MATH-120	]	Intermediate Algebra	[MATH-130	]	Analytical Trigonometry-FYE	[MATH-190	]	Path to Statistics	[MATH-200	]	Elem Probability 	&	 Statistics	[MATH-222	]	Precalculus	[MATH-251	]	Calc/Anal. Geom - Honors	[PHYS-210	]	General Physics I	[PHYS-220	]	General Physics II	[PHYS-250	]	Physics with Calculus I	[PHYS-260	]	Physics with Calculus II	[PSYC-100	]	General Psychology	[SOCI-100	]	Introduction To Sociol	ogy	25	119	46	97	82	210	168	381	399	248	91	329	18	316	109	28	103	214	164	131	
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What did you learn through participating in the Day of Action? 
Sample write-in answers by participating students.


“I learned interesting facts about drugs and drug users. Some stereotypes were changed for me.”


“I learned that fresh fruit was used in the Food Bank, and the Food Bank itself acts as a temporary 
solution for hunger.”


“Individual contributions matter”


“It is better to go out and act on what you learn than just hear about it in a classroom.”


“I actually learned a lot about service learning in general. I learned that as students we can learn a lot 
by getting ourselves out in the community making a difference.”







“It feels good to help out my community. Also that I can help, I can definitely do more.”
“The amount of information people are not aware of when it comes to taking care of our planet. The 
amount of energy, participation and willingness people could potentially bring to the table but again 
because they don’t know how needy our planet is of us they take for granted mother nature.”


“One person, or small groups of people, can make a difference.”


“I learned how to do teamwork and experienced that marine life suffering trash from the unawareness 
of human.”


“I learned that the Glide Memorial Center exists, and the services they provide. Even the simplest task 
as folding pamphlets contribute to helping disease and harm prevention.”


“work as team for the community welfare”


“I learned about Glide's programs and services to it's communities and most importantly, the harm 
reduction program. Before the event, I did not what drug paraphernalia was used for substances, but 
the staff at Glide did an amazing job providing us background and information on drug use, its effects 
and their personal stories. It was a great event.”








  


A professional development project for interdisciplinary teams 


Communities of practice (CoP) at Skyline are a new PD opportunity to bring together small 
interdisciplinary teams of faculty, staff, and administrators (6-8) who will meet regularly 
throughout the academic year to discuss, strategize, and address pedagogy or academia 
related problems of mutual interest. The goal of each CoP will be to develop a work plan 
that outlines deliverables for the academic year. It is expected that each CoP will meet a 
minimum of once per month, and present results of projects to the campus community on 
Flex Day, August 2018.  


CoP Strands: Transformative Pedagogy, Service Learning, Social justice and Sustainability, 
and Online & Hybrid teaching and Learning. 


 


 


Faculty interested in leading a CoP please contact: 
 


Dean James Houpis, houpisj@smccd.edu 


or Dean Lasana Hotep, hotepl@smccd.edu 
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